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CHAPTER 1
THE POLITICAL SETTING 1931-1945
The history of the Dallas Park System reflects the political,
social, and cultural status of the city at each and ewery point in
time.

Many reasons for Dallas being nationally famous are related by

some means to the park department.

Until a short time ago, the Dallas

Cowboys, the local professional football team, called Fair Park's
Cotton Bowl Stadium their home.

This same stadium is also a sup-

posedly neutral meeting ground for the intense rivals, the University
of Texas and Oklahoma University, and it is the site for the nationally televised. New Year's Day Cotton Bowl game.

The largest annual

state fair in the world also makes Fair Park its home, drawing
thousands of visitors each day the gates are opened.
Nationwide golf tournaments have been held in Dallas parks, while
famous athletes such as Babe Didrikson Zaharias, Lee Trevino, and Lee
Elder all honed their skills on park facilities.

Fair Park was the

site of the State of Texas' Centennial celebration in 1936 of its
independence from the bonds of Mexico.

Famous gangsters, like Bonnie

and Clyde were rumored to be frequent visitors in Dallas parks.

One

of the world's best zoos and one of the South's best collection of
museums are administered by the Dallas Park Department.
Many social problems have rested on the shoulders of the park
board members.

Parks were used to provide welfare services during

the depression and for fund raising during world wars.
1

During pre-air

conditioning days, parks provided pleasant outdoor sites for Sunday
evening church services.

Improved race relations rested partially

upon the activities of the park board.

And when the eyes of the

entire nation were watching to see what Dallas would do in memory of
President Kennedy, the responsibility was handed to the park board.
There is no way for a park department to avoid being involved in
the local political trends of each era of the city's history.

If an

area of town has no parks and it happens to be a minority section or
lower income section, the politicians latch on to the situation, demanding reform.

If a city council selects a highly partisan park

board, politics become involved.

When the Fine Arts Museum negotiated

for a showing of paintings from socialist countries, politics entered
the picture again.

If anti-Vietnam rallies were granted park board

approval, it becomes another issue of political viewpoints.

To many

people, the department that does not keep "hippies" or "freaks" out
of its parks is condoning the use of drugs.

No matter how a problem

is approached acts of the park department are judged from the political, social, and cultural viewpoints of the citizenry it serves.
A city's park history should be a microcosmic view of a city's history,
and should interpret the development of the life of the residents of
the metropolis.
The years 1931 through 1945 in Dallas marked a transition period
in both city history and park history.

In general it was a time when

actual visible accomplishments seemed few, but in reality, the foresight and insight forced upon the people by the circumstances may be
largely responsible for the rapid growth and considerable success

enjoyed in most facets of Dallas' local government since 1945. A
severe depression, a growing trend of apathy, and a world war served
to limit entry into the modern era of city government, but the ground
work was laid effectively.
A growing awareness of needed change in Dallas government began
during the late 1920s when the Dallas Charter Association was formed
to carry out the campaign for council-manager government.

Having ef-

fectively manipulated the media, the Charter Association received
generous support from all local newspapers and radio stations.

People

representing the Charter Association went to any size gathering anywhere in the city.

Volunteers talked to housewives, invalids, and

civic clubs. This educational effort proved effective; however, even
without this communication barrage, the new form of government had
excellent chances of receiving the voters' approval.
General dissatisfaction had been brewing in Dallas government for
some time. The commission government had been effective in 1905 when
it was first placed in operation, but with a growing city, the ambitions of five equally powerful commissioners were hard to correlate.
Each man had his own ideas of what was important and what was unnecessary which made conflict almost inevitable.

Nationwide, just as in

Dallas, the commission form of government consistently proved itself
inadequate to manage a rapidly growing metropolis.
In addition to commissioner conflicts, the city government up to
1930 had been rather poorly managed.

The Public Works Department

funds were over one million dollars in deficit while the Water Department's overdraft was $460,000. The Fire Department suffered losses

of five dollars per capita which seemed rather high when compared to
similiar-sized municipalities.

The Health Department was classified

as "inefficient" and garbage pickup was described as "erratic."

Re-

cruiting and promoting of city employees was ludicruous because there
was no method based on merit, and departmental payscales were neither
standardized nor equalized.
Based upon this knowledge, Dallas' citizens on October 10, 1930,
voted for the thirty-nine amendments to the city charter which in
effect gave Dallas a new form of government.

Six councilmen were

elected from the six specific districts and three councilmen received
election at large. All candidates had been nominated by petition
without party or group designation.

The councilmen then selected from

among themselves T. L. Bradford as the first mayor and then they appointed John Edy as the first city manager.

By charter provision, the

city council also had the power to appoint the city attorney, the
supervisor of public utilities, the city auditor, the city secretary,
3
the corporation court judge, and the members of the park board.
The city manager's task was to oversee the seven departments
specified by the new city charter and one created by ordinance of the
council.

The directors of each department answered directly to the

manager, resulting in the obvious advantages of tight control which
the manager could hold over a small number of departments.

In turn

the department directors needed to answer to only one boss instead of
five.

The separation of power between manager and council made clear

the responsibilities of each, ending the potential for "buck passing,"
as well as "pork barrel" legislation.

Dallas was to be "run on a

business schedule by business methods by businessmen," wery analogous
4
to a corporation president and a board of directors.
John Edy, the new city manager, ordered a major overhaul of every
department.

Having previously served as city manager in Berkeley,

California and Flint, Michigan, Edy established a civil service system
in Dallas similar to the ones in those cities.

The new system required

merit performances and provided standardized payscales.

A program of

training and apprenticeship for young men that quickly gave them positions of responsibility was set up.

Political activity of any kind

by city employees was forbidden by the charter, and Edy promised no
compromises in the rules of law enforcement written in the charter.
He brought strict budgetary control into a previously lax environment.
Each department under the city manager had to present not only the :.
annual budget, but he required that it be segmented into twelve pro5
posed monthly expenditures.
The new charter did have a few clauses which caused some difficulties.

It had specified that the library board, the hospital board,

and the park board were to be appointed by the city council and answerable to the council, not the manager.

Edy felt that this was a

difficult situation because he believed that the public held him
responsible for the activities of these boards but yet he had no power
without a call of interference.

Actually, however, under Edy's 1931-

1935 term the independence of these civic-minded boards caused him
little trouble, and their effectiveness was slowed only by the same
economic conditions which affected the entire city.
All of the central city and the outlying suburbs were affected

by the great depression, but some citizens suffered disastrously while
others claimed awareness of no real hardships.

However, when one news-

paper proclaimed the winter of 1930 as "the coldest of the century" the
reporter was probably making reference to the general outlook of many
city residents as well as the weather.

Long lines formed outside fire

stations to get whatever meager portions of food might be handed out.
Estimates of unemployment figures for the winter of 1931 ranged from
thirty thousand to eighty thousand, depending upon how many nonDallasites stumbled into the city in search of jobs and food.

Church

attendance climbed by an average of three hundred thousand per week
in the Dallas area, and the consumption of cigarettes and illegal
liquor increased tremendously.
In general, the banks of the Dallas area proved to be stabilizing
factors in the stricken community.

The overall economy of this south-

western city did not suffer as severely as those located in the east.
As a light manufacturing center balanced with large percentages of
banking and insurance, the city was less affected by the rapid economic
fluctuations than a city relying solely upon heavy industry.

Banking,

insurance, and distribution did not require extensive layoffs when
business slowed.
However, unemployment was locally severe, even if not proportionately as severe as the industrialized eastern states.

The triple under-

pass of Commerce, Main, and Elm streets, the four new viaducts, and the
new sewer and water lines laid during the early 1930s were all city
make-work projects which helped relieve the unemployment roles.

Pri-

vate charities, such as the United Charities and the Civic Federation

immediately were overwhelmed.

The welfare department with the help

of the park department opened milk stations in several parks, particularly those near the Trinity Heights area which was then dubbed "Hungry
Heights."

The situation looked dismal again in 1932 as the city ran

out of funds for make-work projects and the welfare board seemed to
Q

fall further behind in what appeared to be a hopeless task.
During 1933, the newly elected president, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
provided some help to Dallasites under the Federal Emergency Relief
Authority.

With federal funds combined with city staffs and facili- .

ties, a case load of more than ten thousand families was served.
Another federal agency designed for relief was the Civil Works Administration (CWA), which was designed for early phaseout in hopes that the
world would have returned to normal.

Unfortunately, the dismal eco-

nomic situation did not disappear.
In spite of the lack of money, the new city government was able
to adhere to the rigid budgetary restrictions imposed under Edy's
direction.

Most of the city departments, including the park depart-

ment, even were undercutting the budget in order to relieve the city
of debts accrued by the previous administrations.

The wisdom of such

drastic reductions can be questioned in light of the situation and
during the time when extra funds might have employed a few more jobless men.

Nevertheless, Edy had promised Dallas that he would

straighten out the financial records, and that he intended to do.

The

Charter Association won the 1933 council election with an overwhelming
vote, indicating strong citizen approval for the Charter Association
and its appointed administrator.

I
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However, by 1934 trouble clouds began to form in Dallas politics.
The Catfish Club was the major reason behind the strong partisanship.
This was a group of left-over, disgruntled advocates of the commission
government who organized shortly after the 1933 elections.

Its exis-

tence was kept secret until 1934 when an opponent discovered the private meetings.
came to be.

There was some debate as to how the title of Catfish

It was either because a catfish lives in muddy waters and

out of sight or because a catfish was known to have a big mouth and a
little brain.

Wherever the name came from, it was true that meetings

could be attended only with a membership card and reporters
barred completely.

were

The club's organizers worked chiefly among the

"

lower-income groups and members of ritualistic organizations like the
*

Elks and the Odd Fellows.

Being intelligent enough to realize that

such an underground group could not win an election, they recruited
«

Hal Moseley, former Commissioner of Public Streets and Public Property,

i

as campaign manager for the new Civic Association.

(

This new organi-

zation, silently backed by the Catfish Club, took over Dallas government
12
in 1935.-^"^
There was one other factor that helped keep Edy out of the city
manager's office in 1935, and that was the state of Texas' one hundredth anniversary of its freedom from Mexico.

Several prominent

Dallasites convinced the Texas Legislature to designate Dallas as the
state's location for the celebration.

Dallasites were worldly enough

to realize that Edy's strong enforcement of law and order would have a
detrimental effect upon the fun-loving visitors to the Texas Centennial.
A "blue-nosed town" would not have a chance of drawing enough people

to make the event worthwhile.

With the election of the Civic Associ-

ation ticket in 1935 a workable compromise was put into effect.

The

Dallas citizen was ruled by strong law enforcement, at least in theory,
while the visitor was encouraged to enjoy himself.

On the surface this

1 Q

strange compromise seemed to work.
Hal Moseley, the former campaign manager, was chosen by the new
council to be Dallas' second city manager.

Immediately the Catfish

Club began giving strong hints as to whom they wanted appointed to each
position.

Much to their surprise, Moseley failed to comply with their

suggestion for the new chief of police.

Only five men out of a council

of nine were behind Moseley and it was merely the beginning of his

I

term. Undaunted, the new city manager proceeded to refuse the Catfish
choices for tax assessor and fire chief. He did yield to council re-

J

quests when he removed the welfare director, but he made his own
14
choice on her replacement.
With Moseley in office, matters appeared to be growing brighter.
He was not bowing to e\/ery wish of the Catfish Club, Dallas had been
chosen as the site for the Texas Centennial, and most importantly,
the federal government had implemented several relief programs.

With

the realization that much more money would have to be pumped into the
economy to overcome the slump, the Roosevelt administration instituted
the Works Project Administration (WPA), the Public Works Administration
(PWA), the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), and the National Youth
Administration (NYA).

It was these four alphabet agencies that proved

most successful nationally and helped Dallas the most, particularly in
the development of its park system.

The millions of dollars injected

10
into the city's economy helped bring Dallas out of the depression.
Soon Dallas was selected as a regional headquarters for the WPA, while
the city led the entire state with 13,365 on local WPA payrolls.

With

the atmosphere of gaiety created by the Centennial celebration and a
drop in unemployment, Dallas' future looked bright."^^
But the good fortune did not last long.

After the close of the

Centennial in 1937 employment rates rose steeply, and another controversial election was in store for the city.

A revived Charter Associ-

ation demanded that law enforcement be tightened.

They felt things

had become entirely out of control during the Centennial, and that it
was time to revert back to a clean city, to make Dallas a good place
to raise children once again.

Accusations were levied at the city

administration, labeling the wide open, wild saloons, illegal whiskey,
gambling, and prostitution as the fault of the councilmen.
The incumbents believed differently.

The behind-the-scenes Cat-

fish leaders realized that their goal of a patronage system was not
yet a reality, so they decided to change their tactics. They changed
their organizational title to the Legion of Honor, which backed the
new Forward Dallas Party.

The

new party took the place of the Civic

Association as the main opposition to the Charter Association.

The

Forward Dallas Party favored most of the incumbent council members,
but they left Moseley's name out of their campaign speeches.

They

could not afford to have the voters think they had refused to back the
city manager because he had failed to comply with Catfish wishes, but
because they were upset with him, they did not want to publicly endorse
him.
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By openly vying for the vote of the Negroes, blighted areas, and
workingmen's neighborhoods, the Forward Dallas Party gained a victory.
But the victory was not unanimous--five of the nine councilmen were of
the Forward Dallas Party while four were of the renewed Charter Association.

Internally, the councilmen either disagreed with Moseley as

manager or they supported him.

It was only because they so seriously

disagreed with each other that Moseley remained.

Everybody was getting

on each other's nerves, and general opinion agreed that the economic
state should be on the recovery, but conditions appeared to be on the
downside once again as unemployment began to creep even higher.

City

leaders were weary from the responsibilities of having held a tremendous Centennial celebration and the following Pan-American fair. Tolerance of federal red tape relating to the numerous work projects was
growing low.

In general, Dallasites were depressed and apathetic.

Much to the grievance of the park board, a few of their members took
advantage of the lackadaisical atmosphere and available funds to involve themselves in a scorching scandal.

Such actions aroused the

newspapers, but the general public appears to have simply accepted
the fraud and graft of the park board as something to be tolerated or
as something of minimal proportions compared to the lingering signs
of the depression.

18

The election of 1939 got rid of all the Catfish, and returned the
Charter Association to tight control of Dallas civic affairs.

The

new council strengthened law enforcement, avoided patronage, and insisted upon accurate record keeping and budgetary reporting.

The new

council selected Woodall Rodgers as the mayor and James Aston became

12
the third city manager of Dallas.

At the time of taking office the

objectives were to remove any causes of scandal or misconduct in the
municipal government.

For this reason, the park board, which had been

most adversely publicized, was reorganized with five new members who
chose a new president and a new director to unscramble the difficulties
in the park department.
Not long afterward, the bugles of World War II called away the
labor force, leaving the city with a serious void in the available work
force.

The concern for the world's future shattered the personal and

political barriers that had been erected.

However, with the shortage

of manpower and material, municipal activities came to a new standstill
This became a period for planning in all departments of the city.
Plans of all types were drawn up in excited anticipation of the war's
end and the return of the men and prosperity.

The park board and its

new director were leaders in the post-war planning effort.

The end

of the war made an ideal ending for the initial development phase of
the modern Dallas Park and Recreation Department including its trials
and troubles with the new council/manager government in Dallas, Texas.
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u

the modern Dallas Park and Recreation Department including its trials
and troubles with the new council/manager government in Dallas, Texas.
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CHAPTER 2
THE FORCE OF A DEPRESSION 1931-1935
These four years, between 1931 and 1935, are often thought of as
some of the most difficult Americans have had to endure.

Everywhere

people were having to readjust their lives and lifestyles in order to
cope with the hardships inflicted upon them by the stock market crash
of 1929.
The park and recreation field was no different from the majority
of professions which were forced to operate on drastically reduced budgets, except that the municipal park systems took on greatly increased

,1
I

responsibilities.

Generally because of the shortage of spending money,

citizens demanded and participated in increasing numbers in public recreation programs.
L. H. Weir, a park specialist with the National Recreation Association, reported in Public Management
tion in park expenditures.

a nationwide fifty percent reduc-

Salary cuts between five and twenty percent

were common in the profession.

Across the country, park departments

discontinued capital expenditures, economized on their equipment, eliminated the less productive parts of their programs, secured the aid of
volunteer workers, and tried to engage in the federal assistance programs that were available.
Compared to the national trends in park and recreation, the Dallas
system reacted in a similar manner, only there was one additional factor
that affected the operation of the park system.
15

The board appointed in

Is

16
1931 was the first to function under Dallas' new council/manager form
of municipal government.

Edwin J. Kiest, the park board president,

undertook the responsibility of establishing the working relationships
needed with city government.

Although the basic responsibilities of

the park board had not changed with the switch in municipal government,
the growing demand for recreation combined with the hardships of the
depression and the introduction of a new form of government to make the
duties of park supervision a more difficult task.
The same five men named to the park board in 1931 were reappointed
in 1933 for a second term.
dent during these two terms.

Foster Jacoby continued as park superintenBecause of the monetary shortages imposed

by the economic conditions of the 1930s period, this administration left
few completed tributes as a sign of their dedication, but the contributions of this board centered around preparation for the future.

They

laid the ground work and made application for the federal monies that
were made available for the following park board.

The board supervised

and helped direct the development of plans for the vast amount of construction to be done for the 1936 Centennial celebration.

They estab-

lished policies for welfare agencies which operated from many park areas
while simultaneously the park board provided other relief outlets in the
parks.

Recreation programs were expanded with surprisingly little money

but many volunteers to meet the increased demands.

The board, serving

these two consecutive terms under the new city government and during the
worst of the depression years, worked diligently and then graciously
handed their efforts to the following park board which received the
visual glory and praise for their accomplishments.

Without Kiest's

[^

17
directorship and the dedication and energy of the 1931-1935 park board,
2
the 1935 board perhaps would not have been as successful.
The board appointed in 1931 did not have sufficient money.

Land,

however, did not constitute a shortage. According to the general standard set by the National Recreation Association, the Dallas park system
had well over the minimum of ten acres per one thousand persons. Records
showed that in 1930 the city had a population of 260,475 with 4,196
3
acres in park lands, which is 15.9 acres, per 1000 persons.
Particularly large increases had occurred when Stevens and Tenison
golf courses were given to the department in the 1920s. In 1930 Bachman
Lake and White Rock Lake, City of Dallas reservoirs, were transferred to

F

the park board for development as park areas. Edwin Kiest had donated

I

over 176 acres of wooded land in memory of his wife, Elizabeth, in

C

September of 1930. By 1934, Kiest had increased his gift to the people

[t

of Dallas to 264 acres. The additional acreage given by Kiest during
his terms on the park board was the only land acquired during these four
years. 4
There were a few attempts made to acquire additional lands, but
in general they were met with limited enthusiasm. Martin Weiss set his
heart on the purchase of the Thomas Hill tract adjacent to Marsalis Zoo
Park. Weiss paid the five hundred dollar option-to-buy for several
years in hopes of saving the land until the park board could purchase
it. The board eventually took over the option, but an actual purchase
waited until 1945.^
In the meantime, Mrs. Weiss had purchased a small piece of property also adjacent to Marsalis Park. Herd Cottage, located upon the
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land, was restored and expanded by the Weiss family for a community
center.

Because over three hundred civic organizations annually used

the building, the park board provided the general maintenance.

That is,

they mowed the grass at the same time Marsalis Park was mowed, replaced
light bulbs, and performed any small maintenance jobs.

In 1932 the

board announced that they were discontinuing the upkeep of the structure.
A long list of names petitioning the board to reverse its decision
failed.

The park board simply did not have the funds to maintain a
5
quasi-park property, no matter how inexpensive.
Although Kiest's policy not to purchase any new land had been adherred to for almost four years, a few events in 1934 altered the land
policy to some extent.

The Public Works Department had two blocks of

p

I

excess land that became available near the eastern approach to the

C

Commerce-Main-Elm streets underpass that was then in the planning stage.

^

When the underpass was completed, the parcels of land, which were not
useful for private ownership because of shape and size, were transferred
without any monetary exchange to the park board for development.

The

board also negotiated with the Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission,
offering them an easement at the White Rock Lake fish hatchery.

In

return, the Commission abandoned their hatchery at Fair Park so that a
race track could be constructed on that land.

Mr. R. B. George, the

man for whom the track was named, furnished $150,000 for construction.
John Edy and Edwin Kiest signed the contract, bringing a race track to
Dallas.

However, the state legislature soon passed a bill illegalizing

horse racing in Texas, so the track only operated a very short time.
Although neither

of these transactions required capital outlay, both
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brought new acres to the park system.
A park system has increasingly been seen by the citizens of a
community as a necessary service.

The board undertook the responsi-

bility of carrying out many civic tasks at either a non-profit margin
or even at a loss of revenue, especially in times of hardships.
was a responsibility assumed by the Dallas Park Board.

Welfare

Some services

were at their expense, while some were provided by the welfare department on park properties.

The effort was one of joint cooperation be-

tween the park board and the various service agencies.
Mrs. Albert Walker, director of Public Welfare, constantly petitioned the board for help

which it gladly donated.

She was given
I

Fretz Park at Lamar and Corinth streets in the cottonmill district as

I

a location for routing unemployed men to various available jobs each

L

morning.

Pike Park served as a routing station for the Mexican-American

laborers on welfare work.

The welfare department provided recreation

leaders for many of the community buildings with the understanding that
the park department would provide the training and supervision of these
leaders.

Equipment for play not to exceed $150 was offered by the board

for each supervised park.

The welfare department also gave the men it

had employed for the day meals and milk in the parks during the noon
hour.

The availability and location of the parks, especially in the

needy areas, allowed the city welfare department to be far

more effec-

tive than possible without the park board's cooperation.
Free baths had been provided in some parks since 1910, but their
importance was renewed during the depression years.

Fretz, Pike, and

Hall parks provided over 62,000 baths in 1932 alone.

Predominantly

c
^
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located in the rundown cottonmill district (near Fretz) and in the black
(Hall) or Mexican (Pike) areas, these facilities reached the hardest hit
groups. The cottonmill district had no sanitary facilities, no running
water or sewers while the majority living near Pike Park were alien
Mexicans who did not qualify for federal aid. The blacks, although eligible for welfare, were not actively recruited and were ill-informed as
o

to the benefits available to them.
The responsibility of taking care of Dallas prisoners was a duty
shared by the park department and the city jail. There was a prison
farm in existence on the White Rock Lake property at the time the park
board was authorized to develop the lake as a park. The park department
agreed to let the non-violent prisoners work off their fines at a dollar
per day while helping to clean up the lake area. Originally the board

C

received a dollar per day for feeding and guarding costs. However, this

L

payment was cut in half in 1931, making the project much less profitable.
In fact, the board claimed to be losing money, but they continued the
use of prison labor.

In August of 1932, City Manager Edy suggested a

further reduction to thirty cents per day. Because the park budget had
been severely reduced under Edy's administration, the board refused to
accept the newly proposed terms. Their protest was effective. The
park department continued to receive fifty cents per day per prisoner
to help cover the expense of meals and guards until 1935 when the city
9
prison farm was abandoned.
During this time, various projects were accomplished with inexpensive prison labor. White Rock Lake received most of the benefits of
the prison labor, because the lake was far enough outside the city limits
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that the prisoners were not constantly in public view.
tration was placed upon cleanup.
cut.

A major concen-

Litter was gathered and weeds were

A bridge was built over Dixon's Branch at the lake and "tin barns"

of corrugated iron were constructed for storage of equipment.

The

prisoners erected toilets at both White Rock and Bachman Lakes."^^
The responsibility of caring for city prisoners was one of mutual
rewards.

The board received inexpensive labor, the men received credit

toward their fines and the jailer was spared the task of guarding for
the day.

However, the time to halt the use of prisoners was nearing.

The expanding city brought many more visitors to the lake each day.

It

was not a good public-image to see a man working in the parks who was
wearing the same clothes he had whenever he was thrown in the jail.

f'

Often the prisoners were rude or unknowledgeable when a visitor happened

Q

to ask a question.

c

From time to time prisoners continued to be used

until the 1950s when it became unfeasible and undesirable.

But during

the onslaught of the depression, the parks had a labor crew, and many
men who had no job received regular meals.

Thus, at the time, prison

labor was basically an asset to Dallas provided with the assistance of
the park board.
Also at White Rock Lake there were nearly 250 camp sites and boat
house locations which were leased to Dallas residents for twenty-five
dollars per year.

The leasees had agreed not to live in the shacks and

shanties built upon the land because none of them had running water or
sewer lines.

They also agreed to keep the lots clean and attractive.

During the depression, however, the board found people living in the
huts.

Generally, the department ignored the situation since many of
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those people had no other place to live and probably had no job. But
the appearance was still a major concern. Owners were told at least to
keep trash from collecting around the shacks in order that it might not
appear completely unsightly.

The camps remained along the shoreline

until around 1939 when a campaign was organized to further beautify the
lake. Even then some camps were left in place for one reason or another
until after World War II. "^^
The park board continued to encourage churches and religious groups
to use the park for outdoor services. For years prior to the 1930s, it
had been quite popular in Dallas to hold Sunday evening services in the
parks.

In this "pre-airconditioning" era, several churches usually

banded together to share the cost of any temporary lighting and construe-

V
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tion of platforms or piano storage boxes. The churches were allowed to
move benches wherever was most convenient. Schedules were coordinated
in the park department offices. During these hard hit years, church
attendance did increase and so did the use of the parks for services,
but basically there was no major difference in policy. 13
The park board became involved with the social life of its patrons. The Girl Scouts, for their day camp activities, obtained permission to use park donkeys which had been acquired in the late 1920s for
children's rides. Card playing in public places was forbidden by the
Texas Penal Code, and a park is a public place. But while trying to
prohibit card games (a most difficult task during a time when many could
not find jobs), the board voted to allow "non-intoxicating" 3.2 beer
into the parks. However, beer could only be brought to a park and it
could not be sold by either park concessionaires or private vendors.

[5
L
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Race issues were not considered major problems for the park board
in 1931.

Perhaps because the minority groups were not accustomed to de-

fending their rights, there were not usually any protests as long as
each minority group stayed within the boundaries set by the dominant
society.

The park board, whether by knowledge of the future or by luck,

adherred to several policies, which in retrospect, showed considerable
foresight.
A stock answer used during the depression years and again used
during the period of integration was "parks are for the people."

Oc-

casionally a citizen would appear before the board requesting that a
fence be built to prevent blacks from cutting through the park.

The

board usually replied that they would investigate the matter, and slowly

'

let the complaint fade without ever taking any definite action.

N

complained of black encroachment at Walford Park.

One man

Kiest exercised great

diplomacy when he appointed Jacoby to investigate the matter.

Together

Kiest and Jacoby concurred that "the city is powerless in the segregation of races."

15

Statements such as these, whether enforced, encouraged, or ignored,
appeared in the park board minute books where it was written as proof
of open minds.

The board categorized parks as white or black in order

to ascertain the type

of facilities and activities needed or desired

within, but this was in accordance with the basic philosophy of the
times that races should be separated.

Credit goes to the board for

being able to avoid the pitfall of putting in print rules of forced
separation of races, though they operated the parks under traditional
"separate but equal" policy.

F
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Establishment of policies and promises to undertake basic moral
responsibilities did not require much operating capital, but to provide
park development and recreation programs did.

And the park department,

along with ewery other city department, was hard pressed for funds in
1931.

The new city manager, in an attempt to lighten the debt accrued

by the previous administration, made deep cuts in each division's budget.

To further draw the ties to the money bag, Edy proposed that it

was a civic duty of city officials to avoid using all of the budgetary
funds allocated to their department for the year.

Any money saved at

the end of the year was applied to the accrued debt.
Kiest and Jacoby worked closely together to accommodate the manager's request.

To acquire additional funds, the board decided that the

insurance coverage could be reduced.

In January of 1932, the board can-

celled all tornado and hail insurance on park property except for the
City Park greenhouses.

They agreed that it would be unwise to com-

pletely cancel the hail insurance on the greenhouse, because it was
most subject to destruction from elements of weather, so they substantially reduced coverage.

I

Later, as an afterthought of such speedy

reductions, the board decreed that the Dallas Insurance Association was
authorized to increase storm coverage on the greenhouse to $2250, an
increase of $150 over the recently adjusted figure.

The cancellations

of hail insurance on the other properties remained in effect.
Although storm damages were not insured, damages by vandalism,
fire, and theft remained adequately covered.

Additional effort was ex-

panded to find methods to reduce insurance rates.

A reduction was

granted the board when they had a fire hydrant installed near the field

c
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house at Kiest Park.

They also replenished and added to the fire extin-

guishers located in the various park buildings. All personnel were
asked to be alert for other possible dangers which might be avoided with
proper precautionary procedures.
To further comply with the city manager's orders and to keep in
line with the other city departments and private businesses, the salaries of the park employees were either greatly reduced or eliminated
entirely.

The reduction of ten percent on all office salaries saved the

park department one thousand dollars per month.

Wages of day laborers

were slashed from $3.20 to $2.40 per day. The position of assistant
director of parks was eliminated, creating a savings of $125 per month.

p

The motion picture operator lost his $47.50 per month job, thus eliminating the park movies. To further reduce the payroll, the director of
parks was to assume the duties of the superintendent of White Rock Lake.
And in a desperate attempt to still further initiate economic efforts,
all supervisors and playground leaders were dropped from the payroll, an
18
effort which met with a great protest from the parents.
The city manager refused to approve the proposed budgetary allocations for the forestry division.

The Texas Museum of Natural History

received no funds from the board for operation, and consequently it
was closed until the Centennial, when it opened its doors again under
a new name.
ing

Plans worked out by the engineering department for dredg-

silt-filled White Rock Lake were quickly shelved.

The meager zoo

became even more so when the board voted to sell four bears, one leop19
ard, two lion cubs, one tiger, one zebra cow, and two rhesus monkeys.

L
L
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While all possible means of saving money were executed because of
the stringent demands of the new city manager to help alleviate previous
city debts, the sources of funds remained quite limited due to the economic depression hovering over the country.

The federal government was

a potential source of funds, but most Dallas agencies still held a mental block about accepting money from Washington, D.C.

The park board

agreed in 1933 to not borrow federal money because of the already accum20
ulated debts that were proving so difficult to pay off.
However, by 1934 the stigma placed on federal money was receding
somewhat.
late 1933.

The city accepted Civil Works Administration (CWA) help in
Over one thousand men were paid forty cents per hour for a

thirty or thirty-two hour week.

One of the CWA's primary work assign-

ments consisted of cleaning up the highways.

Either lack of supervision

or lack of knowledge resulted in the destruction of numerous redbud
trees and other ornamental plants by the working men.

One citizen

emphatically told the press that she "hoped the country did not get any
more money for cleaning up the highways."

To the relief of many the

CWA did not have a chance to be effective before it was shelved.

This

initial make-work project was then replaced in 1935 by the more successful Works Progress Administration (WPA), the Public Works Administration
(PWA), the National Youth Administration (NYA), and the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC).
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Local money came from the general taxes, recreational revenue, and
one bond issue.

The Urlickson bond program of 1927 called for $1,500,000

for parks and recreation.

Adding to the $550,000 already issued were

$100,000 sold in October of 1931.

The remaining bonds were not sold
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until 1945.

The interest and sinking fund under the Urlickson program

was payable out of the general tax fund and not from the charter autho22
rized tax allocation for parks.
Budgetary allocations, based upon the income from the available
sources, were coupled with the reductions encouraged by the city manager.
The apparent results demonstrated that the park board effectively reduced their budget.

The first partial year under the council/manager

government ended with expenditures of $144,871, safely within the
$146,702 budget for the period.^^
For the 1931-32 fiscal year, the board was given a total operating
budget of only $331,000 as compared to the last annual park budget of
$368,000 allotted by the commission government.

During the first full

P

fiscal year of operation (October 1, 1931-September 30, 1932), $33,000
was saved below the budget figure.

After setting aside over $12,000 for
L

emergencies, approximately $22,000 was returned to the city to help
retire past liabilities.
pressing for savings.

As time passed, the city manager continued

The city council ordered another saving of

$35,000 by October 1, 1932, the end of the third full fiscal year.^^
There are definite signs that the park department's efforts to
comply with the city manager's wishes may have been overdone.

If an

item or project was approved in the annual budget, there must have been
a reason.

To lower the budget to compensate for circumstances was un-

derstandable, but the wisdom of further reducing an approved budget was
somewhat questionable.
Reducing insurance coverage and lowering wages was understandable.
Luckily no major calamity happened to destroy or greatly damage any of
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the park properties during the four years under this board, and the
wages were lowered in the park department just as throughout the city.
Thus, in retrospect, most of the reductions and eliminations could not
be considered actual mistakes.
However, the elimination of playground leaders in 1932 was a great
mistake.

Since the 1931-1935 board had only a meager development pro-

gram, even less of a beautification program, and no land acquisition
program, the recreation program was the main focal point of public attention.

The park director, Jacoby, was a very avid believer in recreation

for children, especially for children living in low income areas.

Be-

cause Jacoby's main interest was recreation, this was one cut that
seemed unlikely unless the board was unanimously behind

it.

He had

often been described as a "very inspiring man," a man who could recruit
volunteer help easily and could retain the services of those who worked
with him.

Nonetheless, the fact remained that a recreation program

could not be run without trained personnel to direct and organize the
volunteered help, and the parents in the city were more enraged by the
prospects of not having a recreation program than the park board had
25
envisioned.
The shortage of money
able.

claimed by the board was highly question-

Even with the $22,000 unspent from the budget that year, there

appeared to be more than sufficient funds to continue the program.
Prior to the release of all recreation leaders, the board publicly had
patted themselves on the back for having completed the previous year,
1931, with $43,000 below the budget and with $39,000 more in revenue
than they had anticipated.

There was no reasonable explanation given

L
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for releasing the recreation leaders, a program which cost $19,000 when
the unexpected income and the other total reductions resulted in over
$81,000.

For this reason, several hundred irate parents vigorously pro-

tested, and playground supervisors were quietly reinstated for the
summer months only.

2fi

Recreation, outside of the supervised playgrounds, was limited
severely by the board.

The board members did consent to having a dance

floor built at White Rock Lake in 1934 for a cost of $5,444.

During its

first year of operation, the small admission fee charged on the huge
concrete slab amounted to over four thousand dollars.

The attendance

figures of over 25,000 persons during the summer of 1934 proved it to be
27
a success.

I

Swimming, as usual, showed great popularity, but the limited swimming facilities did not result in any profits.
a modest margin of profit during the four years.

The golf courses retained
In fact, their profit

totals were elevated slightly because many citizens dropped their country club memberships and reverted to municipal facilities.

Fishing was

banned in the city lakes, but there was an increased effort to increase
fish production at the White Rock Lake hatchery for later distribution.
Aquaplaning bans, lifted in 1931 by the new board, caused a flood of
surfboarding orders to swamp local sporting stores.

As has always been

the case, fad activities came and went, while tennis, golfing, and swim28
ming reigned high on the list of priorities.
During the first full fiscal year, 1931-1932, attendance records
showed that over five million used the facilities of the park department.
The following year, the system had an attendance of only 2,500,000, one

^
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half of the previous year's attendance.

The principal reason for the

marked decrease was that the playgrounds were only operated for three
months.

Other considerations included the elimination of band concerts

and free motion pictures in the parks.

Attendance increased in the 1933-

34 year because of increased special activities, year-round play programs at many of the parks, and the new dance pavilion.

Music concerts

were reinstated during the summer of 1935, drawing 42,100 listeners.
The rise in playground participation and park activities was a trend that
continued until World War II. More and more people turned from the more
expensive private recreation to the park program.

Thus, in a time when

reductions were encouraged by the city government, the lack of individual
money was turning people to the public parks. The park department was
29
in a difficult position.
As a result, non-essential work was not attempted. Development
was kept to the minimum.

Marsalis Zoo was a popular attraction which

could have benefited by an extensive development program.

There was a

new elephant house, but several of the animals had been sold to raise
funds for the remaining ones.

In spite of its physical appearance, many

Sunday afternoons were passed at the zoo. Thus, Wilber, the nine thousand pound bull elephant, enjoyed the status of Dallas' major attraction.
It was a sad, sad

day in July of 1934 when, after a thrashing, crashing

tantrum, Wilbur died of a heart attack at the age of nineteen.

No dam-

age was done to the new elephant house, but due to lack of work and an
over abundance of time, Wilbur's head ended up as a wall decoration for
a local taxidermy shop.

"We probably hoped someone would pay us for

mounting the head," one of the artists recalled, "but work was scarce

'"i
f-
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in 1934 so we did it just to have something to do."^^
Additional swimming facilities were developed by Kiest's board.
The existing locations were extremely limited in size and sanitary
standards were substandard, even for the 1930s. White Rock Beach was
sterilized by a four-cylinder motor boat from which large dosages of
chlorine were dumped at night.

The pool at Fair Park had been recom-

mended for demolition by one board member because it was so difficult
to clean.

However, the Fair Park pool was closed for only a few years

which left Lake Cliff the only other oversized pool, and Lake Cliff was
filled with Oak Cliff's artesian water which ran warmer than most Dallasites preferred their swimming water.

Griggs pool at Hall and Thomas

Street was a smaller pool which served the black community.

31
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The board completed the details remaining on six junior pools

r.,
I

begun by the commissioner board.

The pools at Lida Hooe School, Tietze

Park, Rosemont School, Lagow Park, Wheatley Park, and Hay School helped
relieve some of the swimming congestion.

The new board allocated funds

for a junior pool at Wahoo Park for the black community nearby.

Lake

Cliff pool got a new water main so that swimmers could enjoy cool Dallas
water.

The three large pools were used by people from all over the

city, excluding the blacks, while the junior pools and Griggs pool were
32
mostly located in the black and lower income areas.
Only one community center, located at Lagow Park, was opened
between 1931 and 1935.

The centers, at that time, were not like the

modern, multi-purpose buildings of the 1950s and later.

Because a

supervised program was considered to be a deterrent to juvenile delinquency programs, the target areas were centered in the lower income
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areas.

A community center was used only for crafts and meetings and

other similar passive uses.

A field house provided additional space

for lockers and showers although it had no indoor gym space.

The only

field house built was at Kiest Park in 1932, and it cost over ten
thousand dollars, an expense which was justified by the fact that Kiest
Park was a gift which had cost Dallas nothing.^^
Besides the two recreation structures built, the park board managed to scrape together the funds to pave a few roads.
White Rock Lake was completely paved.

The road around

The project was financed with

$11,000 saved from the lake's swimming beach and with $7,500 received
from the sale of a part of Fretz Park for the Corinth Street overpass.
Mr. Kiest, in his benevolent manner, donated twenty-five hundred cubic
yards of gravel to pave the road at Kiest Park from the field house to
Hampton Road.

The only other significant developments during the two

terms were few.

A greenhouse was built at City Park for $1,854.

Two

tennis courts were built at Sunset High School by park labor, but again
the material was donated by Kiest.
34
structed at White Rock Lake.

In 1934, a bridle path was con-

If developments and improvements were slowed because of the lack
of funds, aesthetic development received even less attention.

The people

would not have understood large sums of money being spent on beautification projects.

A park generally consisted of whatever plantings grew

naturally or existed when the land was acquired, altered occasionally by
a garden club which volunteered to plant a few trees in a given park.
However, during the 1930s roses experienced a rebirth in popularity.
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Because of the interest shown, a garden of .64 acres was planted in
Craddock Park with park labor. Also in 1932, the Oak Cliff Society of
Fine Arts donated two thousand rose bushes for Lake Cliff Park. But
these occasional trees and two rose gardens comprised the total effort
at beautifying the parks of Dallas. Since no one expected intensely
manicured parks with seasonal plantings, no one noticed the lack of them.
A few roses were considered impressive.
Memorials expressing sentiment for a person, a race, a country, or
an event often provided an aesthetic development with no expense to the
park department.

People tend to identify with parks more than most

other city services.

If someone is going to leave money to the city or

present a memorial in honor of someone or something, it is far more desirable to have the gift placed in a park for the public to see than to

U

have it donated to the public works department for a new sewer or water

^-

line.
Mrs. John McClellan left money to finance a memorial to her late
husband.

She wanted a fountain placed in both a white park and a black

one. One fountain graces an area near the Garden Center in Fair Park
while the other identical fountain was placed in Griggs Negro Park.
Trees were often planted in memory of someone. A grove of trees
at Fair Park were planted by Forest Avenue High School in honor of the
fifty-eight signers of the Texas Declaration of Independence. The
United Confederate Veterans planted a grove of Walnut trees at Kiest
Park. The only stipulation usually given by the board was that they
were able to select the sites and that the trees could be removed if
deemed necessary. 37
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Activities in honor of special holidays were logically held in the
public parks.

Just as July 4th was celebrated throughout the city in

practically ewery park, so were the special days of the various ethnic
groups.

The blacks celebrated Juneteenth in the Negro parks accompanied

by Miss Emancipation contests and tons of watermelons for all celebrators.
Fair Park and Reverchon Park usually were the scenes of the largest Juneteenth crowds.

The Mexicans celebrated two independence days, one from

Spain and one from France.

Until the early morning hours at Pike Park,

the drifts of mariachi music could be caught between the whiffs of the
38
distinctive aroma of Mexican food.
The board began to lay the ground work for a much larger event in
1936, the celebration of Texas' independence from Mexico.

R. L. Thornton

p

and others had exerted the effort which resulted in Dallas being chosen
as the site of the gala.

The city council and the park board agreed to

back the Centennial Committee.

In October of 1934 a three million dollar

bond issue was successfully submitted for the voter's approval. An estimated expenditure of ten million dollars covered buildings, landscaping,
lighting, and exhibits.
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This board did not have the fortune of the next board which reaped
the glory of the Centennial.

Their entire four years were spent with

their hands tied by strong economic strings.

Their story was one of a

struggle to adjust to a new form of municipal government while under the
shadow of a heavy depression.

Their limited funds were principally used

to provide minimum upkeep and minimum facilities on the property already
included in the park property lists.

The 1931-1935 board can be praised

for being able to hold the department together and make limited progress
during times of great stress and little money.

Ir
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CHAPTER 3
A CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION 1935-1937
The economic tail spin of the 1930s caused all major park development to come to an almost standstill until local, state, and federal
monies came to Dallas in 1935. Although some relief programs were initiated as early as 1931, they were not very successful either because
of a lack of efficient organization or a lack of sufficient funds.

But

by 1935 the path had been cleared for Dallas to receive twenty-five
million dollars worth of improvements between 1935 and 1937.
This money was crucial for the emerging metropolis, for while

p

Dallas did not suffer the same percentages of the bitter pangs of hunger

j^

and loss of self pride as the residents of more industrialized cities,
an unemployment rate of at least seven percent caused extensive problems.

Suffering still existed in Dallas as was evidenced by the long,

ever-present lines outside of the fire stations which served as soup
kitchens.

Loss of jobs for the less fortunate and chronic under-

employment for the luckier men added to the demand within the city for
help.^
During this period, the new less restrictive policies of the
federal government became
recovery.

the chief spur to city growth and economic

Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal pumped millions into Dallas.

The Works Progress Administration (WPA), the Public Works Administration
(PWA), the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), and the National Youth
Administration (NYA) financed improvements and provided labor for Dallas.
39
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Although most of the city departments received funds, the results of the
park department's accomplishments were highly visible and easily recognized by the citizen.

People naturally continue to notice beautification

projects and recreation facilities more so than water lines.
after completion, no longer attracted attention.

Highways,

Welfare money was soon

spent, free meals were consumed, and then all was soon removed from the
3
spotlight, while parks continued to attract visitors.
Not only did the men who made up the park board between 1935 and
1937 bring to the city beautified parks and improved maintenance, but
they also were responsible for the world fair held in Dallas in 1936.
Jim Dan Sullivan, manager of his family estate, was elected president
of the new board.

F

Widely known as a member of a prominent Dallas family

which had taken an active interest in park affairs, Sullivan proved to
be a capable leader at a time which demanded firm direction.

Harry E.

Gordon, a Dallas Certified Public Accountant, served as vice-president
of the board, headed several park board committees, and sponsored numerous Centennial projects.
R. T. Shiels, George Chesnut, and Martin Weiss comprised the remainder of the five man board.

Shiels, the board's public relations

man, was an engineer and executive officer of an electrical company.
Chesnut was also an electrical engineer, while Weiss was in the wholesale millinery business.

Together the energy and drive of these five

industrious men accomplished remarkable feats--most of which are still
5
visible.
Foster Jacoby was reappointed as director of parks by this new
board, but not without much heated debate.

Due to an assorted number

r.
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of personal and health problems, the board believed Jacoby had not been
dedicating himself fully to his job.

However, because of the apparent

lack of a replacement, this board kept Jacoby and apparently worked
around him.
The new Dallas Charter proclaimed that the park board's income for
operating and acquisition expenses came from the allocated tax levy "of
not more than ten cents on each one hundred dollars assessed valuation."
But for the 1935-1936 fiscal year, the city council gave the parks an
8J§ cent allotment.

City Manager Hal Moseley pointed out that although

their allocated money from the general fund for the new year was less
than the previous year, the expenses of Fair Park's Centennial grounds

p
f;

were taken from them.

Tha Centennial Board handled many expenses from

a separate account after receiving park board recommendations and approval of all actions.
Although the city council had to give final approval for projects
requiring a vast allocation of city funds, the park board had more freedom of action in spending its money than most city offices.

The numerous

federal grants and loans were requested by the board and were issued
directly to the board.

Dispersal of such federal funds remained with the

board under the supervision of the federal government.
Though under the city manager form of government, administration
was supposed to be free of political hassling, politics, nonetheless,
caused sufficient conflict to affect the park department.
Moseley became the second city manager.

In 1935 Hal

The "Catfish Club," a political

group which opposed the Charter Association, had backed Moseley with the
apparent expectation of having his cooperation in giving patronage jobs

'
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to those who supported them.

The city council, made up largely of

Catfish Club men, found that Moseley had not followed their wishes.
Perhaps to award loyal supporters or to retaliate against the manager,
the council appointed a few men to the park board that they knew would
be helpful to them.

Sometimes this conflict caused difficulties and

disagreements between the park board and the city manager, but much can
be said for the fact that, in spite of the differences, the city manager,
the city council, and the park board were working for the same goal--a
o

better Dallas and a great Centennial celebration.
The first task of the newly appointed park board was to organize
a World's Fair for Dallas. New York, Chicago, and San Francisco fairs

r

preceded Dallas' extravaganza, which was scheduled to open in June of
1936 to celebrate Texas' one hundred year anniversary of independence
from Mexico. "No mist of glory hung over the Trinity bottoms, and no
eloquence could invent any," nor could Dallas' history claim an Alamo

i9

or Battle of San Jacinto or anything relating directly to the Texans'

J4

fight for independence.

But through the super salesmanship of R. L.

Thornton and others, backed by the bond money voted by the citizens, and
enriched by plans of most elaborate scale, Dallasites convinced the
Texas Legislature to choose their city as the location of the state's
9
celebration.
The citizens of Dallas, led by the park board, the State Fair
Association, and a newly formed Centennial Board, were determined to
surpass anything other cities had done. A three million dollar Centennial bond vote of 1934, a three million dollar grant from the State of
Texas, and another three million dollars in federal funds as well as a
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five hundred thousand dollar bond vote of 1927 for a Museum of Fine
Arts gave the Centennial a sound start.

Private firms and corporations

donated even more in the way of displays and exhibits.

Federal labor

and matching grants provided by the WPA and the PWA were used extensively
while the NYA and CCC aided many of the smaller projects.

The park board

and Fair Association offered the State Fair grounds (owned by the board
and leased by the Fair Association) for the splendid event.

The grounds

were inadequate in size for such a fair, but the use of this land saved
millions of dollars compared to the expense of purchasing all new
property.
Original plans called for an addition of ninety-five acres to the
already owned land, but obtaining additional acreage for the expansion
of Fair Park was not quite as simple as planned--even with cash-in-hand.
The condemnation proceedings became so involved at one point that it was
rumored that the park board had almost decided to build the planned
Museum of Natural History and the Aquarium at Marsalis Park Zoo instead
of in connection with Centennial Park.

Two condemnation boards awarded

what the park board considered rather steep remunerations to the people
living on the coveted real estate.

These high prices and red tape

finally resulted in the board settling for the purchase of 26.5 acres
(102 pieces of land), and even that amount came after considerable
wrangling between city and resident.
One more major problem caused by the Centennial demanded attention.
Leaders in Dallas were worldly enough to realize that a "blue-nosed"
town, straight, moral, and lacking in excitement would never attract the
six and a half million fun-loving visitors that were to render the

?
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exposition successful.

Fort Worth, with its own Centennial celebration,

the Texas Centennial Livestock and Frontier Days Exposition, completely
opened up and even began advertising--"Go to Dallas for culture and to
Fort Worth for fun." Whether in retaliation or in an attempt to keep
people in Dallas, civic leaders allowed twenty-three hundred prostitutes
to work in Dallas, ignored gambling dives, and overlooked striptease
and peep shows. This was an off-the-record acceptance with an understanding that such activities be limited to areas around Pecos and
Griffin streets. Dallas citizens were strongly discouraged by the law
from visiting such areas while visitors received active encouragement
to enjoy themselves.

If results prove the beneficence of the action,

F

the compromise helped to create a successful Texas Centennial Expo-

;

sition.^"^

ri;

Because of the desire for a "Texas-sized" world's fair, the plans
for the new Civic Center were elaborate, and it was this aspect of the
Exposition that most involved the park department.

Concessionaires and

private corporations built their own displays to serve only their present needs, while the park department had the Civic Center built with
thoughts of permanence. With the large amounts of federal aid available, the plans did indeed become immense. The funds were provided
from an account consisting of the voted bond money and from an account
maintained for federal money.

Because money was often originally spent

out of the bond account and later reimbursed partially or totally by the
federal funds, it is difficult to quote separately how much was federally
or locally financed.

Most of the labor provided was from the federal

agencies set up to aid the unemployment situation. The WPA Park

'.
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Improvement Fund was an account into which proceeds from city bond sales
were deposited to finance the city's share of WPA work projects.

The

largest expenditure for these projects came directly from the federal
government to cover payroll--paid directly to the individual workers.
Therefore, the amounts shown on city ledgers reflected only a small part
13

of the total cost of WPA work projects.
The Civic Center proper included a Museum of Fine Arts, a Museum
of Natural History, a Horticulture Museum, an Aquarium, a Museum of
Domestic Arts, a bandshell, and an amphitheatre.

The State of Texas

funded the Texas Hall of State after the City of Dallas agreed to deed
the land it was to be built upon to the state.

And the federal govern-

r

ment gave additional capital specifically for the U. S. Federal Exhibits
Building.

To further expedite planning and construction, each building

of the Civic Center was assigned a park board member as a sponsor.
Planning and hard work were a necessity because of the short time
left before the June opening of the Centennial.

Double and triple

shifts were put into action during the last few months.

In January of

1936, the park board let the contract for the Museum of Fine Arts.
Later to be acclaimed one of the finer art museums, plans called for a
hall seating three hundred and fifty guests, a number of classrooms,
a kitchen, a dining hall, and all types of galleries and display rooms.
The eventual cost, not including the displays, came to $444,543 which
was financed by the $500,000 bond issued for that purpose in 1927.
This museum, in its completed form, was of most adequate size for its
time, and much was owed to the energetic planning of Martin Weiss in
14
consultation with architect Roscoe P. DeWitt.
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The Dallas Museum of Natural History was to serve as a repository
for extensive displays by Texas nature habitat groups.

Groundbreaking

ceremonies in January prepared the way for construction under an approved
PWA grant for $107,140. The additional $155,406 needed was paid from
the park account. T. R. Shiels acted as sponsor for this elaborate home
of Texas fauna and flora.

In order to protect and add longevity to

museum displays and to curtail the cost of air conditioning, the building was constructed with few windows. Texas materials were used with
eyery possible opportunity in the formation of the building. The main
halls were of Texas shell stone and the outside walls were of Texas lime-

p

stone.
At the time of construction, the Dallas Aquarium was the twelfth
in the country and the only inland institution of its kind. More than
two hundred species were displayed, ranging from tiny gold fish to sev-
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eral exotic varieties, all placed as nearly as possible in natural
habitats. Money for construction of the building and tanks came from
the bond fund in the amount of $207,984.-^^
Park board president, J. D. Sullivan, sponsored the Horticulture
Building, erected at a cost of $92,509 from the bond funds. The Horticulture Building offered some cause for debate from time to time. The
Centennial Board wished to lease it to various organizations, but the
park board disapproved of several of the leases. A solution was reached
and the building was put to good use with assorted displays.

However,

the years to follow found the building empty as often as full, until it
became

the Dallas Garden Center in 1941. Although the Horticulture

Museum was not extensively used at this time, the construction of the

^
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building provided more jobs.

It was eventually used for permanent dis-

play, making it a worthwhile contribution.
The Museum of Domestic Arts, like the Horticulture Building, is
another example of a building constructed without definite plans as to
content or use.

Disagreement again occurred between the park board and

the Centennial Board over the subject of displays.

The board did not

see the necessity for a furniture auction in the building, but once more
a

compromise was reached and the show went on.

Costing $115,267 by the

time of completion in 1937, the structure often has been used by numerous
groups for a variety of functions.

After the Pan-American Exposition,

which occurred in 1937, the building was turned over to the Texas Institute of Natural Resources for use as their headquarters.

Later the same

building became the Health Museum.

However, this building never has
18
been used efficiently or continually.
The Texas Hall of State was built by the State of Texas at a cost

of over $1,200,000.

The park board made this grand memorial to the

founders of Texas possible by deeding 3.32 acres to the State of Texas.
The massive doors underneath the tribute to the friendly Tejas Indian
open to a magnificent collection of Texas commemorations.

Each of the

four geographical regions has a wing dedicated to it, while the six
19
reigning flags of Texas also have their own hall of honor.
Under the leadership of the park board numerous other projects
reached fruition.

A gigantic bandshell and an amphitheatre were erected

to accommodate music theatrical productions staged during the Centennial
days.

Park board members approved contributions by others of a replica

of Judge Roy Bean's "Law West of the Pecos" courthouse.

The board rushed
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ahead on a flimsily built model of the famous Alamo for the Fair grounds.
The WPA, the National Park Service, and the Texas Park Board all had individual displays.

The Texas Rangers Headquarters, a rustic, rambling log

structure, was another interesting example of Texas' early architecture.
Not leaving out the essential, a combination police-fire-radio stationemergency hospital was completed for the convenience of the millions of
^ 20
guests.
A group of black citizens decided they wanted a Negro Hall of
Life to honor the achievements of their race at the Texas Centennial.
Their requests to the Texas Legislature and to municipal officials for
funding were answered with a negative response.

Finally, the federal

government allocated fifty thousand dollars of the three million dollar
Centennial grant for the Negro building.

However, there were no black

architects, contractors, or artisans, and, at the most, one-third of
the unskilled work force was black.

The building was hastily completed

in colors of red and green, but yet it did not open until over two weeks
after the Centennial opening.

To add further injury, several exhibits

were either closed or intermittently operated on the Negroes' day at the
21
Centennial, yet the admission prices stayed the same.
To have any large scale fair like a Centennial Exposition, it must
not only be impressive in content but also in upkeep.

F. K. McKinnis

was assigned the enormous task of landscaping the surroundings to their
fullest possible point of enhancement.

Thousands of dollars were spent

on plants edging the walks that guided the tourist throughout the pageant.

The myriads of extra greenery added increased aesthetics to the

revamped fair grounds.

Lighting and well-placed fountains provided

49
Striking emphasis.

General Electric Company supplied plans as well as

advertisements for the nightly displays of multi-colored illuminated
buildings and exhibits.

Splashes of water burst forth from jet nozzles

into calm reflection pools and constantly changed through rainbow colors
as lights flashed, blinked, and glowed from everywhere. 22
Not to be outdone by nighttime views, the park board deemed it
advisable to have as many monuments as possible.

Statues were moved

from many area parks to aid in the adornment of the Centennial grounds.
A memorial erected to Captain Sydney Smith, first State Fair secretary,
was moved to the entrance of Fair Park Auditorium (now the Music Hall).
Prospero Bernardi, Italian "Texas Hero" at San Jacinto, was honored with

F

a statue located on the grounds of the Hall of State purchased with funds
raised by Texas citizens of Italian descent.

In memory of firemen who

died in service, the Fireman's Memorial was once moved from City Park
and then moved again to the south entrance to the Cotton Bowl.

Numerous

other assorted monuments--the petrified tree, the Aztec Idol--added to
23
the grandeur of the absolute plan.
In addition to the beauty encircling Fair Park, a main concern of
the park board was neatness and maintenance.

Over $57,000 of PWA funds

were used in order to complete storm sewers, water mains, and restrooms.
The park board also pushed for the withholding of concessionaires from
the Civic Center.

It was decided not to ruin the grandeur of the area

with such clutter.

Maintenance and clean up, the unromantic end of any

planning operation, were given many exclamations of praise at this
Texas Centennial.

24

Long-run benefits of the great fair were of permanent value to
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Dallasites.

Although not a financial success since no profit was made,

the Centennial gave Dallas a position of national prominence, putting
Dallas "on the map."

Millions of visitors took news of the hospitality

to their home states, giving Texas and especially Dallas excellent advertising.

The present State Fair of Texas, which claims to be the

world's largest state fair, obtained a fabulous plant.

With vast amounts

of federal and local money, thousands of jobless, depression-stricken
workers had wages to purchase food.

Dallas had no regrets for having

the privilege of holding the Texas Centennial Exposition.
During the same particular period of time, not only was the park

Prior to the opening

r

of the Centennial, emphasis was placed on general city-wide beautifica-

G

board staging a world fair, but also a massive improvement plan for
almost every park in Dallas was put into effect.

ft
tion.

Homeowners were urged to adorn their residences with landscap-

ing suggestions made by the park board's landscape architect.

Civic

groups were encouraged to fund planting and clean-up crews to impress
the expected visitors.

After the close of the Centennial, much debate

ensued concerning the use of the left-over city bond funds. The board
25
decided to further improve and beautify parks with this money.
White Rock Lake, one of the area's most popular parks benefited
from federal aid.

In 1935 an extensive improvement program was init-

iated by the CCC.

Plans were made for dredging the lake and a fish

hatchery erected at the site.

Prior to the installation of the CCC at

White Rock Lake, the board had authorized the expenditure of any reasonable amount to get the CCC camp established (on Winfrey Point) at the
lake.

Obtaining the camp meant development of more than six hundred

§5
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acres of park property with the federal government paying expenses for
material and labor.

If the board paid the eleven hundred dollar costs

of moving the camp from Lake Dallas, over two hundred needy young men
from all over the Southwest would be enlisted.

It was essential to ob-

tain the CCC camp for Dallas in order to have the benefits that came
with the federal program.
Dallas benefited.

The park board approved the expenditure and

The Park Improvement Fund provided for money while

the CCC furnished the labor for building soil retention walls, adding
landscaping, placing sewers and culverts, erecting boat piers, and
laying out ball diamonds.

In the way of more basic improvements, the

two federal groups, the WPA and CCC, widened scenic Lawther Drive which
circles the lake.
Another White Rock Lake accomplishment that required much attention from the board was the fish hatchery.

The board financed the

hatchery at the Lake in 1930 for a cost of approximately $23,700.

Prior

to the Centennial expansion of Fair Park, the board conveyed the hatchery at White Rock to the Texas Game, Fish, and Oyster Commission in
exchange for the state hatchery at Fair Park.

The Fair Park hatchery

site was desired so that the board could allow the land for a race track,
The track was subsequently destroyed and the land redeveloped for the
Centennial expansion.

So in 1936 after having decided to recover their

White Rock Lake hatchery, the board paid the State of Texas $1,454 and
contributed accumulated salvage pipe for state use in constructing a
new state hatchery at Lake Dallas.

Twofold benefits came from the vari-

ous trades--Dallas had its original hatchery again and Centennial Park
had land for exhibits.

27
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Improvements planned under the Park Improvement Fund for Marsalis
Zoo Park were estimated at $100,000.

The WPA projects included new mon-

key cages, large animal dens and paddocks, wild fowl cages, and different
types of housing for the assorted other animals.

The zoo also benefited

from the beautification program, gaining paving, walks, bridges, and
landscaping.
trance way.

A new building served as both commissary offices and enAll in all, impressive improvements were made at the zoo

grounds which had long range benefits for

today's visitor to enjoy as

he strolls through the well-kept, clean animal shelters on walks out28
lined by lush, verdant landscaping.
The park known for years as Oak Lawn Park had a change in name
during these years of vast alterations.

The name change to Robert E.

Lee Park in honor of the Confederate general also brought an aesthetic
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change to the acreage.

WPA funds provided for 1,322 cubic feet of

Texas pink granite to be used as a base for a statue of Lee which was
to be placed in the park.

During June, the opening month of the Centen-

nial, President Franklin Roosevelt came to Dallas for the festive
occasion.

There before some twenty-five thousand spectators, the Presi-

dent unveiled the finished sculpture created by the noted sculptor
A. Phinister Proctor, commissioned and paid for by the Southern Memorial
Association.

In addition to the gallant statue, visitors viewed the

effect the thirty thousand dollars of other improvements had on the
park's beauty.

The recreation building constructed there was a replica

of General Lee's home in Arlington, Virginia.

The paving, landscaping,

retaining walls, bridges, and picnic units without a doubt
29
Lee Park's value as a recreation center.

increased

f*
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Not all advancements in the system were concentrated on the parks
already owned by the City of Dallas.

For example. Maple Park was laid

out adjacent to a one million dollar PWA housing project.

The park had

been required by the agreement which brought the federal funds for the
housing project to Dallas.

Condemnation proceedings, authorized by the

city council to acquire the park, were slow (six offers to buy were made
and six were rejected), but finally, in spite of some resident resistance, 1.42 acres were acquired in 1938 for $16,743.

Such efforts pro-

vided much needed work for unemployed citizens as well as creating a
valued housing project for those in need of decent accommodations.

30

The park board prided itself on service to the Negroes of the
Dallas community.

p

When a committee of Negroes appeared before this

board requesting that Wahoo Park be designated as exclusively black,

,

the Negroes had their request granted.

f*

An improvement program pro-

vided the park with an $11,552 community house, erected a retaining
wall, landscaped with many types of shrubbery, and made provisions for
the other essential improvements which totaled approximately $25,000.
The summer of 1935, this board's first season of operation provided
eight concerts for the Negroes to enjoy on the warm, summery evenings
in their parks during that time of the year.

Thus, while blacks were

still racially segregated from the Dallas white community, some attention had been shown to the needs of the minority group in South Dallas
by the park department.

31

The Mexican-American population of "Little Mexico," a run-down
locale near Maple Avenue between Cedar Springs and Oak Lawn Avenue where
many did not speak English, claimed Pike (Summit) Park as its own.
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Several times Jim Dan Sullivan, park board president, discussed the
plight of these people, in terms of their own suffering as well as the
effect it would have on Centennial visitors; but since the park board did
not construe its responsibilities to include social welfare outreach,
little was done.

The park board did give consent for the many Mexican

holiday celebrations that traditionally were held in Pike Park and usually a park board member went as a representative of good will.

However,

Pike, as well as Fretz Park, was one of the Dallas parks that had provided free baths for all who came.

This proved to be quite beneficial

for the surrounding populations, most of whose homes were without such
facilities.

Pike Park was, at the wery least, an open, somewhat tree-

less, area for the displaced Mexican to enjoy his spare time with his
"amigos."^^
Throughout the entire city, small parks received attention even if
not bestowed with the same impressive quantity as the larger facilities.
Under the WPA Park Improvement Fund, most parks were landscaped, walks
and paths were laid, picnic units and some shelters were erected, and
where needed, retaining walls were added.

Several drinking fountains

and sewer lines were installed over the park properties.

Tenison Park

and Stevens Memorial Park (both were golf courses) were furnished
shelters in addition to the basic improvements like sodding, grading,
and mowing.

The Oak Cliff area had a total of $105,000 spent on parks.

Federal funds of $1,200 plus $3,029 of park funds converted the shelter
at City Park, Dallas' first park, into offices for the WPA personnel
and was subsequently used as a recreation center.

At this same park,

$3,100 was spent on renovating the supply of water from the old Gill
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Well, whose mineral water some Dallasites considered useful for medicinal
purposes. Giant plantings of iris were arranged at Reverchon, White
Rock, and Lake Cliff parks. And by 1936, because of a combination of
park board vigor and adequate funding, almost every park in Dallas was
either enlarged or substantially beautified.^^
Although the largest amount of assistance came from the Park Improvement Fund set up for that purpose, another federally financed group
worked separately but in cooperation with the park board and WPA. The
National Youth Administration (NYA) headed by Texan, Lyndon B. Johnson,
provided seven thousand dollars in wages for one hundred and forty young
men between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five. Their largest project
in this program was to beautify Dealey Plaza, located at the triple
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underpass entrance to downtown Dallas. During this period, a total of
$9,550 was spent on labor plus grading and sodding for the "front door
to Dallas." Although, the park board gained considerably by the labor
done by such work forces as the NYA, the board willingly planned and
organized projects which resulted in a more beautiful Dallas while at
the same time provided badly needed jobs. 34
In addition to all of the physical changes being executed in the
parks of Dallas, the park board busily initiated entertainment and recreational activities for the children's benefit. The board announced
that free band concerts would be returned to parks during the summer.
WPA drama and musical productions entertained the many who could no
35
longer afford commercial productions.
Thirty city parks had a supervisor of play activities, but the
recreation program was more concentrated in minority and poverty sections
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of Dallas. The WPA recreation program provided salaries for additional
assistants or recreation leaders in the lower-class areas, while the
welfare department continued using the parks as food distribution stations and as centers for their clinics. None of the more affluent parks
received the extra services necessary in a poor neighborhood, existing
without sanitary facilities or running water. Pike Park, in a Mexican
neighborhood, and several other parks received an active recreation program of athletics, drama, movies, crafts, and organized play activities.
In addition. Pike Park, several black parks, and the cottonmill district's Fretz Park continued the program of free baths, with towels and
soap provided. Whereas, the summer recreation program existed in over

p

thirty parks, only the less affluent neighborhoods received winter recre-

I

ational programs under park leadership.

fIj

Fretz, Wahoo Negro, and Pike

parks were the locations of several afterschool programs, chili suppers,
and an occasional film or special program. 37
Any criticism that could be levied on the park department about
their recreation program in the lower income areas can be justified
somewhat by the location of the parks. In other words, if there were
parks in poverty areas or minority areas, these were the parks that
received an intensive recreation and welfare program; however, proportionately to the percentages of population in either black, Mexican, or
lower Income neighborhoods, there were too few parks serving these areas.
The fault lay in the distribution of parks more so than in the recrea38
tion programs.
Public opinions in Dallas seemed favorably inclined toward park
board activities. Praise was given in liberal dosages by the Dallas
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Salesmanship Club for the organization shown and the pressure endured by
the board in readying facilities for the Centennial.

After the first

seven months of service by this particular board, the Dallas Morning
News called their program "the most momentous ever attempted in the
Southwest."

This article further related vast amounts of work accomp-

lished by five men serving Dallas without pay.

Tribute was paid by the

North and East Dallas Lion's Clubs to the "most important one (board) in
the history of the City."

Emphasis was given throughout the city to the

men who held more meetings in one year than any similar board in the
record of Dallas government.

Dallas was proud of itself and the accomp-

lishments achieved under the guidance of these men, but shortcomings
were present with any group and tne park board was no exception.

Through

•

no actual fault to the board but because of federal regulations, large

N

numbers of unemployed, poverty-stricken Mexicans in the city could not

r..

be worked on federal relief programs because they were aliens.

However,

the percentage of Americans of Mexican descent that were hired remained
quite substandard.

A small percentage of Negroes found jobs as laborers

in the park improvement programs.

Another vocal complaint came from a

few contractors who commented before press and board that delays in payment were unnecessarily long.

Whether by form of praise or complaint,

actual public awareness that the park board existed and was definitely
39
doing something says much for the group.
Many Dallas citizens chose a more non-verbal manner to show their
approval of the park work being done, and so began projects to aid the
park department in their beautification project.

The board encouraged

this help, and simultaneously urged private property owners to beautify
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their property.

As a result, suggestions were handed out free of charge

for re-landscaping homes. The overall goal was to produce a mass of
color as never before seen in Dallas.

Garden Clubs, Parent-Teacher Asso-

ciations, and various civic groups came to the fore with donations of
money, plantings, and physical labor.
An example of all out citizen participation was a "nudist colony"
exhibited by a Bluffview area garden club.

Admission of five cents

allowed one to view all the store mannequins in the buff one could ever
desire to see.

The proceeds went toward the Park Improvement Fund.

Undoubtedly, such an effort did not raise much money, but it did attract
considerable attention which in turn further emphasized to the public
thav they could help the park board beautify the city.

This spur gave

other garden clubs and interested groups or individuals the impetus to
4.U
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organize other projects.
It is almost inconceivable that the short span of two years could
bring so many changes, even with the gifted leadership of an energetic
park board.

They held a State Centennial and a Pan-American Exposition--

both drawing visitors from all of North America.

The Centennial Civic

Center left Dallas with a permanent exhibition area for the State Fair
as well as a show place for Texas culture and natural history.

They

played a major part in getting the CCC camp located at White Rock Lake
instead of Lake Dallas.

Building Maple Park guaranteed the city a low-

rent federal housing project.

The NYA and WPA provided labor and funds

for materials throughout the city's parks under the board's direction.
PWA funds helped finance board plans for construction of the Museum of
Natural History and assorted other projects.

Parks throughout the city
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received extra attention--landscaping, maintenance, and improvements.
All of this was accomplished despite stringent economy at the
local level.

This board managed, with council encouragement, to cut

their portion of the tax rates from 10 cents to 8.5 cents on every one
hundred dollars of assessed property value.

Labor was required in large

quantities and although wages were not high, the many employed at least
had jobs at a time when unemployment was typical.

The attempt to stimu-

late the economy by pouring money into the city for machines and materials was aided.

And through all of this, the board kept stringently,

some feel even penuriously, within their budget.
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Careful planning, cautious management, and federal assistance
allowed Dallas to maintain over ten acres of park land per one thousand

t
9

persons, the minimum acceptable standard according to the National Recreation Association.

Through the midst of adversity, this board coped

with an immediate problem and admirably provided for the future at the
same time.

J-j

Without a doubt, the solid base built by the 1935-1937 park

board comprised of Sullivan, Gordon, Shiels, Chesnut, and Weiss prevented backtracking which could well have occurred, inspired a forward
looking approach to problems, and built the base for what was to become
42
a highly respected park system.
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CHAPTER 4
A TEMPEST IN A TEAPOT 1937-1939
The excitement of two gigantic fairs in Dallas had worn thin and
was replaced with the relief that followed the climax of such a gigantic
undertaking.

T h e closing of t h e fair resulted in another drop in employ-

ment figures.

People w h o erected the buildings and people w h o worked in

the exhibition halls lost their jobs.

T h e intensified beautification

projects that Dallas received during the Centennial were slowed considerably.

T h e hotel and restaurant operators and other entrepreneurs

dependent upon the tourists lost their source of b u s i n e s s , forcing a

J*!

lay-off of employees.
Politically speaking the 1937 to 1939 term was one of continual
conflict in the upper echelons of Dallas city government.

The Charter

Association weakly entered the race on a political platform designed to
clean up their tarnished city.

They felt affairs had grown entirely out

of control during the Centennial; and now that the gaiety was over, it
was time to revert back to the clean city of pre-exposition days.

They

accused the city administration of allowing wide open saloons, illegal
whiskey, gambling, and prostitution.

The Charter Association acknowl-

edged that these activities had increased the success of the Centennial,
2
but that it was now time to put a stop to such illegalities.
The group in favor of reelecting the incumbent councilmen obviously
believed differently.

Although supported strongly by the beer and gam-

bling interests, the Civic Association leaders made some drastic changes
64
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to Insure their reelection.

Several disgruntled Catfish leaders left

the Civic Association to form the Legion of Honor.

With this substan-

tially more reputable name, the Legion of Honor became the source of the
Forward Dallas Party which took the place of the Civic Association as
the principal faction in opposition to the Charter Association in the
1937 elections.^
The Forward Dallas group favored the incumbent council members,
but they quietly left City Manager Moseley out of their campaign
speeches.

They did not want to replace him as city manager because of

fear that publicly it would appear that he had received the ax for his
failure to follow Catfish whims, but neither did they want to publicly

t
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endorse Moseley.

•
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By openly vying for the vote of the blacks, blighted areas, and

f?

workingmen's neighborhoods, the Forward Dallas Party won the election.

'•

But the victory was not unanimous--four men out of nine councilmen were

I3

of the newly invigorated Charter Association. Due to such partisanship
this two-year period suffered from a considerable amount of conflict
which kept tension high during the term.
Three of the former park board members were reappointed by the
split council.

J. D. Sullivan was named president again and Harry Gordon

was again vice-president.

The third appointee was George Chesnut.

H. J.

Rail ton, a sheet metal contractor, and George Ripley, owner of a shirt
manufacturing firm, were the two men chosen by the council to replace
Martin Weiss and R. T. Shiels, both of whom had asked not to be reappointed.
Newspapers again gave rampant speculations that Foster Jacoby
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would not be reinstated as park director.

Perhaps for a lack of a

suitable replacement or perhaps because some board members saw a chance
to operate more freely without an adept director, Jacoby was reappointed
to the position he had had since 1920.

Due to his illness that was

growing increasingly worse. Miss Beulah Cauley, the park board secretary, managed most of the office tasks and covered to the public for the
ailing Jacoby.

Because of such conditions, the WPA engineer, the park

engineer, the head maintenance man, and project foremen usually bypassed the director's office in a direct route to the members of the
5
park board.
An opportunity existed for any board members seeking personal gain
to achieve it without immediate detection.

The city councilmen had too

many problems among themselves to have time to scrutinize park board's
activities closely, even if they had so desired.

Jobs were too scarce

for the park employees to risk losing theirs by reporting suspicious
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happenings.

In general, the existing political exigencies combined to

allow two members of the board to weaken to the temptation to seek personal gain from the federal monies being used by the department.

What

was probably more surprising was that the park board was the only known
city agency that publicly fell into the trap.
Nonetheless, the park board of 1937-1939 worked closely together
on most of the projects, accomplishing considerable good during their
term.

Perhaps because there were so many activities being carried out

by the board, no one noticed the smaller illicit events.

Since three

of the board members appointed in 1937 were prominent personalities of
the previous board and because of the tremendous awareness the public
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had of their prior accomplishments, it was easy to believe the new board
was fail-proof.
Probably the most public-oriented project involved the continuation of the Centennial regala under the name of the Greater Texas and
Pan-American Exposition. Opening in June of 1937 and continuing for a
five-month run, the experience acquired previously by the park board and
the Centennial Corporation provided a simple and advantageous operation
of Dallas' second world's fair. The exhibits were again on a grand
scale, but the emphasis was turned from Texas' fight for independence
to a broader Latin-American theme. With the exception of seventy thousand dollars worth of building improvements, landscaping, and grounds
I

maintenance, the main contributions of the park board to the second ex-

(

position were in the form of advice since the fair plant, the largest
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expense, was already in existence. Displays were handled chiefly by a
specific board set up for the Pan-American show. Based upon the millions of visitors, Dallas again enjoyed a successful event while the
Inevitable employment drop was postponed for another five months.
These fair years were memorable ones certainly because of the
depression but also because of these dazzling fairs. The Centennial
and its successor brought money into the Dallas economy, people into
the Dallas area, and a touch of glamour into the hearts and minds of
Dallas residents. The greatest difficulty the park board faced was deciding what to do with the Civic Center on the fair grounds. The
buildings had been built for permanence in accord with the original
plans, and there was no question that too much had been built at Fair
Park to let it go to waste by not using it. The problem was simply a
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question of money. The upkeep of the collection of museums was expensive, and it became quite a burden to be shouldered by this board and
all that followed.
Over twenty-eight thousand dollars was spent in converting the
Domestic Arts building to the Museum of Natural Resources. The Museum
of Natural History benefited from six thousand dollars of new exhibits.
Additional landscaping, walks, and two reflecting pools became a part
of the grounds.

In further efforts to reopen the civic center, the

board authorized the restoration of Fair Park's auditorium to its original condition.

Because the auditorium had been used by General Motors

for exhibit purposes during the Centennial and as a mock casino during

F

the next fair. General Motors paid $6,600 and the Pan-American board
contributed $10,384, leaving the park board to spend over $35,000 of the

[7

$51,530 restoration costs. Once the renovation was completed the audi6
torium was available for public use as were the reopened museums.
Maintenance of the fair grounds proved to be almost hopeless.
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Without any special labor allocations to help finance the cost of removing the concrete foundations of the temporary structures, the situation looked bleak. The park department did not own any mechanical
equipment designed to perform demolition work.

In fact the park depart-

ment was relying upon mule drawn wagons to haul the broken concrete
from Fair Park to the point of disposal.

It was a slow, tedious task,

but one that had to be finished in order to return the park to a presentable state.
The park board sought a solution to their problem at Fair Park
by presenting a compromise to the city councilmen.

Because the end of
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fairs meant the cost of maintenance of the Civic Center reverted from
the special committees set up for the fair years back to the shoulders
of the park board. President Sullivan suggested that their tax income
be raised.

A few years earlier when the special Centennial account had

removed the expense from the park board's account, Sullivan had ordered
their 10(t on every $100 of assessed property tax be cut to 8k<t in a
gesture to save the local property owner some money.

The return to the

10^ tax allowed under the city charter provided the park board with an
annual addition of $35,898.
In return for the additional income, park board president Sullivan
voiced resolutions turning back to the general fund of the City of
Dallas the sum of $300,000 in Centennial bonds and $35,000 in unused
Museum of Fine Arts bonds.

Sullivan advocated the return of money be-

cause he said that there was enough money to complete the list of park
improvements.

Some of the other board members disagreed with him.

Their opinion was that since the citizens of Dallas had voted the money
for park improvements that was what the money should be used for--park
purposes.

Although the dispute over the final fate of the money began

at the initiation of the 1937 term, the resolution to return the $335,000
was not officially adopted until July of 1938. However, the subject
remained controversial; and as a result, the money was not actually given
to the general fund.

The board appointed in 1939 agreed to use the money

for park improvements; thus, the park bonds remained intact to be used
9
for civic improvement.
Sullivan had the best interests of Dallasites in mind while arguing that the money should be returned to help the general sinking fund

I
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and debt.

However, with the antiquated machinery and dilapidated equip-

ment available to a department whose main focal point was to be maintenance and improvement, it seems that Sullivan was being much too generous
and gallant for the public eye.

His actions were certainly not in the

best interest of the park department.

Although as fate would have it,

the money may have been more effectively used by the following park board
which was not bothered by questionable activities.
Improvements made with the tax income and various revenue sources
were distributed throughout the city.

Most of the projects were sub-

mitted for federal funding and subsequently most of the applications
were accepted.
fusing.

It was easily understandable that the situation was con-

Unlike during the Centennial construction when the majority of

federal aid went to the Civic Center, during these following years several federal organizations were involved in various projects in all
parts of the city.
In cooperation with the National Youth Administration (NYA), eighteen thousand dollars was spent at Stevens Park golf course to protect
it from soil erosion, to construct a caddy house, and to improve the
greens.

A similar program was carried out at Tenison in conjunction

with the Works Project Administration (WPA).

Marsalis Park Zoo received

several bridges and new landscaping in addition to the animal houses
which already had been constructed with WPA help.

The wading pool at

Alamo Park was refurbished and ten tennis courts were added.

In scat-

tered work, the road around Lagow Park was paved, a shelter house was
built at Fretz Park, and a new floor in the center at Pike Park became
T ^ 10
a reality.
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Two lakes under park board jurisdiction. White Rock and Bachman,
received a great deal of improvements from the Civilian Conservation
Corps (CCC).

This federal agency, a branch of the National Park Service,

had established a camp at White Rock Lake in 1935 with the intent of
providing jobs for the unemployed young men of the area.

The CCC con-

tinued to assist the park department with the paving of Lawther Drive
around the lake, laying water and sewer lines, and constructing several
piers and bridges.
Several CCC men helped an ill-fated White Rock Lake dredging program, working as oilers or assistants.

The dredge, purchased for

$21,973 in November of 1937, began operations at the lake.
later the dredge sank.

A few days

A diver called in from Galveston floated the

monstrous piece of machinery.

A report issued by the project super-

visor blamed faulty construction for the incident.

However, to further

complicate matters, rumors began flying that the workers were drunk
much of the time; thus, the high frequencies of injuries and the wreck
were supposedly explained.
prove the rumors.

The completed investigation failed to

Some men were drinking on the job, but poor super-

vision and a lack of knowledge about operating a dredge were probably
more substantial reasons for the sinking of the machinery and the accidents.

Operations began anew in April of 1938 and continued until

February of 1939 when the work ceased for another period because of a
lack of funds.

Although CCC labor helped on this project, the respon-

sibility for the poor direction and management was attributed to the
12
park department personnel and not to the CCC labor.
A further indication that all was not well in the park department
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occurred immediately after the dredge sank. City councilmen turned
from their internal conflicts long enough to order the director of the
public works department to supervise the rehabilitation of the dredge.
The idea was considered absurd by the angry park board.

In a private

meeting, the board declared that they did not wish to be subservient to
the public works engineer because they had their own engineer. So
much noise was raised that a few days later the councilmen stated that
the park board was only answerable to the city council and not to any
other department in the city government. Thus, at the one time the
park board probably needed strict supervision, it received none, be\

cause the council returned to their more obvious problems, leaving the
board entirely free to handle its own affairs. 13

1

In spite of the bad publicity, the dredging project accomplished

'

a considerable amount of good. Almost ninety acres of land was reclaimed--sixty-eight acres at the north end of the lake and twenty at
Dixon's Branch. Most of the silt dredged from the lake's bottom was
used to fill those swampy areas around the lake's shores. A very insignificant amount was sold inexpensively to anyone that would carry
it off. The revenue from the sales was deposited in the White Rock
14
Lake dredging fund to help continue the operations.
Additional plans to beautify White Rock Lake and to make it more
usable by Dallas citizens had included the removal of hundreds of private cabins. However, perhaps for additional income, the board in 1937
rescinded this policy. Sullivan encouraged people to build more cabins
at the lake, adding that any development would add beauty to the lake,
but his encouragement ceased when several home owners voiced public

[
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protests. The residents of the area claimed the lake needed no further
clutter to detract from its natural beauty. Apparently, the time for
private shoreside cabins had come to an end because the board of 1939
quickly demanded the demolition of the cabins.
Although the CCC gave the majority of the federal assistance at
White Rock Lake, the WPA worked on a few minor projects. The only one
that resulted in any problems was a new pier built with WPA labor. Because WPA labor was used for a pier constructed for the Dallas Sailing
Club, the board was told to make restitution or else open the pier to
the public. Of the total cost of $5,081, the government pro rata expense was calculated at $1,787, which the park board refunded the fede16
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ral government.
Bachman Lake received several benefits from the federal programs
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during this term. The lake was still being used for a water supply for

r.-

the City of Dallas, but its potential as a recreational area had been
recognized.

During 1938 the CCC cleaned up the area around Bachman

Lake. They smoothed the shoreline and planted trees. Meanwhile, over
two thousand dollars of park improvement money was combined with WPA
labor to build picnic units throughout the park. An additional five
thousand dollars provided comfort stations, additional landscaping,
and miscellaneous improvement in 1939. With the help of these two federal programs, the park board began the development of a picturesque
lake, which served as a welcome contrast from the cityscape surrounding

The federal government made possible the park improvement program undertaken by the 1935 board and continued by the 1937 board. On
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an even broader scale, the federal government had not only provided more
developed parks, but it had also helped keep the unemployment figures
under control.

In spite of these facts, Dallasites grew anxious to call

such assistance to a halt.

The pride of the city returned with a strong

desire to rid themselves of federal red tape. The board voted to discharge the WPA park engineer and several other WPA men in December of
1938.

It went on record that their services were no longer needed.

board agreed to favor private contracts over WPA projects.

The

However, the

determination of the board to close down their WPA division was easily
understood in light of the low rumblings that insinuated that something
18
was afoul in the park board's federal help division.
Recreation programs in Dallas under Sullivan's board were varied.
The WPA helped considerably to provide supervised playgrounds by paying
I
k k.

the salaries of approximately ten recreation leaders during the summer
programs.

These leaders worked cooperatively with the park supervisors

and the volunteer assistants.

The WPA recreation program also provided

equipment at several of the city's parks. Maple Park, adjacent to a
one million dollar PWA housing project, was one of the area parks to
receive over four thousand dollars for playground apparatus for the
underprivileged children.

Partially to the credit of the WPA assistance,

the attendance on Dallas playgrounds rose to 4,846,000 during 1937. The
next year, along with the cut back of federal recreation funding, attendance fell to 4,323,000.

The federal recreation program was curtailed

along with several other forms of federal aid, because the nation's
economy had shown signs of returning to economic prosperity.

In addi-

tion, Dallas was more than ready to return to pre-depression independence

I
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and eliminate their reliance upon the federal government.

19

A growing interest in organized, team sports may have been partially responsible for the decrease in playground attendance in 1938.
The interest in baseball was rapidly expanding, not only drawing several
thousand active participants but also several thousand spectators. Baseball fields were built throughout the city,''but playing time was limited
to daylight hours. In order to combat that problem, the first lighted
Softball field was installed at Railton Field at Fair Park in 1938. Its
chief backer, board member E. J. Railton, bragged of the ingenuity used
to erect a lighted ballfield for Dallas. Costing wery little, salvage
material was taken from storage and put to use. Several hundred flood-

p

lights were removed from the Centennial grounds and attached to numerous
wooden flagstaffs.

Limited funds were provided by the Dallas Softball

Association to purchase the few materials needed in addition to the
20
salvaged materials.

I
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statistics prove the success and growing enthusiasm for the athletic program, not only for baseball but also for football, tennis,
soccer, and others. During the 1936-37 year the participation count
was 800,000, but by the next year this figure increased to 1,900,000.
With this many playing during one year, several million could be surmised to have been spectators. 21
Compared to the development program, recreation was somewhat
slighted during this time; but, just as during the previous terms, land
acquisition programs remained close to non-existent.

I

The city simply

lacked the funds for any more than a limited land acquisition effort.
The federal government and the remaining Urlickson and Centennial bonds

3
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were the major sources of income besides the ten cent ad valorem tax
money. The federal assistance, usually in the form of labor, aided in
development and recreation, while the bond money had been designated for
improvement and development of existing parks. Finally, land acquisition
was the least urgent need of the park department in Dallas. The board
held park acreage in the excess of the accepted ten acres per every thousand persons, and little demand for additional purchases existed. 22
As a result of this lack of urgency, very little land was actually
purchased. The board looked at a pauper's burial ground with an idea of
converting it to a black park. City records showed that the cemetery
was acquired in a trade with the Thomas and Gaston families in 1878, but
heirs of both families claimed the cemetery still. Avoiding a controversy, the board bought twenty-five acres on Eighth Street instead for

t^

a black park, but almost three acres of the park were immediately sold
r::

for twenty-five hundred dollars to help reduce the purchase price. Another 28.5 acres, known as Glendale Park, were purchased in 1938. 23
The land acquisition program had little momentum, but in spite
of this fact, several hundred acres were acquired in 1938. Dr. W. W.
Samuell, one of Dallas' leading physicians, left his real estate to the
city he loved. He had said that Dallas had been good to him, and so he
wanted to do something for the city. Typical of the busy, non-pretentious man he was, he left his vast acreages by means of a holigraphic
will written on a prescription blank:
Real estate to City of Dallas Park Board for park purposes-not to be sold. Balance to Park Board as permanent foundation. First National Bank, administrator.
W. W. Samuell
March 30, 1937

i<
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This one man, who had always been a great benefactor to Dallas' poor
and who had shunned the social lifestyle, gave to his home city a gift
valued by the First National Bank at $1,222,847.96.^^
Receipt of the gift made Dallas one of the country's richer park
systems.

Although most of the doctor's farmlands became some of the

city's most prized parks, several properties in the downtown area were
kept as revenue producing properties.

A few more were later marked as

unsuitable for either parklands or revenue properties.
and the money deposited in the Samuell Foundation.

These were sold

Because the bequest

was so excessive, the legal technicalities necessary lasted until March

The 1937-39 board had the privilege of accepting the gift and of plan-

r

ning for its future uses, but they could not develop this land pending

[

of 1940 when a court judgement was entered and the distribution settled,

I

the court action of 1940.^^
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As the year 1938

concluded, low rumblings of some sort of shock-

ing, scandalous activities in the park department were heard.

Then

the news erupted in a loud outbreak:
Astounding story alleging pay-offs, fixed specifications
on park department purchases, nepotism, and sales of city
. materials with splitting of proceeds.2°
One park board member, George Ripley, grew suspicious of several
activities being activated by two other board members.

Quietly, the

man gathered enough information to confirm his suspicion that there was
indeed foul play in the Dallas Park Department.
After the major newspapers in the city made the story into a
front-page headliner, a thorough investigation began.

However, the im-

pression given by the papers was erroneous--the entire citizenry did not

[o
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go into shock at the news.

In fact, as the evidence of the wrongdoings

snowballed, many citizens confessed previous knowledge that much was
astray.

The tendency to have overlooked such actions can be attributed

to two major reasons.

Squealing would have displaced several men from

their jobs, although illegal, duringatime when unemployment still remained quite rampant.

And, perhaps justifiably, the citizens of Dallas

simply were tired of the drawn-out years of sacrifice and hardship and
wanted only to be left alone.
Nonetheless, the city government, if not the citizens, was strongly
shaken in late 1938 when Ripley called for an investigation in the park
department.

Prior to Ripley's insinuations, three men from the FBI and

p

a few city officials had already investigated the White Rock Lake dredging project and were then engaged in investigating the municipally owned
k k.

»

radio station, WRR, but their attention was quickly redirected toward

P^
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the park department.

g

When scandal was first broached, Ripley indicated that the furor
revolved around some large quantities of cement that were purchased by
the department and stored in a little red barn outside the city limits
of West Dallas.
payoffs.

Supposedly, the cement was used for resale and for

Ripley promised to follow through with the White Rock Lake

investigation.

With the method of presentation, an outsider would have

believed that Ripley was only trying to make a mountain out of a molehill, but threats against Ripley's life surfaced and one had to suspect
28
that there was much festering within the park department.
The park board held special meetings to discuss the adverse
publicity it was receiving.

.*

At this point all suspicions were

^
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principally directed towards the WPA division.
more than anyone had suspected.

Investigations uncovered

Because of the expanding realm of wrong-

doings, the park board, in conjunction with the city council, soon
29
decided to turn the entire affair over to the courts.
A hearing on January 6, 1939 began rather quietly.

There were

Texas Rangers occupying the corners of the council chambers because of
the threats, but more than anything they were only for precaution.
Ripley was called to the stand to give in detail his knowledge of the
cement in question.

Instead, he fired accusations at park board vice-

president Harry Gordon of having his home remodeled with city-paid
workmen.

Silence fell over the courtroom.

Gordon, refusing to answer,

f^'
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was told he would be asked again at another hearing.

Ripley continued,

saying he had more information which would reveal the mastermind, but
he would need more time to present his case. 30
Claude Jordan was called next to testify.

Jordan, a park laborer,

stated that Al Simpson, the park board's engineer for WPA, had told him
some work was to be done on the Gordon house.

He then answered that he

had received no pay other than his regular salary in return for the
remodeling.
Following Jordan's testimony, Al McKay claimed to have done some
work on the home of Ernest Allen, a former park department foreman.
Part of the cement stored outside the city limits had been traded for
shingles and tiles for the house repairs.

McKay also said that he had

witnessed garage work, sand and gravel yard leveling, painting, termite
poisoning, and wallpaper hanging at Allen's house. Although a large
concrete mixer that belonged to the city was used to lay the cement, no

J
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one in the neighborhood cared to report its usage.
The situation took on a new level of drama as the Texas Rangers
stood alert and Al McKay was named as Ripley's bodyguard.

Ripley prom-

ised to uncover more. Upon such an announcement, Mrs. McKay began receiving telephone threats which resulted in the McKay's home being
^
32
granted a twenty-four hour police guard.
Throughout the hearing, Gordon feigned surprise, but Ripley mentioned that he and Mayor George Sprague had already told him of the
intended charges. Then, the hearing was recessed to give the chief
investigators time to uncover more evidence.
Ten WPA investigators from the New Orleans office were assigned
to the probe because of several new charges. Evidence was rising that
the park department actually had sold the cement outright or traded it

r

for material for private jobs. Several parks had their names changed
during the thirties: Keith Park to Tietze Park, Oak Lawn Park to

r.,
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Robert E. Lee Park, City Park to Sullivan Park, Fair Park to Exposition
Park, etc. Understandably much of the material had been requisitioned
for a fictitious "McNeeley Park" which was overlooked because of the
confusion of name changes. 33
During this interlude between hearings, the practically unheard
from director, Foster Jacoby, reappeared to suggest selling the bookkeeping machine that had been used in the WPA division where the trouble
began.

President Sullivan snapped back in reply that if it had been

used perhaps better track could have been kept of materials. As with
these two men, the anxiety was shortening tempers and prohibiting much
34
of the routine park work that needed to be performed.
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The courtroom chamber stood ready for the second hearing on
January 21, 1939.

As the astounding stories alleging pay-offs, fixed

specifications, nepotism, and sales of city materials with splitting of
proceeds were told by Jordan again, park board member E. J. Railton's
name entered the list of alleged guilty.

Shouts of "liar" came from

Railton, who was stopped rather hastily by the Texas Ranger when he
lunged forward toward Jordan.

Next, Al Simpson revealed that pay-offs

were split between himself, Railton, and Gordon, and that was done at
Rail ton's orders.

Simpson also claimed that thirty to forty men were

sent to him for employment by Railton who had told him that he had
political obligations to meet.

Most of the remaining charges were small:

|^
f

a stolen truck!oad of dirt for an employee's yard, two tires for Rail35
ton's shop, tile and shrubbery for Rail ton's home.

•
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After long hours of hassling and questioning, the meeting was adjourned.

But things did not remain quiet for long.

Three nights later

an attempt to break into the office of Ross Lawther, the court reporter,
was frustrated by the night watchman.

Three men were routed from an

outside window on the first floor of the old courthouse.

Upon receiv-

ing such news, Ripley announced that he had done his share and that ;:
36
someone else would have to continue it.
On January 26, 1939, the city council ordered vacant the two seats
on the park board of Gordon and Railton.

Council also voted to sustain

the charges against Gordon, enumerating thirty specific items and
actions.

Gordon denied emphatically the charges of having conspired

illegally for the remodeling of his house.
paid Allen $650 for the work.

He contended that he had

Allen had told the same story but added

>•'
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that he gave the money and job to Simpson.
37
around and around.

And so the stories went,

In late March of 1939, the Dallas County Grand

Jury returned five

indictments against Gordon, Railton, Jordan, Simpson, and Allen.

It was

finally concluded that Gordon had been involved but not to the same extent as the others, while Railton appeared to have been the mastermind
behind much of the work.

Sentences were not rendered until 1941.

Rail-

ton was given the maximum prison sentence of two years in Leavenworth
plus a five hundred dollar fine.

Allen was given a suspended year and

one day sentence provided he made restitution to the federal government
within fifteen days for stolen lumber valued at $122.24.

Jordan was

given a sixty day sentence and Simpson received a sixty day suspended
Gordon received no sentence, but his career as a C. P. A.
38
was totally ruined.

r

sentence.

The board continued to function.

t
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Ripley declined the chair as

P
vice-president so Chesnut took the position.

Apparently glowing in the

glory of having disclosed such a scandal, Ripley announced intentions
to run for the city council.

The city attorney, Henry Kucera, stated

that there was no legal way for Ripley to be both on the park board and
city council; thus, a new member would have to be appointed.

But in-

stead, the council let things ride until the new council could make an
appointment. In addition, park employees who had been hired upon
39
Rail ton's request were released by the three remaining members.
A rather tense two years ended quietly and quickly.

It was a time

which probably could not be recreated, since all of the existing factors,
had combined to allow the situation to run out of control as it did.

No
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matter how faulty any one circumstance was, it was only the combination
of the parts that allowed the peculations into the private well-being.
With the exception of this one particular term, the independent
standing of the Dallas Park Board has been advantageous to the citizens
of Dallas. Decisions can be initiated more quickly and will not be
bogged down with the amount of difficulties involved in other departments. The board has been able to take immediate action whenever needed.
Construction could be executed easily when the contractors were directly
responsible to the park board. Whatever the need, the independent board
between 1906 and 1937 generally had proven most effective and efficient.
The years 1937-1939 were the exceptions. Political controversy

f
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had placed one man on the board as a reward and another had succumbed
to the temptations of greed. The director, who usually acts as a check,

i
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was in no condition to observe much at all, and the park board secretary
could only relinquish the majority of his responsibilities to the will-

Ijg

ing board members.
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The city council was so involved with its own partisan squabbles
that no one watched the park board. After 1935 the rigid financial
reports required by City Manager John Edy ended. By 1937, City Manager
Hal Moseley was kept occupied by the divisive council. Such a set of
internal municipal affairs combined with a high unemployment rate and
an exhausted state of apathy to allow corruption to strike park board
affairs for the one and only time.
In spite of the troubles, the park board ended the term with a
large cash balance. A great number of parks enjoyed completed WPA improvement programs of building and landscaping. White Rock Lake was

84
beautified with CCC help.

Recreation had been strengthened by the

lighted softball diamonds allowing nighttime play.

The Civic Center

was opened to the public for enjoyment and education.

W. W. Samuel!

generously willed his real estate to the city, giving Dallas more acreage than most comparable sized cities.
With such vast improvements and such new additions of land, the
incoming park board certainly had sufficient material with which to work
A new board, a new director, and a new decade would soon erase the 19371939 term's unpleasant memories.
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CHAPTER 5
A TIME FOR THOUGHT 1939-1945
City Hall's hectic era was over. The last traces of the Catfish
Club submerged along with any continued power that the Civic Association
or Forward Dallas Party may have desired. With the support of a strong
slate of business and civic leaders, the Charter Association made a
clean sweep at the polls in 1939. A new city manager, James W. Aston,
succeeded Hal Moseley and the new mayor of Dallas was Woodall Rodgers.
This new Charter Association council headed by Rodgers and Aston was
the beginning of the city administration that carried Dallas into World
War II and prepared for the post war growth of Dallas.
The first task of the new council of 1939 was to reestablish
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credibility to the city government, and the park department suffered

K-

from the greatest loss of confidence. The council decided that the

*^

wisest procedure was to clean the slate. Although only two board members were left at this time and their names were scandal-free, the
2
council voted to start over with a completely new board.
The council found five persons whom they believed could cope with
the tremendous job of reorganizing and cleaning up the scandal-ridden
park board.

Dr. Robert G. Storey, a well-respected Dallas lawyer, was

appointed president of the board, and Hamilton Lee, an insurance man,
served as vice-president.

The second woman in the board's history,

Mrs. Albert Wilkinson, was appointed along with W. B. Dougherty, a retail druggist, and Harry Stone, a diamond expert for a local jeweler,
89
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accepted the appointments of the city council.

3

With the appointments of these five new board members, the problems of restructuring a faltering park department shifted from the city
council to the new park board, and due to the previous troubles, every
move made by this board was watched carefully.

In short, any action made

by these board members had to be above question.
For these reasons. Storey advocated that the board proceed with
extreme caution. He was wery careful not to rush any decision unless
it was absolutely necessary. The first meetings involved policy discussion. Storey told the press that ultimately the park board would not
be directly engaged in any activities of the department. The board
would function like a board of directors for a corporation, making the
decisions, having a top administrator enact their wishes, and reporting
back to them as progress was made. Board members would no longer be in
a position to individually grant contracts or jobs. All actions would
be voted upon as a unit and then passed to the director of parks to be
fulfilled.^
It was apparent to the new board that Foster Jacoby, the incumbent
director, was not capable of taking on the responsibilities deemed necessary by Storey. Although it was never believed that Jacoby had anything to do with the scandal, many felt it obvious that his inefficiency
as an administrator created the atmosphere in which it occurred. Thus,
5
speculation ran rampant as to who would be the new director.
The board remained silent on the subject of director, no doubt
because they knew of no obvious successor and the search would be extensive and time consuming. They continued to deal with everyday obligations
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and duties. Miss E. Beulah Cauley, park board secretary since 1920,
was reappointed and asked to serve as interim director until another
could be appointed.

Jacoby was retained by the board but no work was

assigned to him, and he was not directly responsible for any directorship duties.
During these first few months, the board tried to complete the
projects put in action by the preceding board and to plan for the future,
The question of what to do with the remaining $335,000 of Centennial
bond money voted for park improvements had to be settled.

Former presi-

dent Sullivan continued to argue that the money should be used for the
direct relief of the taxpayer by using it for the city debt. However,
the board members agreed with President Storey's opinion that the money
had been voted for improvements and thus should be used for that purpose.
It was still possible to obtain further WPA grants, and abundant federally funded labor was still available. The board thought it wise to
take advantage of the opportunity. The bond money was to be used to
pay the fifteen to twenty percent costs the park board had to provide
for federally funded projects.
Before applying for WPA assistance, the board thought it wise to
hire a planning specialist to determine the direction of development
most needed in the Dallas Park System. The planning firm of Hare and
Hare of Kansas City was employed as consultant and landscape architect
for the board. S. Herbert Hare's firm was already familiar with the
parks of Dallas, having been employed during the Centennial preparations.
Now on a full-time basis, the board agreed to pay the firm $250 each
month as a consultant fee plus another $250 per month to cover traveling.
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office, and incidental expenses.
firm

With the services of a professional

the board had the guidance they felt necessary for achieving an
o

optimal program with carefully planned professional procedures.
Hare and Hare suggested that White Rock Lake be kept in a natural
state and that the White Rock Lake development project initiated by the
previous board be halted.

Removal of the private campsites and boat-

houses was strongly encouraged.

The board agreed to issue no more

licenses.when the current ones reached their expiration dates.

An ac-

tive fight was promised by campsite leasees to prevent this policy
from being activated, but the board stood firm.

Several group club-

houses remained for a number of years, but the majority of cabins were
9
removed within a year.

I

The other major carry-over project left by the previous board was
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also at White Rock Lake.

The dredging of the lake, which had created

so much controversy, was still not completed.

As a result of the rapid

accumulation of silt, the board directed that eighteen hundred dollars
be transferred from the park improvement fund to continue the desilting
operations.

Dredging of the lake continued until 1941 although at a

much slower pace than when the project first began.

Because the silt

accumulation was virtually uncontrollable, the build up in the lake remained a constant concern, but rumors of inefficiency or accidents caused
by carelessness ceased.
Six months after taking office the board had completed plans and
had initiated the policies that they would strive to maintain during
their remaining term.
administrator.

It was time to announce their choice as the chief

President Storey announced in October of 1939 that
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Louis B. Houston had accepted the challenge of directing the department
of parks and recreation.

The thirty-one year old

Houston had been with

the City of Dallas since 1932, shortly after his graduation from Southern
Methodist University.

After rising to administrative assistant to the

director of public works, he had become assistant to the city manager
in 1935.

And just prior to accepting the job as park director, he

served as acting city manager for a short time.
A contemporary professional journal published a list of what it
deemed necessary characteristics for a park director.

Comparison of

Houston with the list illustrated many similarities:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

He must be a proven executive with a working knowledge
of budgets and other implements of business administration.
He must be deeprooted in the soil and have a genuine love
for the lands.
He should be interested in people as individuals and
collectively; their backgrounds, their problems, and
their needs.
He should have a professional training by education or
employment.
He must recognize and reconcile the needs for serving
the people who own the land, and the land itself, which
must be conserved for them and their successors.
He should have a park background embodying experience or
knowledge of similar areas.12

Requirement number six was the only one that Houston could not
directly qualify.

He had grown up on a farm between Prairie Dell and

Salado, Texas, and during high school he worked at the Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station and had intended to study agriculture at Texas A & M
University until the last minute when he learned of a program at Southern
Methodist University in electrical engineering

where a student alter-

nately could attend school for a month and then work for a month.

In

la
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eight years of city administration, Houston had proven experience in
budget management while serving in the city manager's office.

Also dur-

ing Houston's time in the city manager's office he had earned the reputation of being a good public relations man.

One of his principal

duties had been to meet the people wanting to speak to the city manager
and to handle the situation.
several fields

Houston had shown that he could adjust in

already; thus, there was no reason to think that his

professionalism in other departments would not be redirected toward the
park department.
Whatever requirements were used, Houston was the choice of the
r

park board.

It was upon him that they would rely and he would be the

one to enact their wishes.

t

He would be the one to report any needed new

improvements or the progress on projects in process.

But his first and

!
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most difficult task appeared to be in reorganizing the structure of the
park department.
Almost everyone in the department had had some kind of charges
*'*•

against them, whether deserved or not.

In the midst of the accusations,

anyone and everyone seemed to get their name involved, some in cover-ups,
and some were simply accused of not reporting any wrongdoings of which
they had known.

Although the park board had made new policies in an

effort to prevent any future ill-deeds, they had left the departmental
problems alone.

Only those three employees indicted on charges of mis-

handling federally owned property and money were relieved of their
• u 13
jobs.
Although a thorough housecleaning would have been easy because
the park department did not operate under civil service regulations.
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Houston decided to follow a more difficult procedure. He assumed that
everyone was innocent of wrongdoing and capable of handling their jobs
until they had proven otherwise. He left any reduction or replacement
of line employees to the foremen or supervisors in charge.

If the parti

cular supervisor felt that a man was not doing his job properly, it was
his responsibility to take the required action. It became a Houston
policy never to go below a supervisor.
In compliance with the wishes of the board, Houston tried to keep
Jacoby within the park department.

His health, mental and physical,

kept him from performing well in any of the positions given to him, and
eventually he retired to a quiet life away from the public eye. 15

r

Personnel problems were not the only major problems faced by the
new director.

Immediately, it was obvious to him that the department

^.!
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was suffering a great loss of efficiency because of the way daily
m'tf

affairs were being handled. Almost every employee of the department
received his orders and instructions from the main office of the park
department--the individual playground leaders, the forestry division,
the plumbing division, and even the building maintenance division. It
was impossible, in Houston's eyes, to imagine the director personally
supervising each employee, so he emphasized the authority invested in
each area playground supervisor or each area maintenance supervisor.
Houston wanted only the different division leaders reporting directly
to him.
At first the department employees were either resentful that a
young man with no actual park training was their new boss, or they were
afraid that they would all lose their jobs. In a short time, most of

IQ
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them realized that they were not going to lose their jobs for political
reasons, and that even though he was young, Houston's faith in each of
them to do their jobs properly gave them added prestige. Besides, it
was possible for an electrical engineer to learn about grass, trees, and
basketball. Because he showed fairness and respect for his employee's
knowledge and capabilities, fear and apprehension developed into a great
respect for Houston's capabilities.
Houston initiated several practices to save time within the department. An example of the loss of time and money suffered by the department was the forestry division. When a call came requesting to have a
tree trimmed, one of the girls in the office would write out the work
order on three different forms and pass it on to the forestry division

r

which would send someone out to trim the particular tree. Houston gave
the girl who took the call a pad for multiple copies. He then had the

f^^

forestry foreman to spot check the calls on a large city map. A pattern

i»

soon appeared; all the trees in a particular area needed attention at
approximately the same time. By following this procedure, the tree
trimming and maintenance crew could save time by working all trees in a
certain area instead of driving back and forth across town for a single
tree.^^
Although the general economic condition of the country had improved
somewhat, the financial status of the park department was binding because of the debt obligations incurred by previous boards. In 1939, the
park department was still funding warrants which had been issued in 1931
to liquidate the overdrafts run by the department before the new city
charter went into effect in 1931. Also from the maximum ten cents on
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every one hundred dollars ad valorem tax evaluation allowed, interest
on sinking fund requirements on bonds issued prior to 1927 was being
paid.

The Music Hall at Fair Park was also built with warrants for

which the park fund was still paying.

It was estimated that over one-

third of the first year's budget went into debt service.
Expenses fluctuated during this period in direct relationship to
the state of the country.

The department operated on a budget which had

increased annually for several years, but which dropped drastically when
the nation became involved in World War II.

In 1940 the cost of ope-

rating the park department was $412,869, and this figure rose to $442,436
in 1941.

By 1942 the nation's manpower shortage caused a budgetary de-

F

crease to $425,526 which was lowered the following year to only $401,072.
However, by 1944 with the close of the war, the expense figures went up
k

to $420,970.

tionately with the expenses.

Both dropped each year after 1941 until

1944 when the increased recreational enthusiasm and the return of many
war veterans raised attendance which in turn increased the revenue from
swimming pools, golf courses, and field reservations.

In accordance

with these increases, the expense of operating a park system and recreation program for a larger number of persons, raised the expense of
operation to a greater extent than the increased revenue.

In short, the

close of the war and the results there of, raised the park department's
20
financial burden more so than the increased revenue aided it.
The other sources of income also fluctuated considerably between
1939 and 1944.

hi

Attendance records and revenue income followed proper-

The board voted to use $300,000 of the remaining Centen-

nial bond money and the $35,000 of Fine Arts Museum bonds for park

t«
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improvements.

This $335,000 total was spread over the five year period;

but, for the most part, it was spent in conjunction with federally provided labor and grants.

In addition to the $335,000, the board sold

$75,000 of the remaining 1927 Urlickson bonds for park improvements.

21

Revenue from the various park activities with fees decreased during the war years.

In 1941 the annual budget was lowered over ten

thousand dollars from the year before, because the department received
fifteen thousand dollars less from golf, boat rentals, fishing, and park
concessions.

The loss of campsites at White Rock Lake resulted in a

decrease in license fees.

Revenue continued to fall, especially in 1943

when the city had a polio scare which resulted in the closing of all
municipal swimming pools.

r
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The park board became dismayed when they lost

their swimming revenue, and they went before the city council to ask for
some monetary relief.

The council then agreed to take on the debt re-

k
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quirements on all the bonds that the board had been paying.

Actually

the board came out far ahead because the debt requirements often accounted for one-third of their total budget while swimming revenue was
22
considerably less.
The years between 1939 and 1945 were tight, but they could not be
considered as years of extreme financial hardships, at least not in
comparison with the 1931-1935 period.

There were no excessive balances

at the end of each fiscal year because of a more accurate budgeting
process.

The years before the war when revenue was high, the expenses

were high because the attendance was high.

The reverse held true during

the years when attendance decreased because of the war. The bond money
was spent carefully and according to plan.

The necessary improvements

5
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to various city parks were made within the budget.

Although there was

no excess money for any superfluous projects, there was money to provide
for adequate maintenance and improvement plans.

The shortage was of
23

materials and manpower, a result of World War II.
Basically, the theory that governed the park board as well as the
City of Dallas as a whole, with its shortages of materials and manpower,
was to concentrate upon planning for the immediate and distant future.
The board had already hired the firm of Hare and Hare when Houston took
office.

Their assignment was to advise and act as landscape architects

for the continuance of the park improvement program.
and its new director, organization took precedence.
were first planned and then budgeted carefully.

Under this board
All improvements

There were none of the

rush projects experienced by the 1935-37 board in preparing for the
k

k.

Centennial nor were there separately delegated projects as with the
!0

1937-39 board which had made them susceptible to temptations.

Every-

thing was carefully planned and easily accountable.

?^
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When the war was in full swing and there was little available
labor, federal or civilian, the park board asked Hare and Hare to expand
their project.

A master-plan for park acquisition and development was

desired for the growth expected when the war ended.

The finished plan

called for a boulevard system in and around Dallas connecting the principal parks.

«»

At the time, the after-the-war improvement plan carried a

cost of $1,281,436, but before long this cost was expanded.

The idea

behind the time of the presentation in 1942 was to allow time for acquiring the large federal grants expected after the war.

Although such

grants did not materialize, the plan proved invaluable when implementation
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was begun under a bond program issued shortly after the post-war boom.^^
In 1943 the city planning board decided to have a masterplan drawn
up for the entire city of Dallas. Harland Bartholomew and Associates
of St. Louis, Missouri, was chosen to complete the plan. Released in
June 1944, Bartholomew's plan included a section on parks and schools
together. Many of Hare and Hare's suggestions were either used directly
or they had been the source.

In addition to the plans and suggestions,

Bartholomew included a great deal of philosophical advice. He inserted
that the cost per acre depends upon the character of development maintained on a particular park. Cities having ample land cited costs as
low as one hundred dollars per acre, while those with short supplies had

P

annual costs up to eight hundred dollars per acre. Dallas in 1944 had

;

the lower costs per acre, but he emphasized that they would have a

t!.^

growing population which could quickly make the present acres inade25

quate.

The greatest innovation of the Bartholomew report was its emphasis
on land acquisition.

For almost two decades, including the wartime

period, boards had focused almost entirely on improvement and development of already acquired land because Dallas fell within the standards
(see Table 1). Of the land acquired during this 1939-1944 period, much
of it was annexed by the City of Dallas. The only donated park received
by the board was a two acre site known as Cherrywood Park which came
as a gift of the Christian Weichsel family, but the number of acres
that were annexed amounted to almost thirteen.

In 1942 five acres were

annexed which consisted of several small areas which were known as the
Greenway Park triangles. During 1943 the parks which served the

•>rjk
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TABLE 1
DALLAS PARKS AND RECREATIONAL AREAS—1940
COMPARED TO EIGHT OTHER CITIES

City

No. of Parks

Acres

Per 1000

Dallas

94

5066

1.7

Tulsa

146

3105

2.1

Houston

62

3012

0.7

Rochester

64

1937

0.6

Louisville

27

2130

0.7

Portland

64

2114

0.7

Columbus

40

2128

0.7

1329

5046

1.8

1433

9.5

Toledo
Memphis

41

SOURCE: Har land Bartholomew and1 Associates, Your Dallas of
Tomorrow (Dallas: privately printed. 1943), p. 28.

Field-Frazier community and the Midway-Manor community were annexed
into the Dallas park system at the same time the small towns became a
part of the city.

The fourth park to be annexed during this period was

Gannon Park which was added to the park rolls in 1944; however, the 3.5
acre park had been originally given by the American Home Realty Company
to the County of Dallas in 1939.^^
Actual land purchases between 1939 and 1944 were limited to three
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new parks and slight additions to smooth out jagged boundaries to six
already existing parks (see Table 2 ) . Glencoe Park was purchased for
$22,007 in 1943, but soon afterwards two and one half acres were sold
for $3,116 for street purposes, which reduced the total price for the
14.65 acre park to $18,890.

Only a few months later, the board purchased

approximately ten more acres for Glendale Park which brought the area to
almost twenty-five acres.

Twelve acres known as North Hampton Park were

acquired in 1944 for a black park at a purchase price of $2,680. An
area of 1.29 acres were purchased adjacent to Terry School for $6,915
which added to the school playground area and served as a park for an27
other black neighborhood.
Of the five park sites which received land additions, three were

r
j

for white neighborhoods and two were for black neighborhoods.

I

t

In 1941

Herndon Park was enlarged at a cost of twenty-nine hundred dollars which
made the park a six acre area.

During the same year, twelve acres at a

k ik.
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cost of $12,088 were purchased from a Roman Catholic Church adjacent to
Stevens Golf Course.

Also in 1941 two very small parcels of land were

added to the property at Turtle Creek because the small tracts would
have permitted encroachment of undesirable private development; however,
the areas were also suitable for public usage, and the board voted to
purchase the land for fifteen hundred dollars.

Approximately 2.6 acres

were added to Eighth Street Negro Park (now called Moore Park) which
brought the total acreage there to over twenty-four acres, and Hall
Street Negro Park (now called Griggs Park) received a small addition in
1943.^^
Money seemed a real limitation in the purchase of land; however.

i*y j
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TABLE 2
PARKS ACQUIRED AND PARKS EXPANDED
BETWEEN 1931 AND 1944

Method^

Acreage

Park

Date

Cherrywood

1939

G

2.00

Dealey Plaza
Fair Park

0

3.10

Field-Frazier

1936
1904, 1936,
1957, 1970
1943

Gannon

1944

G

3.50

Glencoe

1943

B

13.20

Glendale
Herndon

1938
1921, 1941

B
B

60.13
6.30

Maple
Midway-Manor

1938

1.40

1943
1938, 1945

B
G
B

1944

B

1.60
24.70
12.00

Samuell-Grand

1938

G

99.44

Samuell-Colorado

1938

G

5.03

Samuell-Garland

1938

G

45.93

Samuel1-East

1938

G

608.17

Samuell-New Hope
Stevens

1938
1923, 1941

G
B-G

120.00
145.15

Terry

1944

Moore
North Hampton

Total

B-G
G

G

239.20
2.50

1.29
1394.64^

SOURCE: Dallas Park Department, "Dallas Park Property List,"
1 February 1973.
^B - Purchased
G - Gift
0 - Land acquired by another city department, but used as a park.
^Total figure not exact for 1944 because, where noted, additions
have been made since 1944 and some parks were purchased prior to 1931
but had additions during this time.
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in addition to the small number of purchases, the board discussed several possible and desirable locations if the price was ever suitable.
Several prominent citizens debated that Pioneer Cemetery near the downtown area should be purchased as a memorial to the founders of Dallas.
(This cemetery was eventually given to the city in the 1950s to provide
more downtown greenspaces.) The Thomas Hill tract adjacent to Marsalis
Park Zoo was another highly desirable area, because there were plans for
a future zoo expansion. The undeveloped land near Love Field was considered as a site for a Negro Golf course. All of these areas under
discussion were eventually acquired for park spaces after the close of
the war. 29
However, there was a major emphasis placed upon Dr. W. W. Samuell's

;

estate which had been donated in 1937. The board moved slowly with the

I

Samuell's property as they gained clear titles to the various lands and

'

settled undivided ownerships with family members. Written on a prescrip-

12

tion blank. Dr. Samuell gave his real estate and balance to the park
board. After determining that most probably the doctor meant the Dallas
Park Board and the executor was intended to be the First National Bank
of Dallas, Lindsley Real Estate Company was given the authority to accept rentals, and general supervision of the properties until full
settlement was reached. The codicil to the will gave the Samuell's
house to his wife along with $100,000. Two brothers and a Samuel! sister received twenty-five thousand dollars, with the other close relatives
receiving between one thousand and five thousand dollars each. Dr.
Samuell's sister, Mrs. Bettie Samuell Williams, owned undivided interest
in the property adjacent to Tenison Golf Course. The First National

I^Sj
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Bank, the park board, Mrs. W. W. Samuell, and the Attorney General of
the State of Texas were parties in a pleading before a district court
in Dallas County.

Witnesses were called to testify and all appearances

and presentations were made in good spirit by all involved.

After

hearing the testimony, the judge of the court issued a decree, dividing
the real properties into classes and specifying the usage or disposition.
As a result, the park board in 1945 acquired Mrs. Samuell's interest and
they attained title to all the land that later became Samuell-Grand Park.
Meanwhile, the park board laid plans for the development and disposition of the lands to which they held cleared titles.
consisted of three types of properties:

The estate

those suitable for park lands,

those suitable for revenue, and those to be sold.

The balance, after

all the heirs were paid, was put into a permanent foundation.

<

I

Into this
k k<

foundation went the money from the sale of any Samuell property.

The

interest from foundation investments and revenue from any Samuell property makes up the spendable portion of the Samuell trust.

This money
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has been used for improvement and maintenance of the Samuell parks.
Much of the real estate received by the board was farm land.

What

is known as Samuel1-Mesquite (492.49 acres), Samuell-Garland (99.06 acres),
and Samuel1-New Hope (215.18 acres) were all kept as farmland and leased
to various farmers for planting and grazing until the city grew enough
to sufficiently use the acreages as park lands.

Samuel1-Grand (101.60

acres) adjacent to Tenison Golf Course was immediately used as a park.
In fact the board designated this park to be the site of a memorial they
had planned for Dr. Samuell.

Samuel1-Elam (202 acres) was purchased

later with the receipts from the sale of one of the downtown properties.
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Most downtown property was deemed most useful as revenue producing by
the courts.

The various parcels differed from vacant lots leased out

as parking space to those with office buildings which were leased to
assorted firms and businesses.
31
a fair price was offered.

A few of the properties were sold when

There has been some past debate about Dr. Samuell's real intentions for his real estate.

Because he did not specify any parcel of

land for parks or revenue, the decision was left to the courts.

Some

people feel that Samuell meant for his downtown lots to become downtown greenspaces.

There were others who felt the rental from these lots

could be more effectively used to provide the funds for developing the
beautiful farm lands as parks.

f

There was no way of knowing the doctor's

'

wishes; however, perhaps he knew that if he was non-specific, the execu-
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tors would have the flexibility to make allowances for circumstances

. •

and changes that no one could possible foresee, all in the best interest
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of the citizens of Dallas.
Park development projects were numerous until the manpower and

*
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material shortages were inflicted upon the nation by World War II.
In 19.39 the board announced that they were applying for more federal
help in spite of the fact that the preceding board had recently announced
that private contracts were favored as opposed to federal funding.

Al-

though the previous board had experienced major problems in the WPA
division of the park department, the new board and director believed the
trouble had been with the employees and not the federal program itself;
thus, there was no real reason to not take advantage of any federal programs which would help the park system.
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During the years between 1935 and 1939, the WPA program provided
the park department with the most help.

WPA funds of forty-two thousand

dollars were approved for Lake Cliff Park.

Supplemented by seventeen

thousand dollars from the city, a new shelter, a pergola, walks of flagstone, and general maintenance enhanced further the natural beauty of
the park.

Hare's plan for the area consisted of several sheltered areas

from which a visitor could view the park's native features and new gardens.

Tenison Golf Course received a new clubhouse, storm sewers, land-

scape work, and greens maintenance with $10,333 of city money supplemented with $21,574 from a WPA grant.

Stevens Golf Course acquired a

twenty-six thousand dollars clubhouse built with WPA help and completed
33
in 1942.'^'^
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The WPA also conducted an extensive tree planting program.

At

Dealey Plaza, the entrance to downtown Dallas, the WPA provided structures of architectural concrete, grading, sodding, and planting of trees.
Over thirty thousand dollars were provided by the WPA throughout the
city for the tree planting project.

With the property owner's contri-

bution of $1.25 per tree, the park department and WPA bore the additional cost and provided the installation.
The NYA also did extensive landscaping work at Dealey Plaza, and
other various city parks.

Labor was provided by the NYA in constructing

a comfort station at Oak Cliff Negro Park while the park board engineer
supervised the project.

At Fair Park the NYA furnished the labor and

the park board provided $950 in materials to dig a fifty-foot well for
35
the Aquarium.
The third federal group which was still working with the park
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board in 1939 was the CCC.

Their work concentrated upon White Rock Lake

where they were continuing work projects begun as early as 1935.
labor was used on the revived dredging program.

CCC

Five hundred tons of

stone for rip-rapping at the north end of the lake were laid with CCC
labor.

This rip-rapping helped prevent shoreline erosion by the con-

stant lapping of waves.
The CCC group helped remove a long unused spur track of the
Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad which had once served the abandoned White
Rock pumping station.

Sunset Inn and the Big Thicket, both recreational

centers at White Rock, were built with the help of both the WPA and CCC.
A shelter and concession building was built on Doran Point and an observation point was installed on Flag Pole Hill.

In addition to building

comfort stations at Dixon Branch and the Municipal boathouse, the
widening of Lawther Drive with this federal labor gave the visitors an
easier and more scenic drive around the lake.

Lee Park's community center was completed

shortly after this board came into office.

Later over thirteen thousand

dollars was appropriated for construction of a shelter building, asphalt
walks, service drives, and water lines for the park.

The small lake was

desilted while grading, sodding, and planting was done.

In addition

the Dallas Garden Club donated many cherry trees to form a half circle
background for the statue of Robert E. Lee, placed in the park during
the Centennial.

38

In addition to the construction of the Lee Park Community Center,
three others received extensive improvements.

J-,
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Projects and improvements without federal aid were wide in scope
but more limited in funds.

r

An addition was made to
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the community center at Lagow Park at a cost of $6,222. A shelter costing $2,000 at Randall Park was enclosed to make room for a year-round
community center and, finally, a two room addition was given the com39
munity center at Exline Park at a cost of $3,000.
In 1939 most of the parks serving Negroes were in poor condition
and badly overcrowded, because they were too small for the area they
served. Before the board made additions to two of the five parks serving the Negro communities and purchased two new parks for black neighborhoods, statistics revealed that the blacks needed additional park
land. A review of the 1940 population census reveals that blacks made

accounted for eighty-three percent of the total count. With fifty-five

r

parks in the city (4,267.93 acres), one served the Mexican community

\

up seventeen percent of the city population; thus, the white population

(3.75 acres) and five served black areas (50.99 acres), which provided
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the white population with more than 4,200 acres of park areas. This
meant that the eighty-three percent white population had ninety-one
percent of the parks and the seventeen percent black population had nine
percent of the parks and only one percent of the park acreage.40
Perhaps realizing that this failed to meet the "separate but
equal" tradition, the park board began an improvement program for these
minority parks. A softball field and shelter house were built on Moore
Park (Eighth Street Negro Park). Water and lights were installed and
grass was planted. A six hole golf course, where the first round cost
a dime and any additional ones cost a nickel, was built at Moore Park.
Oak Cliff Negro Park was improved with a thirty-three hundred dollar
junior pool that was ten feet longer than the city's standard wading

ii
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pool. Both Oak Cliff and Moore parks received street improvements and
new entrance ways to the parks. 41
Oak Cliff Park also received ninety-eight hundred dollars for enclosing the shelter and the installation of play facilities. A tennis
court, walks, curbs, and gutters were also constructed here as in the
other parks serving the black communities.

Plans for improving the

Elm Thicket Park (later changed to Hillard Park) were made. This park,
located on excess Love Field property, became the site of a Negro golf
course. 42
The department acknowledged the thanks offered by the black Chamber of Commerce which gave their praise liberally. The black parks were

fr

greatly improved even if the custom of segregated parks had little more

:

than a decade remaining.

I

Although the improvements principally were

done because they were needed, it was impossible not to feel the good
will generated by the Negro park improvement programs.

.«
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Another special type of development was required at Fair Park.
For the most part, the fair grounds were not yet cleaned completely from
the super expositions held a few years prior to this 1939 board.

The

department did not have the equipment for removing the remains until
Director Houston recommended the purchase of several trucks and a gasoline powered mowing tractor to relieve maintenance problems. Until then
most equipment had been mule drawn or manually pushed.

k

After the grounds

again looked presentable, the board became deeply involved in restoring
the renovating the Civic Center at Fair Park. 43
The Hall of State was kept opened with funds from three sources-the city council, the State Fair Association, and the park board.

The
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three contributions totaled seventy-five hundred dollars annually.

How-

ever, in 1941 the board released the State Fair from its share of the
Hall of State maintenance costs.

The board also released the Fair Asso-

ciation from their yearly contribution of two thousand dollars to provide
44
grounds maintenance and upkeep.
For a short time the board closed the doors of the Horticulture
Building to the public until March 1941 when the Dallas Garden Center
opened in the buildings.

A trained horticulturist employed by the Center

was the director for the purpose of promoting knowledge of gardening.
He assisted with landscape problems, conducted classes, lectured on
gardening techniques, staged flower shows, and promoted plant and bird
conservation.

and for the various clubs.

In addition, the garden groups and clubs had

a suitable place to hold their frequent meetings.
45

A use had been found

The Museum of Fine Arts

received fifteen thousand dollars of the unexpended funds to help cover
the expenses of staff salaries and maintenance, but the Aquarium and
Natural Science Museum barely received enough money to continue operation
even with the greatly reduced staff.
46
only about one-half of the year.

The Women's Building was in use

Outside of the Civic Center with its ill-funded museums, there
were developments made which improved the quality of the annual state
The only livestock building was changed into an ice skating arena

in 1941.

t
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From the remaining Centennial bonds, the Museum of Natural History
received funds for building permanent exhibits.

^
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for the controversial Horticulture Building.

fair.

I

A library was established in the building for public use

Then a new livestock building for displaying animals during
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the fair was built by covering the opened court yard between the new ice
skating arena and the science building. The plans for further enhancement of the Civic Center were then thwarted by the war.
By the time most of these improvments and developments were gaining momentum, the clouds of an approaching world war had darkened the
sky. U. S. involvement in the war brought a new shortage obstacle for
the department to hurdle. Money had usually been the problem, but now
there was neither a sufficient amount of manpower nor materials to complete some of the unfinished jobs or to begin many new ones. The list
of completed projects slowed considerably.
Although building slowed, maintenance and upkeep of park areas
continued as necessities. During the labor shortage, there was little

{
*
»

chance of keeping up with demand. Houston and the city judge

t'j

declared their own personal war against both weeds and loafers. A

.*
r I*.

•!©

program of working corporation court prisoners was renewed at White Rock

^m

Lake in 1940. Just as in the past, non-violent prisoners were allowed

J4}

to work off their fines by helping clean up the lakeshore. As long as
White Rock Lake was secluded from the city and separate from residential
areas, this program proved beneficial to the park department during the
time of labor shortages. 48
Because the department was forced to rely upon salvage material
so much, the director

requested that the Central Yard, headquarters of

the parks maintenance division, be updated to make it a more suitable
working area for constructing the new equipment of salvaged material.
Coincidentally, salvaged pipe from White Rock Lake camps made up the
steel framework for the new storage sheds in the central yard. Other
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general improvements were made with fourteen thousand dollars appropri50
ated for construction costs.
Recreation programs between 1939 and 1944 were not as restricted as
land acquisition programs, but they were not as extensive as the development program.

Like the park department as a whole, the recreation

division had to adjust to a new boss, only the adjustment was probably
most difficult for the recreation leaders because the former park director had been very partial to athletics.

Understandably, many of

Houston's employees were suspicious of his ability and interest toward
recreation when they knew he was an electrical engineer.
Almost immediately he was put to the test by one of the playground
supervisors.

She asked her new boss if

he thought the girl's basket-

ball teams should play two court or three court basketball that season.

f:
Si
K
k i:

Not even knowing what she was talking about, Houston tried to look wise
and asked for her opinion as to the advantages of both.

After she had

argued the advantages and disadvantages of both, he asked for the benefit of her recommendations.

She stated her preference.

Then Houston

said, "That's what I want to play and your facts justify that.
play that."

Let's

That same lady said that from that moment she knew she had

a smart boss.
From 1939 until the war was in full swing, the recreation program
was similar to previous years.

Varied recreation programs were offered.

Swimming was always popular, and there were four big pools to choose from.
A summer water carnival was held at White Rock Beach.

Boys who volun-

teered to help scrub Lake Cliff pool received free passes and lemonade.
A Red Cross lifesaving program was offered at most of the pools while
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several smaller junior pools served the smaller children with neighbor52
hood swimming opportunities.
Dancing was still popular and could be found in the community
centers almost any night of the week, until the board fell into the influence of the Sunday blue laws.

In 1939 they prohibited the use of

community centers, field houses, or other park properties for Sunday
dances; however, the ruling was rescinded soon after the involvement in
the war, because the war industry workers often only had time for social
53
activities on Sundays.
Several special events and activities added variety to the recreation programs.

The Sinfoneeta unit of the WPA music project was

continued for the summers of 1940 and 1941. Several private concerts
were also held throughout the park system.

Church services were held

on Sunday evenings in the parks, usually with two or three congregations
gathering for a group service.

Fourth of July celebrations were enjoyed

along with other summer holidays for both Mexicans and blacks.

Commun-

ity Night Variety programs provided a wealth of entertainment.

Talent

shows were planned, rehearsed, and presented in rotating community
centers.
some.

To further the enjoyment of the parks, wildlife was added to

The lakes were stocked with bass and sunfish for the fishermen.
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In 1941 the National Municipal Review observed a nationwide increase in supervised public recreation.

Dallas, one of the twelve

hundred cities providing public playground leadership, increased its
own recreation budget by $11,500 in the summer of 1941.

Funds were

available because of a revenue increase the year before from swimming,
golf, licenses, etc.

In addition the Dal las-Parks System hired a
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superintendent of recreation.

The recent graduate of the University of

Texas began his new job at three thousand dollars per year, formalizing
the recreation program and the organization structure.^^
Dallas was alert to the rising importance of recreation and to the
increased interest being shown by many citizens, but their efforts and
plans suddenly had to change direction.

As with almost everything that

concerned people daily, recreation for children and civilians was willingly sacrificed for the war and the war workers.

Development of parks

stopped because of the war caused shortages of manpower and materials,
but recreation programs only changed to include the soldiers.
Everything possible was done by the Dallas Park Board to help the
war cause.

Community centers near factories supplying war needs were

kept open through additional hours.

The resolution prohibiting Sunday

dancing was rescinded and often the dances would last as late as 6:00 am
for the employees who worked the late shifts.

The board directed that

overnight camps within hiking distance from home be set up at White
Rock Lake, Bachman, and Lake Cliff parks for the younger boys who otherwise would be deprived of campouts at remote locations because of the
gasoline shortage.

To save metal, ribbons substituted for medals for

the recreation events and contests at the parks.

Any group raising

money for patriotic reasons could use any park building without paying
the reservation fee.

The board voted to use $125,000 of the Samuell's

spendable money for temporary investments in U. S. Treasury Certificates
The State Fair of Texas invested in $212,800 worth of bonds of the U. S.
56
government to be released only with the consent of the park board.
A national conference was held in November of 1942 to explore
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wartime recreation

Recruitment of volunteers, especially women and

older boys and girls, was suggested to keep emergency recreation plans
going.

Following the advice given, the Dallas Park Board gave out-of-

town soldiers free swimming and golf passes.

Special recreation pro-

grams and dances for the servicemen in transit through the Dallas area
were often arranged through the park department.
Several park properties were offered to the government.

The

Second Division of the U. S. Army camped at Samuel1-Grand Park during
their appearance at the 1940 State Fair.

Space was arranged in the

automobile building at Fair Park for the mobilization of soldiers en
route to Brownwood, Texas.

The 29th Battalion of the Texas Defense

Guard was granted a temporary contract for use of the old WPA building
at Fair Park with renewal options for the continuance of the emergency.
The Horticulture Building was relinquished by the garden clubs to the
U. S. Rationing Board for one dollar per year to serve as headquarters
for the supply rationing program.

The government was given use of the

Portland cement building without a rental charge.

Lake Cliff Park was

CO

available for drill practices.
The chairman of the Dallas U. S. 0. requested permission to use a
room of the Ferris Plaza concession building for a shower room for transient soldiers passing through Dallas.

Because Ferris Plaza was adjacent

to the train station, the request seemed a logical one and permission
was granted for the U. S. 0. to install the showers.

A year later the

8th Service Command requested permission to build a Negro U. S. 0.
center on the southwest corner of Ferris Plaza.

The request was denied

because of a park policy not to permit the erection of additional
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structures of any kind on the park.

The board, however, did obtain per-

mission from the owner of the property across the street for the build.
59
ing.
The U. S. Army requested the use of the CCC camp at White Rock
Lake.

The contract with the park board gave the War Department use of

the land for as long as it was required without cost to the United
States.

Before long the park board's generous offer proved rather em-

barrassing.

The Army Medical Corps had become tremendously concerned

over the prevalence of venereal disease among the women who followed the
army camps, so they announced that men and women suffering from venereal
disease would be brought to Dallas for treatment at the White Rock Lake
CCC camp.

Despite their patriotic offers, the residents loudly pro-

tested such a move as the board quietly, but quickly, asked the army to
alter its plans.

'

Eventually the board's wishes were granted.

The Fifth Ferrying Command began using the CCC land as a training
camp until they developed more effective quarters elsewhere.

When the

camp was abandoned by the training units, it was used for a prisoner-ofwar camp.

'

Many men, reported to have been a part of General Rommel's

famed Afrika Corps, were confined at White Rock Lake.

Observers re-

ported that the group consisted of fine looking young men, many of whom
61
were wery skilled mechanics and technicians.
Besides cooperating in nearly every way possible to aid the war
effort, the park board suffered a turnover of people.

Storey, the board

president, resigned his post to report as a major in the Air Corps.
Hamilton Lee assumed the leadership, but soon he also volunteered to
join the Air Corps, serving as a captain.

He entered the hospital for

hs
S
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a necessary operation before leaving, but died while still in the hospital.

With these two men gone, the city council appointed to the

board, Ray Hubbard, independent oil operator, and Frederick Mayer, executive in an oil supply company.

In May of 1943 Hubbard was elected park
62
board president and Mayer, vice president.
As the war neared its end, the park board became extremely busy

with plans for the future.

During 1942 and 1943, the active concentra-

tion had been on war needs, but simultaneously, a large scale planning
program was being developed.

The park board knew that as soon as the

war ended, there would be a building boom, a great boost to the economy,
and several veterans needing civilian jobs.
Dallas had fifty-five parks of which five were designated Negro
parks and one a Mexican park.

Compared to eight other cities of com-

parable size, Dallas held a good record.

c'
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The land owned by the system

\-.

met the ten acres per one thousand persons standard set by the profes-

K

sion.

Dallas knew their major emphasis in the next few years would have

to be land acquisition because of the growth spurt expected of the
.^ 63
city.
. Hubbard, the new president, outlined plans for a $250,000 park
acquisition and improvement program to be initiated with the return of
the servicemen.

City council was asked to submit the program at the

first post war bond election.

With the return of peace and prosperity,

the board was anxious to develop a superior park system for the City of
Dallas.
It was entirely feasible that the board could accomplish their
goals as an era closed in park history.

The struggles of the depression.

fj
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adjustments to new city governments, departmental strife, and war were
all in the past.

With a thoroughly competent director now familiar

with the field of park and recreation, and a strongly established park
board president, the time was ripe.
System had arrived.

The era of the modern Dallas Park

These two men, Houston the administrator and Hubbard

the leading policy-maker, would work together with the board and with
anyone else to give Dallas a beautiful and beneficent system of parks.
With this team for close to thirty years to come, programs were to be
developed and carried through by the same group that originated them,
ending the short terms of the thirties.

The board between 1939 and 1944

was ready to prove that their time had been well spent.

The transition

to a modern park system was made and now they were ready to forge ahead
into that new era.
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CHAPTER 6
NEW DIRECTIONS FOR AFFLUENT DALLAS
1945 TO PRESENT
The open areas, such as playgrounds, playfields, parks, reservations, and preserves have become increasingly important in the years
after World War II.

Since 1945, fields, timber, and grazing lands sur-

rounding Dallas have been replaced rapidly by homes, factories, shopping
areas, and institutions.

As Dallas evolved from a population of approx-

imately 300,000 in 1945 to a densely developed metropolitan area far in
excess of one million persons in 1970, open spaces and recreation became

M
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more essential to total community development.
The era of Dallas' development from 1945 to the present has brought
an increasing amount of leisure time to the urban dwellers.

The average
.:o

work week was reduced gradually to forty hours, and sometimes to even less,

'a

per week.

^m

There is evidence that the trend will be toward still shorter

work weeks.
workers.

A three-day weekend may become standard for some classes of

The children of Dallasites have been relieved of many tasks

and responsibilities which occupied much of their time before "affluent
2
America" emerged after the war.
Life spans have been increased by technology and better nutrition
for all classes of people.
groups has increased.

Thus, the number of people in the older age

Retirement systems and pensions tended to create

a growing leisure class among the elderly population.

Because of this,

increasing attention has been directed toward the provision of facilities
3
for the senior citizen.
j^^n

I^
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Immediately after the war, a "baby-boom" began a trend toward
larger families for the urban dweller which lasted the better part of
two decades.

The results of this population increase, especially in

percentage figures of children, made additional demands upon both the
park department and the schools to provide recreational and educational
facilities.

Although the size of the families began decreasing after

1965, the increased population figures guaranteed that the facilities
built in conjunction with the post-war baby-boom did not go unused.
Along with the population explosion came the increased number of farm
dwellers who migrated to the city in hopes of better jobs.
The increased incomes resulting from expansion of the national

M

production and consumption made it possible for greater percentages of
Dallas' population to obtain recreational equipment.

Facilities had to

be provided to accommodate the increased ownership of boats, camping
equipment, fishing tackle, home craft equipment, and even private
planes.^
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The mobility which the automobile provided partially assisted park
planners.

Facilities neither had to be immediately adjacent to the

citizen nor on a major public transit line to be utilized.

On the other

hand, added mobility increased the public's appetite for recreation
facilities.

And due to all of these factors, the park board was forced

to provide an adequate distribution of open spaces and recreational
facilities throughout the Dallas metropolitan area.

Unless open spaces

are provided at the time of development, the excessive cost of removing
buildings and acquiring developed land tends to complicate and preclude
the later creation of adequate open areas.
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Several theories were promulgated on park development which served
as guidelines for the Dallas park's post-war development.

Playgrounds

were considered a definite aid in the alleviation of growing post-war
flux of juvenile delinquency.

If the children could be occupied with

safe, productive activities at a nearby recreation center, the opportunities for mischief were slighter.

As the federal government provided

more funds for urban renewal and housing projects, the requirements of
park acreages and recreational facilities rose as standards of living
were elevated.
Authorities agreed that city, county, and state parks had to be
coordinated for maximum results.

Museums should be modernized and

dramatized for increased interest and educational value.

Reclamation

became an ally of the park department and lands or areas once thought
valueless were filled, while marginal floodplains were used to make
o

room for more recreation lands.
Incorporating the changing trends and the changing philosophies,
the post World War II era brought a sharp upward trend to the park and
recreation movement.
Population explosion, urbanization, and an even more discriminating public resulted in the widespread inauguration of not
only planning effectively for park and recreational facilities,
but this discriminating public has insisted upon a swift transition from planning to actual achievement throughout this
modern era.^
The growth of Dallas' municipal government during this modern era
has been commensurate with the growth of the park department.

This

Texas city has evolved from a medium sized city to one of the largest
metropolises in the nation,

but the city government has observed rela-

tively few and minor changes until the decade of the seventies.

This
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is not to insinuate that there have been no major changes or problems,
but the organizational structure of Dallas' government has remained
relatively unchanged.
Warren Leslie, author of Dallas Public and Private, accused Dallasites of being extremely apathetic about their local government.
Basically unopposed since the 1939 elections, the Charter Association's
purpose is to find the best men possible and persuade them to run for
the selected office.

"When it (Charter Association) succeeds in getting

them elected, as it usually does, the councilmen have been beholden to
the Charter Association which has been closely related to the Citizen's
Council."^^
It is by this method that the non-political Citizen's Council
exercises 'a strong political influence in Dallas.

The Citizen's Council

differs from similiar organizations in other cities in that it is not
articulately opposed, it is not appointed, and it is not subject to recall.

"Its membership is highly selective, limited to company presidents

and board chairmen, and recommended as having a 'sincere interest' in
Dallas and a 'willingness' to assume a leadership role in the community
at large." In other words, each member is in a position to say whether
their company will contribute financial support to any particular issue,
and in turn, they decide who will receive their support at election
time.-^^
When the city council and manager form of government was adopted
in 1931, the council selected from among themselves a mayor to act as
the group spokesman.

Mayors were selected in this manner until 1949

when J. B. Adoue ran for the council.

He received more votes than any
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other councilman and fully expected to receive the council vote for mayor
but instead the councilmen selected Wallace Savage. Adoue took the fight
to the people in 1951 and won with the majority vote.

Since then through

charter change, mayors have been elected by the people of Dal las. "^^
R. L. Thornton received an overwhelming majority of the votes
during the next three elections, but in 1959 he received competition
from Earl Cabell.

Although the philosophy of Cabell and the Citizen's

Council (and subsequently, the Charter Association) were indistinguishable, the Charter Association was not ready for him to be mayor.

Thorn-

ton entered his fourth term, and the next election made Cabell mayor.

15

Cabell retired during his second term, leaving a vacant office,
I

'

and immediately the news media announced Erik Jonsson had accepted the
position as mayor.

Leslie tells the story:

There had been no prior announcement that Jonsson had been
offered the job. Five councilmen simply went out and asked
him. They came back and reported his acceptance. Any other
place there'd [sic] be a thousand pickets down there protesting it. Somebody for some reason has to be against him,
but not a peep in Dal las.1^
Erik Jonsson held his popularity through the next seven years until he
declined to run in 1971.

Wes Wise took office as mayor with more Char-

ter Association opposition than any mayor since the 1930s.
Although the Citizen's Council influence produced clean government
for Dallas, there are signs that the times may be changing.

Leslie sur-

mises that in most cities, the power group could be voted out if this
were the case, but in Dallas they were never voted in.

It is agreed

that leaders have been benevolent but, yet, out of touch with much of
the populace, and city government has suffered from a loss of debate or
17
criticism to provide new ideas.

0
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Beginning in the 1970s, non-establishment people began to have an
active role in politics.

Instead of solving problems entirely through

cash and power, professors, sociologists, psychologists, lawyers, doctors, and minorities began to exert powers of intellectual and experiential influence in efforts to solve the growing problems of a metropolitan government.

John Schoellkopf, president of the Citizens Charter

Association, lists three reasons for the decline of popularity being
endured by his organization:
(1) The alienation felt by so many people to their institutions,
(2) The changing nature of business in Dallas,
(3) The minority problem.
Increases in the minority population, the influx of younger newcomers,
and other imminent sociological changes could be ominous clouds over
18
the city's future or they could bring another bright era.
Within this municipal organization structure, the Dallas Park
Board has held its independence but has seen several basic alterations
as have other city departments.

From the close of World War II through

the seventies, the park board enjoyed utmost respect and faith offered
by the governing city officials.

Several mayors, city managers, and

other officials have not really paid attention to park board activities
other than to approve the appointment of board members and to oversee
the budgets and expenditures as required by the city charter.

In view

of the troubles in the park department during the late 1930s, this is
evidence of the good faith and reputation given to the members of the
park and recreation board and those professionals in the department.

19

Longevity of service is partially credited with adding to the
success of the park department since 1945.

Coupled with amazing talent

M
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and complete dedication, it is no small wonder that Dallas gained national fame for its park system.

L. B. Houston, appointed in 1939 to

fill the role of park and recreation director, served until his retirement in 1972 after forty years with the City of Dallas. Although
formally trained as an engineer, he rapidly achieved national recognition in the field of parks and recreation.

In the early 1950s, he was

named director of the American Institute of Park Executives. In 1956
he was appointed a member of a team of park experts to study organizational and operational procedures of the National Capital Parks System.
He served a term as president of the Texas Recreational Association, was
a member of the Technological Club of Dallas, worked actively as an of-

jjf?

ficer in the Boy Scouts of America, and contributed his time and efforts

r.

as a member of the advisory board of the Y. M. C. A.

In 1963 he was

n

named to the board of trustees of the National Recreation Association.
The National Park and Recreation Association's Distinguished Service
a

Award was awarded to Houston in 1969.

In addition to numerous other

awards, plaques, and certificates, Houston was constantly in demand for
speeches. He participated in several university seminars dealing with
urban park problems, and he served as adjunct professor at Texas Tech
University.

Houston's career, impressive as it was, did not keep him

aloof from the lower eschelons of park personnel. He had the combination of integrity, intelligence, and industriousness that was required
to develop the Dallas Park System to the degree required by a modern
. ^ 20
society.
In addition to thirty-three years of service to the City of Dallas
as park and recreation director by Houston, many others on the staff

4}
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also have dedicated many years to the park department.

Ray Tribble

served as park board engineer from 1939 to 1969. Walter Clarke, assistant park director until retiring in 1972, had worked with the city
since 1941.

In 1940, W. H. Keeling began working with the city's swim-

ming pools, and in 1945 he accepted the position of superintendent of
recreation, an office he held until his 1972 retirement date.

E. Beulah

Cauley, park board secretary, was a member of the department from 1920
until her retirement in 1963.

Jean Craft, who came to the department

as a clerk in 1945, now serves as park board secretary and assistant
director of parks.

Somewhere between 1970 and 1972, an era in the Dallas

Park Department came to an end.

The evolution of the park system from

World War II to 1972 was organized and overseen by a group who began,
worked, and eventually, retired together, leaving the park department
open to move in a new or different direction after more than thirty
years.

Essentially 1945 to 1972 was a distinct era in contemporary park

history.
The same longevity of power held true for the park board during
this thirty year period.

A board member was chosen by the city council

usually because of his business profession.

The men at the top of

Dallas' power structure had knowledge, experience, and time for civic
concern.

As said of the city government, the board may have been limited

by the additional insight that could have been provided by professors,
doctors, and minority groups.

Although their suggestions could have

proved beneficial, this particular era concentrated upon development of
facilities, more so than the complexities posed by the psychological
factors that have become more apparent during the late sixties and
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seventies.

Since the major efforts of the board pointed toward land

acquisition, development of facilities, expansion of physical recreation
programs, and the evolution of aesthetic appreciation, the most effective
board was the kind that existed in Dallas during that time.

The Dallas

power structure held to the theory that only successful businessmen
could have thought in the terms necessary for physical development, to
have conceived the vast expenditures of money, to have afforded to provide free civic services, and to have remained free of political pressure.

The park board members aided Dallas because they were mostly in
22
positions of power.
Park board presidents have been strong, determined men with definite plans and ideas.

Ray Hubbard, president from the midst of the war

in 1942 until his death in 1970, was top executive of a multi-million
dollar oil business.

Whenever the board needed advice or help that

someone could provide, Hubbard usually called upon the person and,
in his direct way, asked them.

He was personally involved in every as-

pect of the park's development, backing Houston, his director of parks,
through the often difficult or complicated problems that constantly
faced a powerful park department in a modern society.
The successor to Hubbard's chair was Julius Schepps who had served
on the board as vice president since 1953.

This president of a whole-

sale beverage company had shown remarkable determination and foresight
in the previous years, in areas of welfare and racial problems.

How-

ever, his chance to lead the park board for a long period was limited
by his death less than one year after Hubbard died.

Following a short

termed interim president, Floyd V. Gish, a pediatrician from Oak Cliff,
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Dr. William B. Dean, who had served on the board since 1962, was elected
as the next board president.

Dean has taken the initiative in leading

the board towards greater interests in the arts and aesthetics and in
further expanding the responsibilities of a park department towards more
24
public-service-oriented projects.
Board membership also has proven to be oriented toward long terms
and powerful executives during these thirty years.

The majority of

board members have served over two consecutive terms with turnovers
being attributed to the board member's own request for termination.
Real estate executives have been the most numerous members appointed to
the board, but they have not been far ahead of insurance and oil executives and attorneys.

In addition several accountants, public utility

executives, and private businessmen have rounded out the board.
The trend which began in the late 1960s to include board members
who belonged to some group other than the power structure of Dallas affected the park board.

In 1968 the revised city charter expanded park

board membership to seven members instead of the five members which had
been traditional since 1905.

This increase gave the council a chance

to appoint the kind of people whom they were being pressured to appoint
without actually decreasing the traditional type of member.

As a result,

Pettis Norman, a black professional football player, was one of the new
appointees, but the other new member was another top executive.

However,

since 1970 a woman, a Mexican-American, and another black have been appointed to membership and the length of service apparently has grown
shorter for all members to allow more citizens a chance to serve on a
civic board.

Whereas, previously board members were appointed because
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of their prominence and prestige, now the trend is to use membership
to gain these goals.

The park board, along with other city boards, has

become a means of upward mobility rather than a sign of acceptance by
25
the power structure.
Although the park board shows signs of changing in character in
the future, the long-term, executive membership and leadership granted
the board since 1945 tackled their problems effectively and wisely.

It

was no easy task to cope with the post war booms in recreation demand
and population.

The Korean War slowed major development projects during

a time when everything was in full swing, forcing the board to work
around the setbacks to still provide the demanded recreation.

Integra-

tion was handled smoothly in the Dallas parks and pools in spite of a
few civil rights movements and several disputes over the powers of
eminent domain.

An increasingly sophisticated public demanded constant

updating in recreation facilities and programs.
ment, culturally and aesthetically, an

The public's develop-

outgrowth of affluent America

with more leisure time, required higher maintenance standards than ever
conceived before World War II. Greater public awareness of increasing
land values resulted in the vast land expansion projects and greenbelt
projects undertaken by the park board.

The park boards from 1945 to

the 1970s have had to cope with Dallas at its finest, most affluent,
and most demanding era, a task which they have handled with enthusiasm
and experience, bringing Dallas parks a national reputation of superiority.
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CHAPTER 7
A DREAM COME TRUE—SAMUELL-GRAND PARK
A few miles to the northeast of Dallas' central district on Grand
Avenue, there is one park which can be singled out as a nearly ideal
recreation area. Almost all aspects involved with Samuel1-Grand Park-from its acquisition, to its development, to its future--tend to reveal
the "ultimate" plan of the Dallas Park and Recreation Department.

Suc-

cess is accredited often to planning, and plans have dominated strictly
the growth of parks in Dallas. Samuel1-Grand is the child of coincidence, but the product of careful planning.

?!
H<

'

Although land acquisition by purchase for neighborhood parks must
follow carefully laid plans in order to provide the city with adequate

j;

and equal distribution of parks, the same does not hold true for dona-

-•

o
tions. The board does have the power to reject offers of land if they
do not adhere to the overall plan; however, to fail to alter plans when
a feasible opportunity is present would be foolish.
Such was the situation when in 1937 Dr. W. W. Samuell, the prominent Dallas physician, wrote his will on a prescription blank. The
short statement provided Dallas over nine hundred acres of land, most
of it in either large, wooded, park-like tracts or cultivated farm lands.
The remaining scattered small properties were declared revenue properties. A trust at First National Bank was set up to administer the
permanent trust funds left by Dr. Samuell and to transfer the earnings
to the park board for use in developing and maintaining parks developed
on Samuell's land.

^^39

a*
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The trust itself cannot be touched, but the interest from the
permanent trust is used for the development and improvement of the several Samuell parks. Money from the revenue properties is added to the
fund and not the Foundation, a procedure that adds to the amount of
spendable money.

When Samuell land must be sold—usually through the

city condemnation courts for highway developments--the awarded money is
deposited in the trust.

On rare occasions the courts have decided that

the money from a sale of property could be used to purchase additional
park land instead of being placed back into the trust.

With such regu-

lations and without being planned, Dallas inherited several hundred
acres of park lands, complete with a source of development and maintenance funds which have cost the taxpayers of Dallas wery little.
entire estate was valued at over one million dollars in 1938.

The

By the

1970s, the Foundation alone increased to over three million dollars and
the land, either left by Dr. Samuell or purchased with Samuell money,
2
skyrocketed in value to somewhere around twenty-one million dollars.
The story of Dr. Samuell's generosity to his home city is responsible for the philosophy used by the park board in developing Samuel 1Grand Park.

This park was chosen to be a memorial park in honor of

Dr. Samuel! because it is the most centrally located of the doctor's
properties and because most of the other Samuell park areas were still
far removed from the city's populated areas.

Samuel1-Grand was located

in an area of town where intensive use would be made of the park, because there were few parks for the immediate neighborhood which could
be classified as lower-middle class to upper-lower class, an area
varying in social and racial groups.

For these reasons, Samuel1-Grand
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Park consistently received the best of everything available.

The park

is an example of a neighborhood park that also has regional use, and its
development is closely related to the general trends apparent in similarly used parks throughout Dallas.

Despite the fact that Samuel 1-

Grand was not in either an upper-class neighborhood or in a poverty
stricken section, the park received "a lot more frosting" than most
parks.

Ample funds were available, and to be a memorial to the good man

who willed it, this park became an example of an outstanding neighborhood park.
The present outcome of Samuel1-Grand Park is a result of planning.
The acquisition may not have been planned, but since then planning has
guided each step vital to success.

The board often repeated its desire

to develop the park slowly so as to be certain of the final results. A
major aim was the elimination of fads or trends that would be shortlived.

The overall goal for Samuel1-Grand Park was not to waste any of

the Samuell funds yet provide the citizens of Dallas with the best possible park facilities.
Because of legal detail work, the city did not attain a clear
title to the undivided interests of other heirs until the early 1940s.
Unfortunately, work could not begin immediately because of the manpower
shortages created by World War II, but this allowed the time to plan for
the future development.

Hare and Hare of Kansas City, the landscape

firm retained by the board for years, drew several sketches for approval
(see Map 1--Samuen Park).

In 1946 the plans began to be implemented.

Twenty-five thousand dollars was allocated for improvement at the park;
however, these funds came from the regular park improvement funds rather
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MAP 1—SAMUELL PARK
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than the funds of the Samuell Foundation.

The board agreed that the

Foundation's funds should be allowed to accumulate further before dipping into them.

The consensus was that the trust money could be used

to provide a more outstanding reminder of Dr. Samuell's generosity than
simple, routine grading, sodding, and drainage work.'^
Development of parks in Dallas hit a new high with the post-war
building boom.

The board concentrated on completing plans drawn up

during the slow war years--except for the Samuell lands.

Instead, the

board members were keeping the Samuell grant in the back of their minds.
No one was going to rush into a project which they felt held such an
underlying responsibility.

That time would come.

By late 1949, the board got its chance to begin actual development
of their carefully laid plans--at a great savings too.

The paving of

the roadways and parking areas in the park was expected to cost around
seventy-five thousand dollars.

c

However, the contractor that was buildat

ing Central Expressway, a major north-south thoroughfare in the city,
needed to dispose of many tons of rock.

Knowing that the contemplated

roadways for the park needed similar rock for a base, the board negotiated with the contractor, and the rock was obtained for only the
hauling costs.

The new cost was estimated at a figure of twenty-six

thousand dollars, a savings of about fifty thousand donars--because
4
they chose to wait.
Having the roads built in Samuel1-Grand stimulated the park board
to quickly progress to the next stage--a swimming pool.

This pool was

to provide swimming for an area which lacked accessibility to a large
pool.

Although it had not been publicly announced, the board had

:

9
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decided to discontinue using the outdated, above-the-ground pool at
Fair Park, which was the nearest pool. This pool at Samuel1-Grand was
to be the best of the Dallas pools.

Its final price was in the ninety

thousand dollar range, ten thousand dollars in excess of the other pools
built at that time or for the next ten years.

Samuel1-Grand pool was

the largest and most expensive pool to be built for almost another fifteen years—without applying the inflation factor.
snag was. the U. S. government.

But the one major

Because the country was involved in the

Korean War, permission for extensive building projects had to be received from the National Production Authority.

The money had been appro-

priated from the Samuell's fund, the low bid had been accepted, and the
NPA said "no."

Six months later, an application was again submitted,

only to obtain the identical answer.

Over one year later, in late 1952,

another application was submitted and this one, at last, received
acceptance.
The building of this pool began during the time the board was
formulating their basic policies and solutions to the integration problems.

If there were to be any racial problems, the swimming pools were

expected to be the most logical locations for the trouble.

The board

decided to gradually close the four huge "city wide" pools in existence,
and to replace these with smaller "neighborhood pools." The new pools
were designed, through elimination of dressing facilities, to discourage
travel to the pools from out of the neighborhood.

Thus, even though the

Samuel1-Grand pool was larger than the other new pools, dressing facilities were non-existent, and it was operated as the other neighborhood
pools.
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Because attendance at this park had increased so much during the
1940s while Dallas recreation demands expanded in leaps and bounds, the
park department grew more sophisticated along with its participants.
Long gone were the days of an open field with one summer recreation
leader and a one-room shelter building.

The public demand was for life-

time recreation to be fulfilled in a sophisticated building suitable for
all ages and backgrounds.

A frame residence occupied earlier by Dr.

Samuell was converted into a small recreation building as an interim
facility, but it really was not wery impressive and the area had outgrown it.

Adding to these facts, the board had decided to place their

memorial to Dr. Samuell in this park.

Thus, they decided to move the

existing building to Samuell-East Park and to build a new "area" recreation center at Samuel1-Grand.
c
Although Samuel1-Grand Park had experienced great popularity as
a recreation center before the new building, the demand increased
greatly in connection with the new building.

In existence were five

lighted ball diamonds, the pool built in 1953, and a few tennis courts.
It was decided in 1962 to put the projected tennis center at Samuel 1Grand.

Tennis had been growing consistently in popularity and there

existed a general clamor for additional facilities.

Having agreed upon

the location, the center was contracted for $107,981.

Another major

addition in the late 1960s was the inclusion of a tennis shop.
1974 eight new tennis courts were added

During

bringing the total to twenty,

making Samuel1-Grand one of the major tennis installations in the U. S.
Such facilities meant that all tournaments for tennis would be held at
Samuell's, in addition to the softball tournaments.

All facilities--
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tennis and softball-were lighted to provide maximum use.
In keeping with the latest trends in recreation and the concept
of the best for Samuel1-Grand, plans for the new building began to be
conceptualized.

The new center followed the pattern initiated at

Beckley-Saner Recreation Center in 1953, large enough for a double
basketball court and a central office which allowed close observation
of the entire building with a limited staff.

Additional rooms across

from the courts served as meeting rooms for all ages and activities.
When Samuel1-Grand Memorial Center finally opened in 1963, it included
the best qualities from the other centers.

In addition, the building

expense of almost three hundred thousand dollars far exceeded the amounts
spent on any of the other similar-use buildings of the time.

The extra

costs were attributed to the additional use of glass to further aid in
total supervision, to the well-equipped kitchen, and to the more expensive flooring and furnishings usej throughout the building.

When the

beautiful building was completed, a bronze plaque adorned with a bas
relief of Dr. Samuell relayed to all visitors the story of the doctor's
bequest:
Physicial and Surgeon
Who had Concern
For Life and Health
In Well Men Also^
It seem axiomatic that as more facilities are placed in a park,
the most popular the park usually becomes.

And the more popular a park

becomes, the more facilities it usually receives.

Thus, having become

designated as a major recreation area for Dallas, Samuell-Grand also was
developed aesthetically.

The Samuell Fund provided for the outstanding
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azalea plantings lining the drives of the park during the springtime
beginning in 1961.

During the azalea's prime two-week blooming period,

fifty thousand Dallasites toured the park.

The entire park, immacu-

lately groomed throughout, is kept in a year-round state of beauty,
exemplifying top maintenance and care.

In addition, the First Men's

Garden Club chose to provide over four thousand roses of numerous
varieties to enhance the Samuell Memorial Garden and to provide beauty
for another period of the year.
As should be expected, one day the Samuell's Memorial Building
will be outmoded and new concepts will replace old ones.

Until that

happens, this park's history, from its inception through its development, its recreation resources, and its aesthetic concepts serve

as an

example of a well designed neighborhood park which has impact on its
region as well as on nearly ewery citizen of Dallas.
0
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CHAPTER 8
THE FIRST BUILDING BLOCK—AQUISITION OF LAND
Foremost in the growth of a city park department is the acquisition of land.

Before a city is able to build athletic facilities or

provide recreation programs, it must have land.

The parcels of land

held by a city's park department become the basic building blocks upon
which a park system can be erected.
A number of post-war factors put a greater stress on proper,
adequate, and well planned land acquisition after 1945.

From a 1940

population of 293,306, Dallas experienced sixty-seven percent, sixtyfour percent, and seventy-eight percent population growth in each decade
through 1970.

Since Dallas was quickly ringed by a vast suburban devel-

opment, population density within Dallas intensified and the empty lots
which had served for years as neighborhood playfields rapidly disappeared.

The burgeoning citizenry experienced unmatched prosperity.

Following a belt-tightening depression and a carefully rationed world
war, the American populace had time and money to spend on leisure time
activities.

In addition, the returning war veterans, having been ex-

posed to rigid military physical fitness, demanded facilities in which
they could continue the program.
The American people also became more aware of the advantages of
public recreation.

Recreation, Parks and Recreation, American City, and

National Municipal Review were a few of the journals carrying an increasing number of articles on the benefits of recreation.
150

Doctors wrote
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articles expounding upon the positive effect of exercise upon health.
Recreation was advocated as a solution to overweight and poor health,
both problems which had been brought to light by the surprising number
of men who failed to meet the armed forces' minimum fitness requirements
for World War II.

Recreational facilities also received credit for re-

ducing juvenile delinquency among all income groups.

Recreation for

the adult grew in popularity, while organized recreation for the aged
was seen as a psychological boost.

Since the conclusion of World War II,

recreation has become a necessity demanded by citizens of all ages and
all incomes.
Authorities in recreation consistently pushed the ideal of ten
acres of park land for ewery one thousand persons, while some recreation
articles advocated that the standard should be raised.

The same profes-

sional journals stressed the importance of acquiring land in advance of
neec', before the prices become so high that a park department could not
3
afford to purchase the parcels.
Thus, with the increased demand and recognition of the need for
recreation, land acquisition had to increase.

Historically the park

board relied heavily on benevolent community leaders to donate acreages
to the park system.

If land came available that could be used for a

park, if it fell into the plan being used, and if the price was considered to be sufficiently low, the property has been purchased.

But the

sense of urgency, the cry for land before it disappeared, became pressing after the war and became more pronounced with each following year.
The Dallas Park System had leaders who realized the direction and
role toward which the field of parks and recreation seemed to be headed.
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Already by 1950, the National Recreation Association reported that
Dallas was well ahead of Houston, "the largest city in the South," in
park lands. By 1956 the department was bragging about having more park
acres than Cincinnati, Memphis, Minneapolis, San Antonio, and Houston.
In 1960 Dr. Garrett Eppley, chairman of the Recreation Department at
Indiana University, included Dallas in his study of the twenty-one outstanding park systems in the country.

He said that Dallas' record of

increasing park lands from five thousand acres in 1945 to eight thousand
in 1960 showed considerable foresight and that few cities besides Dallas
had acquired land for use at a later date.

In spite of the praise, land

acquisition would have to be continued at a brisk pace.

Planning

coupled with generous bond monies were needed to meet Dallas' goals.
Much of the Dallas Park Board's success in land acquisition can be
attributed to planning and to President Ray Hubbard's strong belief that
land had to be acquired then or it would be too late. Consistent, long-

I
»•

range planning in buying park properties in Dallas dates back to the
early part of the century.

However, the board during the early 1940s

established a new concentrated effort on planning. With the wartime
shortage of materials and a lack of manpower to develop already owned
properties, the board had delved deeply into planning.

This period pro-

vided a chance to determine how to make the best use of the foreseen
boom which they felt would follow the war's end.
S. Herbert Hare, nationally known city planner and landscape
engineer consultant, had worked with the park board since 1939. During
the lull in construction activity during the war, his firm drew up a
master park plan which dealt chiefly with specific sites and projected

J}
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total acreages that would be needed to meet the anticipated growth. The
Hare program laid out a series of parkways along the water courses of
the city. Among those planned were Five Mile Creek Parkway in South Oak
Cliff and White Rock Creek Parkway from White Rock dam to Samuell Boulevard. Work which had been started earlier continued on the development
of a parkway. Hare mapped out a series of neighborhood parks and playgrounds which were followed during the 1945-1959 period of land acquisition. .The firm of Hare and Hare continued as consultants to the park
board until the early 1960s. When in 1944 Harland Bartholomew presented
an over-all city plan for Dallas, the Hare program had been thorough
enough to be incorporated into the Bartholomew plan without substantial
changes (see Map 2 ) .
With slight revisions due to natural evolution, the HareBartholomew effort was used until 1959. The City Planning Department
with the help of Marvin Springer, planning consultant, then presented

'.

Parks and Open Spaces, an updated master plan for land acquisition and

j!

development of the City of Dallas. Between 1959 and 1965, over two
thousand acres of park lands were purchased in accordance with the
Springer plan. The new program differed from the 1944 plan basically
where new housing developments were established, where new thoroughfares were opened, and where zoning had undergone major changes. In
keeping with the previous warnings, Marvin Springer emphasized the "necessity of seeing that adequate acreage is set aside for park properties,
properly located as Dallas grows." Though a similar system of neighborhood parks and playgrounds was

planned, increased emphasis was placed

upon land with marginal value yet with aesthetic appeal, namely the
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MAP 2 — A PROPOSED SYSTEM OF PARKS AND PARKWAYS 1944
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Trinity floodplains and other creek areas.

However, like the Hare-

Bartholomew Plan, the majority of the land acquired under the Parks and
Open Spaces plan was in the neighborhood park and playground category.
Since 1959, the City of Dallas has preferred comprehensive integrated planning, similar to the Bartholomew effort, rather than working
on separate departmental schemes.

The Goals for Dallas Program (a more

theoretic than visual plan), the Crossroads plan, the Ponte-Travers plan,
all related the acquisition of the park department with activities of
other city departments including the school board, the library system,
and the health department.

In addition to the creation of the broader

more inclusive type of planning, specific area requirements were developed.

The Trinity River Greenbelt, White Rock Lake, Fair Park, and

Central Business District greenspaces each received a plan specifying
their acquisition and development processes.
Acquisition of Neighborhood Parks
Although plans for land acquisition were always available, progress toward the achievement of ultimate goals had been tied to bond
issues and had a tendency to be sporadic.

Between 1945 and 1960, land

acquisition was not continuous as it has been since that time.

Between

1945 and 1948, almost three hundred acres were purchased by the park
department.

But land purchasing came to an almost standstill during

1949 and 1950 with only the purchase of three new parks totaling twentynine acres.

During the 1950s, population sprawl and annexation pushed

out Dallas' borders which brought a surge in the acquisition program,
because the board concentrated upon providing adequate park and recreation facilities in the new and developing areas of Dallas.

This program
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of the 1950s which increased the park lists by approximately nineteen
hundred acres was followed by another land acquisition program aimed at
acquiring parks for those recently annexed areas without parks and for
the sections of the city in which the most rapid growth was predicted.
After 1960, however, land purchase became a regular and systematized process as a park site was added to the property listings on an
average of every eighty days.

Continuous programs in development of

properties combined with available bond and federal funds have allowed
a constant and concerted effort to acquire more land while it was still
possible to do so (see Table 3).
TABLE 3
PARK LANDS PURCHASED 1945-1974
(Bonds, Federal Funding, Condemnation)

Park

Date

Alta Mesa

1969, 1972
1955

Method

Acreage

B, D
B

3.40
7.09

B
B

8.00

Beckley-Saner

1955
1949

16.00

Bel-Aire

1965

B

4.00

Beverly Hills

1946

B

2.80

Bluff View

1945, 1946

B

2.60

Bonnie View

1962

B

4.23

Brownwood

1952, 1955, 1967

Buckner (expanded)

1914, 1946

B, D
B, G

15.66
10.90

Bushman

1963

B

3.33

California Crossing

B

38.54

Casa Linda

1956
1947

B

8.60

Casa View

1950

B

6.60

Apache
Beckley Heights
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TABLE 3—Continued

Method*

Acreage

Park

Date

Cedar Crest

1946

6

137.60

Cedardale

1959

B

10.95

Cheyenne

1957

B

10.00

Churchill

1959

B

12.81

College

1962

B

17.86

Cotillion

1964

B

6.70

Crossroads

1969

B

3.81

Crown

1951, 1952

B

16.80

Cummings

1964, 1970, 1971

B

5.96

Danieldale

1958

B

19.28

Deerpath

1949

B

6.10

L. B. Houston

1963, 1965

B

885.28

Everglade

1968

B

8.18

Fair Oaks
Fair Park (expanded)

1959
1904, 1934, 1957
1970

B

18.34

Ferguson Road

1953

Fireside

1964, 1965

B, G
B
B

239.20
10.60
34.75

Forest

1968, 1969

B, 0

1.25

Fretz (North)

1964, 1971, 1972

Glover

1952

B, D
B

31.15
6.30

Griggs (expanded)

1915, 1952

Hamilton

1956

B

22.89

Harry Stone

1955

B

15.50

Hattie Rankin Moore

1949, 1964

B, G

3.70

Highland Hills

1962

B

17.67

Indian Ridge

1964

B

8.07

Jamestown

B

8.33

Jaycee

1970
1957, 1958, 1965

B

16.10

Kidd Springs

1947, 1970

B

30.20

B
approx. 5.00
added to original

I
I
n

H
(I
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TABLE 3--Continued

Method^

Park

Date

Ki owa
Lake Ray Hubbard

1969, 1972
1965

Lawnview

1948

B

Lemmon

1964

Lindsley

1946
1956

B, D
6

Lizzie Oliver

B, D
B

B, G

Acreage
12.00
134.00
37.20
9.60
7.70
4.00
12.49

Magna Vista

1955, 1964
1969

Marcus

1963

B
B
B

Marsalis (expanded)
Martin Weiss (expanded)

1909, 1947, 1964
1930, 1945
1958

B
B
B

4.00
2.10
47.72
13.80
10.50

1969
1938, 1945

B
B
B

6.80
24.70
8.30

B, D
B, 0
B

17.19
18.00
2.00

B
B, D

16.00
15.88
10.39

Lockwood

McCree
Meadow Stone
Moore (expanded)
North Arcadia

1960

Northaven
Opportunity

1955
1966, 1969

Ownewood

1958

Parkdale
Pecan Groove
Pemberton Hill

1947
1956
1956

Pike (expanded)

1912, 1955

B

Pleasant Grove

1951

B

4.40
14.30

Pleasant Oaks

1952

B

22.40

Polk
Preston Hollow

1969
1949

B

.75

B

8.80

Redbird

1962

B

26.40

Ridgewood

1954, 1972

B

10.74

Rochester

1954, 1961, 1962,
1964, 1968

B

967.15

B
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TABLE 3—Continued

Park

Date

Roosevelt

1967

Royal

Method^

Acreage

1961

B
B

12.24
7.00

Sargent

1971

B

16.00

Shaw Playlet

B

Singing Hills

1969
1971

B, D

.25
14.39

Skyline

1961, 1965

B

28.15

Sleepy Hollow
South Central

1956
1961

B
B

.61
3.07

St. Augustine
St. Francis
Tenison (expanded)

1955
1968
1923, 1958, 1964
1946, 1972

B
B, D
B, G

7.61
14.49
396.20

B

51.72

B
B, G

9.00
11.79

B

392.15

Thomas Hill

turtle Creek Parkway

1924, 1945
1968
1971, 1972, 1973
1913, 1928, 1945

Twin Falls

1971

Union Terminal

1946

Urbandale
Valley View

1946, 1970
1956, 1969, 1972

Veterans

Tietze
Tipton
Trinity River Green

B, G, 0
B

51.76
5.90

B

2.00

B, G
B

3.50
27.10

1956

B

9.40

Wahoo

1926, 1964

B

22.10

Walnut Hill

1951

B

10.50

Webb Chapel

1956

B

8.70

Westhaven
Westmoreland

1962
1952

B
B

14.10

White Rock Greenbelt Abrams

1968, 1969, 1970,
1971
1930, 1965

B

234.20

White Rock Lake (expanded)
Whi tP Rnrk Parkvvav

1953

8.10

B, G

b

B

b
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TABLE 3—Continued

Park

Date

Method^

Wonderview

1971

B

6.00

Woodland Springs

1967

B

35.07

Total

Acreage

4614.54^

SOURCE: Dallas Park Department, "Dallas Park Properties List,"
1 February 1973.
^B - Purchased
G - Gift
0 - Land acquired by city departments and organizations now
used for parks
D - Dedicated
White Rock Lake acreage which was omitted because of the
unbalancing factor of its size, ninety-five percent of which was
acquired before 1945.
^Total figure not exact because park areas which were expanded
are counted in their entirety.
Acquisition of Neighborhood Parks Through Bond Programs
The recognized urgency of land acquisition has been aided considerably by the fact that the citizens of Dallas, since the second
world war, have voted favorably on major bond programs, all of which included proportionately generous funds for the park department.

Of the

park department's bond money, land acquisition has taken a substantial
part (see Table 4 ) . Unlike many other cities, no land acquisition program outlined by the park board has been defeated since the present
council/manager city government was voted for in 1930.

The Dallas Park

Board has been successful in "selling" bond issues to the citizenry because there always has been a fairly equal distribution of benefits for

TABLE 4

^^^

LAND ACQUIRED THROUGH BOND PROGRAMS

Year of Bond
Program

Total
City

Total
Park and Recreation

Total
Land Acquisition

1945

$ 40,000,000

$ 2,500,000

$ 1,000,000

1956

$ 41,000,000

$ 2,600,000

$ 1,300,000

1958

$ 51,000,000

$ 3,200,000

$

1962

$ 49,500,000

$ 2,300,000

$ 1,200,000^

1964

$ 52,500,000

$ 3,200,000

$ 1,290,500^

1967

$175,000,000

$20,500,000

$16,000,000^

1972- 1973

$120,000,000

$23,000,000

$10,000,000

750,000

SOURCE: Summaries of Bond Programs, Park and Recreation Department Files, Dallas, Texas.
^Some improvement funds included
Not determinable from information available
the different geographical divisions of the city.

Residents and voters

have recognized that there has been something for everyone, whether it
g
was a new park or recreation facilities for an existing park.
Every city-wide bond issue since the war has included park acquisition and improvement funds, as park plans have been part of each city
master plan. The majority of park lands acquired since 1945 were purchased with bond monies, either through fee simple for condemnation
processes.

Most lands acquired since that time have been used for neigh-

borhood parks and play areas for the community living nearby (see
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Table 4 ) . The term "neighborhood park" as used here, includes areas
large and small used by the surrounding communities for daily recreation.
In short, the term excluded special types of parks (cemeteries, museums,
zoos) and parks aimed at city-wide participation (golf courses, nature
trails, greenbelts, lakes).

Neighborhood parks have remained the most

used and the most accessible to citizens of all ages and incomes, but
most noteworthy of the neighborhood park
sistency.

has been its historical con-

Whereas building styles and ground maintenance requirements

have been altered over the years, especially as Dallasites became more
affluent, the goals and uses of the neighborhood park have not changed
noticeably even when the character of the neighborhood has changed.

The

nearby park continued to be used by the adjacent community for sports,
crafts, and social events.

The goal of these facilities to provide

ewery neighborhood, whatever the socio-economic status, with a useful
park has continued to be an objective of the park board.

And because

Dallas expanded so wery rapidly in every possible direction, the park
board realized that neighborhood parks would have to be acquired at an
accelerated speed (see pictures on pages 163, 164, 165, 166).
The post war land acquisition program received a strong start
because of the Increased emphasis on recreation and because of the
prosperity Dallas enjoyed at the close of the war.

A city-wide bond

program issued in 1946 provided the park department $2,500,000, and
over one million dollars of this was used to acquire over seven hundred
acres of new neighborhood park lands to be utilized as neighborhood
parks.

From the 1945 bond monies, Rochester Park was purchased to

serve the needs of the Negro community of South Dallas. The original

}

N E I G H B O R H O O D PARKS
^^^
The neighborhood park serves as a common meeting ground for
people of all ages to participate in a wide variety of activities.

Lake Cliff Park

Children at Play, Fretz Park

Indoor Recreation, Exline Park Teen Group

Relief from Dallas Summers, South Dallas Park
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The Boy and His Ball
park unknown

Children in Small Groups at Exline Park

Spectators Attend Ball Game

Fsa 'MWyt's mw-^m

TABLE 5

^"

DISTRIBUTION OF LAND ACQUISITION MONEY

Year of Bond
Program

Total
Land Acquisition

r n ,
Fair Park

M - U I - U J

Neighborhood

1945

$ 1.000,000

1956

$ 1,300,000

$

900,000

1958

$

$

750,000

1962

$ 1,200,000^

1964

$ 1,290,500^

$

1967

$16,000,000^

$1,792,000^

$12,600,000^

1972-1973

$10,000,000

$1,500,000

$

750,000

$

b
280,000+

n
i.,^
Greenbelt

400,000

—

b

—

b

250,000

$6,000,000

SOURCE: Summaries of Bond Programs, Park and Recreation Department Files, Dallas, Texas.
Some improvement funds included
Part of total land acquisition figure
^Not determinable from information available

7.71 acres were increased by over 109 acres purchased by later bond
monies in 1961 and by an additional 771 acres the following year.

By

1974 Rochester Park had grown from less than eight acres to one of the
city's largest parks, having almost one thousand acres.

Griggs Park

was expanded with the 1945 bond monies from the original 2.5 acres, purchased in 1915, by approximately 7.2 acres added to the park at a cost
of $152,619 between 1945 and 1952.

This increase in black park lands
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was stimulated by the fact that the board had money available to make
extensive purchases for the first time in almost two decades, but the
report issued by the National Recreation Association on the limited
Negro recreation facilities in Dallas may have been an added stimulus.

9

The money from the post war program finally enabled the board to
buy Thomas Hill Park for $63,324. This particular park had been desired
by the board for several decades, because it was a wooded tract which
lay adjacent to Marsalis Park, an acreage which had long been designated
for the Dallas zoo and which would need room to expand in the future.
Thomas Hill Park had been leased by the board between 1928 and 1932when
they were no longer able to afford the payments.

At that time, the

option to buy was purchased for several years by Martin Weiss, a civic
leader and former park board member from Oak Cliff, but the option was
allowed to expire several years before the board had the money to buy
the fifty acre tract from the Thomas heirs in 1946.
In 1947, the 29.15 acre tract known as Kidd Springs property was
sold to the board for $125,000.
a private amusement park.

Previously the land had been used as

The newly acquired park soon became involved

in one of the board's earliest race problems.

A citizen's committee saw

a further expansion of the park as a means of eliminating the few black
houses immediately north of the park.

The group first presented its

request in February of 1952, knowing that there were still more available funds from the 1945 bond vote.

Board president Ray Hubbard

re-

plied that the board did not feel justified at the time in enlarging
the park.

Despite the president's insistence, the rumor circulated

quickly.

At the next meeting a black woman appeared before the board
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in defense of her home.

Hubbard soon convinced her that the board

bought property for parks on the basis of need and that Kidd Springs was
being used less than any of the other Dallas parks of similar sizes.

He

assured the woman that racial questions would not enter into the decision. Consequently, controversy soon faded and the park was not enlarged
until 1970.-^^
Several other parks made up the seven hundred acres of neighborhood parks purchased with the 1945 bond money and included lands spread
throughout the city.

Webb Chapel Park, consisting of 8.643 acres and

costing $31,547, was named because of the historical background of the
old Webb Chapel Church, one of Dallas' first churches, organized in 1846
near the new park site.

Over nine acres were declared surplus and sold

to the park board for $9,459 by the Veterans Hospital of Lisbon, a
community in southeast Dallas, and logically, this park was called Veterans Park. Two separate areas in northwest Dallas also were purchased—
Valley View Park and California Crossing Park.

Valley View was located

in a more developed area; hence, the 9.59 acres

cost the city $17,500.

California Crossing was a far-removed forty acres which the board purchased for $1,400 from the water department because the board members
rightly believed that soon the area would need a park and the price was
too low to pass up.
board.

Jaycee Park in West Dallas was accepted by the

In 1949, the Junior Chamber of Commerce acquired approximately

fourteen acres for a playground.

Later they sold six acres to the

school board, leaving a balance of 8.7 acres.

Because the title con-

tained a possible "reverter," the board agreed to pay $1,650 in reverter
fees in return for being given the land by the Jaycees.

In 1958, a
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little over four acres were purchased for nineteen thousand dollars,
enlarging the park to thirteen acres.

During the early 1960s, two more

acres were added, only this time costing approximately fourteen thou12
sand dollars.
The next major city bond issue was postponed because of the Korean
War and other factors, but when the 1956 program was announced, it totaled forty-one million dollars.

Out of the total, $2,600,000 was given

to the park department; and one-half of this or $1,300,000 was designated for land acquisition.

Although this bond program included

$400,000 for the expansion of Fair Park (a special use park), $900,000
was allocated for neighborhood park lands.

Because most of the money

was spent on parks that were less than ten acres in size, it was obvious
that the board was following its policy of trying to acquire a park for
diverse neighborhoods.

With the exception of a few outlying areas and

minority areas, which were overlooked, the parks purchased under this
13
bond program were spread throughout the city.
The 1956 bond vote was followed by another bond program totaling
$3,200,000 for the park department in 1958 which brought $350,000 to
expand existing park sites and $300,000 for the purchase of ten new
neighborhood park sites. Although the monies for land acquisition were
one-half of what was allocated in the 1956 program, all of the acquisition money was designated for neighborhood parks.

Some of the larger

neighborhood parks purchased were 18.34 acres at Fair Oaks, 12.7 acres
at Arcadia Park, and 26.4 acres of surplus property at Redbird Airport
(now called Redbird Park).

Dallas Power and Light sold 6.99 acres for

$13,300 in the Walnut Hill Community in 1961.

Bonnie View Park was
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purchased from the Dallas Independent School District at a price of
$10,592 for 4.24 acres.

Sixteen acre College Park was purchased for

$39,520 during 1962. Once again, the park board had equally distributed
the parks with the exception of the minority and poverty areas."^^
A city bond issue of 1962 gave the city $49,500,000 of which the
park department received $2,300,000.

Designated for land acquisition

was $1,200,000 which included a portion for the new greenbelt acquisition program, but the majority was allocated for further neighborhood
park additions and purchases.

Elm Fork Park (changed to L. B. Houston

Park in 1972) was the largest new park acquired with this bond issue.
Over $210,000 was spent for the first 290 acres of the 885 acre park
which serves both as a neighborhood park and as a center of special
facilities such as a golf course, a shooting range, and a nature trail.
Much of the 885 acres of L. B. Houston Park that lies between Highway
114, Luna Road, and Royal Lane was acquired with funds received from the
condemnation award from the State Highway Department for Loop 635 rightof-way through Samuell-Garland Park.

By special court action, the park

board was permitted to use part of the award to purchase land at L. B.
Houston Park.

Several smaller neighborhood parks, for example 3.33

acre Bushman, 6.7 acre Cotillion, 17.67 acre Highland Hills, and the
14.15 acre Westhaven parks, were purchased from the funds provided by
this bond program.

15

Two years later in 1964, another bond package was presented to
the citizens of Dallas.

The new mayor, Erik Jonsson, strongly encour-

aged the populace to vote for the $280,000 for six new neighborhood
parks to be distributed among North Dallas, East Dallas, and Oak Cliff.
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The inner city did not receive any of the new parks, but instead they
were focused on the growing outer perimeter of the city where park lands
had previously not been acquired since few had ever envisioned the
Dallas city limits extending that far."^^
A new source of money, the federal government, was accepted by the
city administrators after 1967 (see Table 6). From this time forth, it
became difficult to distinguish during a bond election exactly which
areas would receive new parks or park development. Applications were
made for federal funds on each project which qualified, but because the
bond issues were voted upon and the bonds were sold before anyone knew
whether the federal application had been accepted, the department simply
would list the total cost figure and number allocated for a category,
such as land acquisition or development, and the exact amounts were
worked out later when the federal money came. Although the program designated the approximate amount available for land acquisition, the number
of sites increased if federal funding was received.
Dallas at the Crossroads was a bond program voted upon in 1967
and the first in Dallas to make use of federal aid since the beginning
of World War II. Although Title VII of the Housing Act of 1961 provided
for the making of grants by the Housing and Home Finance Administration
to public bodies, and such grants could be used for fifty percent assistance in the acquisition of land for open-space uses, Dallas, being a
conservative city, had been hesitant to apply for the aid.

Like many

other cities, Dallasites feared the "red tape" which was associated with
the grants and by city council policy still had a desire to "do it themselves."

However, once the decision to apply for federal aid was made.
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TABLE 6
NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
1973 FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS—ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT

n • 4.TJ 4.-r-^4.Project Identification

r4.- x j r J.
Estimated Cost

Amount Rocelvod from
Federal Agency

Woodland Springs
Acquisition 37.01 acres

$ 32,383.75

$ 16,191.87

Everglade Park
Acquisition

8.18 acres

$ 57,650.00

$ 28,825.00

St. Francis
Acquisition

7.73 acres

$ 36,285.82

$ 18,142.91

$ 76,250.00

$ 38, 125.00

13.30 acres
41.90 acres

$210,400.00

$105,200.00

17.41 acres

$222,190.00

$ 12,096.00

Polk
Acquisition and Development
1.00 acre
Sargent
Acquisition

16.00 acres

Kiowa
Acquisition

6.70 acres

Twin Falls
Acquisition
Singing Hills
Acquisition

Valley View
Expansion

5.90 acres

SOURCE: Dallas Park Department, "Federal Grants-in-Aid Program,"
12 September 1973.
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Dallas fully accepted the program and looked upon the lengthy application forms as useful aids.

The park department and board took the atti-

tude that the application forced them to be more objective and aware of
what they were requesting.

Having to explain on paper the why's and

how's of wanting a particular park or project, meant that their objectives had to be clearly and carefully thought out before any progress
18
could be made.
Dallas at the Crossroads bond program provided fifty percent of
the funds for 37.01 acres known as Woodland Springs Park in the Pleasant
Grove area, while the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation provided the other
half of the $32,383 cost.

The Home and Urban Development division pur-

chased fifty percent of 8.18 acre Everglade Park and 7.73 acre St.
Francis Park; both neighborhood parks cost a total of almost $100,000.
In 1969, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation purchased half of Kiowa Park
in North Dallas and did the same thing for three Oak Cliff parks in
1971--Sargent, Twin Falls, and Singing Hills parks.

These four sites

cost $210,400 together, but the amount that came from the Crossroads
bond issue was only $105,200 because of the federal aid.

With federal

aid, the Crossroads bond money, which was originally estimated to be
used for the acquisition of twelve neighborhood parks, actually allowed
the park board to acquire nineteen new parks.

19

The bond financed capital improvement program of 1972-1973 brought
$120,000,000 for the city.

Of this total, twenty-three million dollars

was allocated for the park board, and almost ten million dollars of that
was designated for land acquisition.

One and one-half million dollars

was allocated for the expansion of five sites and for the acquisition of
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fourteen new park sites.

A separate allocation of $250,000 was set

aside solely for the Fair Park expansion program, while six million
dollars was budgeted for the greenbelt expansion project.

This 1972

bond issue provided funds for half of a 17.41 acre expansion of Valley
View Park while the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation financed the other
fifty percent.
Federal aid for land acquisition programs after 1972 evolved to
include not only neighborhood parks but also the open space and greenbelt areas which mainly were located along the various creeks that
flowed through sections of Dallas.

Shortage of federal grants after

1972 was the only reason this form of payment was not used more extensively for land buying.

As the city grew rapidly toward the north,

Pagewood, Parkhill, and Salado parks were acquired with bond money to
serve these newly developed sections of Dallas.

Liberty Park, near the

downtown area, and Meadowstone in south Dallas were but a few of the
recent acquisitions.

Because all of the 1972-1973 Capital Improvement

bond monies have not yet been spent, and because many applications are
either not yet approved or even completed, it is not yet known how many
20
park sites will be eventually purchased with this bond issue.
Acquisition of Neighborhood Parks Through Condemnation
Bond money and federal money have been used occasionally to acquire property by condemnation where efforts to purchase through negotiation failed.

Because this has been a lengthy, legal process which

wins no friends and because it generally has not been desirable to use
the city's right of "eminent domain," this method has been avoided whenever possible.

In fact, only from one percent to, at the most, five
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percent of the park department's total land has been purchased through
a condemnation court.
city

But when all negotiating fails or whenever the

is purchasing from a trust, the city pays the award granted by the

Condemnation Commissioner's Court and takes title to the land when the
public good has been judged to have precedence over individual rights.^^
The condemnation process has not been one-sided.

There have not

been any large park areas purchased entirely by condemnation procedures,
because most of the

landowners sold their land through negotiation

based upon the fair market value or tax valued price.

Occasionally a

few held out for personal or monetary reasons, causing the city to resort to the condemnation process.

Statistically speaking, cases of

condemnation have not become more frequent in recent years, but the
property owners have become more verbal if there was a dispute of value.
Parks acquired with federal monies which required a small percentage of
condemnation cases included Valley View Park, a part of the White Rock
greenbelt, the Five Mile Creek greenbelt, and the Trinity River greenbelt, but before federal aid was accepted in 1967, several other parks
had involved some condemnation cases.

In order to expand Griggs Park

and Buckner Park in 1945, some condemnation awards went through the
Commissioner's Court.

Reverchon in 1948, Jaycee in 1957, and Cedardale

in 1959 were only a few parks which required condemnation of one to four
parcels of the total acquired land.

The case for Crutchfield Creek

greenbelt was in litigation several times during the early 1960s to acquire only a small number of lots.

The most verbal protest came over

Fair Park where a small group of non-Dallas residents turned the entire
22
acquisition program into a question of alleged racial discrimination.
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The other side of the condemnation issue has occurred numerous
times, but just as when the park board initiates the proceedings, the
total percentage lost by condemnation has been almost negligible.

Other

levels of government were able to bring condemnation cases against the
park board if their situation warranted the action.

Usually the park

board recognized the need of the highway department or the power company
for land in order to meet the needs of the citizens; however, there were
some instances which had to be tackled through the process of condemnation.

Generally condemnation proceedings and a court decision must be

enacted before any land held in trust can be sold.

This applied to park

areas, such as those willed by Dr. Samuell, which were accepted as park
lands not to be sold.

Under court order only, the board can sell such

designated lands.
In 1955, the park board was awarded $26,655 by condemnation court
for right-of-way

of twenty-two acres through the Samuel1-Mesquite farm

for U. S. Highway 80.

The right-of-way of eight acres condemned by

Santa Fe Railroad through Samuell-Garland gave the park board $61,750.
One year later, the Garland farm lost more land to Dallas Power and
Light for right-of-way, but the park board received $44,728 for that
condemnation.

Crawford Park lost 1.25 acres for $2,325 for the widening

of U. S. Highway 175.

In 1968, the Texas Turnpike Authority, through

the courts, awarded the park board $213,762 for land taken from Craddock
Park for the Dallas North Tollway.

Although relinquishing the park

lands has not always been viewed as the most desirable thing to do by
the park board, no hard feelings have been harbored by the members, be23
cause the different city departments have always worked together.
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Acquisition of Neighborhood Parks Through Land Trading
Another somewhat complicated method of acquiring land has been done
by trading lands with other public agencies.

Unlike condemnation suits,

good will always has been behind a trade of properties, with the different agencies working together so that each can obtain their optimum
and most beneficial effect for the Dallas populace.

Most properties

have been traded between the school board and the park board, because
each master plan Dallas has had emphasized the value of having a school
and a park site adjacent to each other.

Thus, if the school board had

a chance to purchase a tract of land at a good price, but it was more
than the actual school building needed, the park board could exchange
any excess land they had which could be used for another school site.
Beckley-Saner Park's sixteen acres were acquired in 1949 by a
trade with the school board.

In exchange for eight acres that the park

board gave the school board from Bluffview Park for a new school site,
the park received double the acreage in an Oak Cliff area that needed
a new park.

The base of the exchange was the historic cost of each

tract, so the park board also paid the school board a nominal sum to
equalize

the exchange.

Although the trade left Bluffview Park with

only 2.6 acres, that was considered large enough coupled with the school
24
grounds for the small community it served.
One situation which the park board and the school board had agreed
upon was rapidly vetoed by a protesting public.

In 1954, the school

board requested a part of Preston Hollow Park for an elementary school.
The park board was not eager to exchange property with the school board,
but finally agreed to do so because the school board needed a school
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site for that community.

Over three hundred area residents, the largest

delegation ever to attend a park board meeting, voiced their objections.
The park board was forced to rescind on the agreement, but they also
found a compromise.

The park board gave the school board 11.6 acres off

of Lawnview Park and then received in exchange the seventeen acre area
25
later named Northaven.
After twenty-one acre Ferguson Park was acquired in 1953, the park
board decided to make another trade.

Because the school board subse-

quently bought twelve acres on the west and later the Catholic Church
bought a twenty acre school tract on the north, the park board did not
feel that it could justify a park of twenty-one acres at that location.
In 1955, they traded 10.5 acres of the Ferguson tract and $14,650 in
cash for 15.5 acres then known as Matterhorn Park but later changed to
26
Harry Stone Park.
The result of trading between public agencies, in addition to the
school board, generally has proven beneficial to both parties.

When the

public works department extended Marsalis Avenue through and over part
of Marsalis Park, they gave the park board 6.34 acres at White Rock Lake
in exchange for the 6.84 acres taken off of Marsalis Park.

A little

over two acres were sold at Glendale Park for right-of-way for State
Highway Loop 12, while a sizable piece of City Park was sold for the
East-West expressway erected through the city's oldest park.

In each

instance, the money received from the sale of land was allocated to the
general park fund for later land acquisition or development.

As with

some condemnation cases against the park department, the board preferred
to keep the land, but this has not always been possible or even feasible,
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In the long run, trades have resulted in more varied park sites, and
with awards which have greatly increased in value over what the park
board first paid for the land, the citizenry of Dallas have benefited
by a broader, more

widespread park system.
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Acquisition of Neighborhood Parks by Dedication
Land dedication has given Dallasites an opportunity for more park
lands in many areas which normally would not be feasible for the park
department to purchase (see Table 7). The most common method of obtaining land by dedication is when the developer of an area subdivides a
sizable tract and has extra property which he cannot profitably sell.
Occasionally land is dedicated to the park board for strictly park purposes, but more often the land is dedicated public open space.

This

type of land, which often consists of stream channels or other land undesirable for building, can be used for drainage, or water, sewer, and
electricity easements.

Unlike leased land, dedicated land does bring

permanent title just as purchase or condemnation or gifts.
If a parcel of land has been dedicated as public use area and the
park board wishes to use this land for recreational purposes, there are
several steps which must be taken before it becomes official.

Because

land that is designated as park land cannot be sold, the park board has
to submit a writ to the city council declaring the original status of
the parcel as public use area.

After a public hearing declaring that

there is no other way to gain land in that area, the court passes the
ownership to the park board.

Arapaho with 10.39 acres. Peacock Branch

with .70 acres, Betty Jane Lane with 1.61 acres. Briar Gate with 11.09
acres. Forest Meadows

with 5.54 acres. Mountain Valley with 18 acres
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TABLE 7
DALLAS PARKS DEDICATED

Park

Date

Alta Mesa
Arapaho

D, B
D

6.96
10.39

Betty Jane Lane

1969, 1972
1967, 1971
1970

D

1.61

Briar Gate

1967, 1971

D

11.09

Brownwood

1952, 1955, 1967
1971

D, B
D

15.66

1969, 1972
1964, 1971, 1972
1969, 1972

D

5.54

D, B
D, B

31.15

1964
1955, 1964
1972

D, B
D, B
D

9.60
12.49
.92

D

18.05
17.19
.70

Diamond
Forest Meadows
Fretz (North)
Kiowa
Lemmon
Lockwood
McCree Park Annex
Mountain Valley
Northaven
Peacock Branch
Pecan Grove
Royal Oaks

1967
1955
1971

Singing Hills

1956
1969, 1971
1971

St. Francis

1968
Total

Method^

D, B
D
D, B
D
D
D

Acreage

8.00

12.00

15.88
9.97
14.39
14.49
216.08'^

SOURCE: Dallas Park Department, "Dallas Park Properties List,"
1 February 1973.
^B - Purchased
D - Dedicated
Total figure not exact because some dedicated park areas were
expanded with purchases and the entire acreage of the park is counted
here.
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and Royal Oaks with 9.97 acres are the major areas dedicated for park
use.

Areas that have been dedicated for park usage totaled approxi-

mately sixty acres, and almost eighty-five percent of these dedicated
28
parks are public use areas that are being used as parks.
Providing Neighborhood Parks Through Leases
The park board on occasion has made use of vacants lots in areas
which have not had a park.

A use-warrant has been signed with the coop-

erative owner which allows the board to install playground equipment
that easily can be removed on short notice.

The board has promised to

return the property to its original state at the request of the owner.
The owner of the lot has the satisfaction of having his land used for
community good, and at the same time he has not lost ownership of the
property.

The usability of a vacant lot as opposed to an over-grown,

weedy, unsightly distraction has convinced many owners to make use of
this program.

The park board has been able to provide play equipment

without capital outlay for land purchase.

Various communities in turn

have received a small neighborhood park at a time when purchase of one
was perhaps impossible.

29

The same benefits usually hold true for land that has been leased
for a token annual fee from another public agency (see Table 8 ) . One
stipulation required by the federal government for any public housing
project built by the Housing Authority has been that the project have
an adjacent park area.

In Dallas, and most cities, the Housing Authority

acquired that land and then turned it over to the park board for playground supervision and maintenance.

The West Dallas Authority leased
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TABLE 8
LAND ACQUIRED BY OTHER CITY DEPARTMENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS
NOW USED FOR PARKS (INCLUDES LEASED PROPERTIES)
-

•

•

'

Acreage

Park

Date

Method^

Boulder

1967

0

125.00

Butler Nelson

1970

12.00

Forest
Fruitdale

1968, 1969
1964

0
0, B
0

Grauwyler

1924, 1970
1966

0, G
0

28.00

1962

0

4,500.00

0

1,200.00

Opportunity

1957
1966, 1969

18.00

Renner

1957

0, B
0

Rhoads Terrace (leased)

1954
1964
1913, 1928, 1945

0
0
0, B, G
0
0
0

45.00
4.50

Kimble
Mountain Creek Lake
North Lake

Seaton
Turtle Creek Parkway
Wahoo Playfield (leased)
Weichsel
West Dallas Housing (leased)
Total

1952
1948
1955

1.25
5.50
1.20

1.50

52.76
16.00
12.80
152.50
6,176.01

SOURCE: Dallas Park Department, "Dallas Park Properties List,"
1 February 1973.
B - Purchased
G - Gift
0 - Land acquired by city departments and organizations now
used for parks
'^Total figure not exact because or purchases and gifts which
expanded some of these park areas.
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to the Dallas Park Board 152.5 acres of land in 1955 that bordered their
housing project in order to expand the size of the parking lot.

Forty-

five acres which have been counted as part of Rochester Park's total
acres actually are leased from the Rhoads Terrace Housing Project.

Near

Juanita Craft Park (formerly Wahoo Park), the park board has sixteen
acres under lease which are owned by the Frazier Courts housing project.
The leasing fees have generally been quite minimal, ranging from $1.00
per year to $1,290 for the sixteen acres at Wahoo, but the benefits have
been mutual.

The city received federal funding for the housing projects

because the park requirements had been met and the citizens acquired,
for wery little capital outlay, substantial additions to park acreage.
However, at Frazier Courts the opposite was true.

The leased area there

was surplus from the housing project and was leased to the park board
several years after the building was completed.
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Acquisition of Neighborhood Parks by Annexation
As Dallas grew, it absorbed outlying unincorporated communities.
Many of these chose to become part of the city.

Annexation of park

lands in surrounding communities has added almost twenty acres to the
city park lands.

Usually annexed communities either completely lacked

park areas or were wery deficient.

However, a few park sites were

added to the Dallas system by annexation.
annexed in 1945, had a three acre park.

The community of Urbandale,
Arcadia Park had been an estab-

lished park for more than forty years when the city annexed the once
far removed twelve acres in 1958.

Prior to these two, Greenway Parks,

Field-Frazier, and Midway-Manor were annexed between 1942 and 1943.

The
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Greenway Parks were deleted from the total acreage lists in 1958 when
the courts ruled against the city's claim to the parks and reverted the
property to the city of Highland Park.

Although the acres added by

annexation have not been overwhelming, these were well established community parks which required that much less money for acquisition and
31
site selection.
Acquisition of Neighborhood Parks by Donation
Gifts of land to the Dallas Park Department for neighborhood parks
have totaled two hundred acres since 1945 (see Table 9 ) . Although there
have been no gifts as large or outstanding as the Samuell's lands, Kiest
Park, or Tenison and Stevens Parks, several outstanding and popular park
lands have been given to the citizens for park usage.

Explaining why a

person or a corporation donates land to a park department has been quite
difficult.

In most circumstances, the board accepts the gift with grati-

tude and public thanks and no one requires a reason for the gift.
haps an individual wants

Per-

recognition as a civic-minded citizen, while

perhaps a firm or company desires publicity and awareness of their concern for public welfare.

A growing awareness of the need and beauty of

parks may be attributable to the fact that, unlike before World War II,
many of the donors were still alive when their gifts were presented as
opposed to first hearing of the donation during the reading of the last
will and testament.
The park board has initiated one major change concerning the donations of land.

Before 1945 there was no complete master plan that the

board could comply with and there was a shortage of land.

Because of
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TABLE 9
NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS ACQUIRED AS GIFTS
1945-1974

Park

Date

Acreage

Arden Terrace
Cox Lane
Crawford

1958
1968
1954
1966
1971

7.80
5.32
70.00
12.08
.01

Freedman's Memorial
Hattie Rankin Moore (expanded)
Hi 11 view

1965
1964

1.14
3.70

1968

10.72

Jones

1967

.20

Lizzie Oliver

1956

4.00

Northwood

1958

6.54

Samuel1-Elam (part of Crawford)
Tipton

1954
1968

11.79

Urban

1961

1.73

Weichsel

1948

12.80

White Rock Trail

4.12

Wynnewood

1962
1950

Wynnwood Parkway

1964

11.95
165.65'

Devon
Edgefield

Total

1.75

SOURCE: Dallas Park Department, "Dallas Park Properties List,"
1 February 1973.
Total figure not exact because park areas which were expanded by
some means other than by gift are counted in their entirety.
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the extensive acquisition program financed by bond issues and aided by
annexation, leases, and trades, the park board now controls land which
is distributed throughout the city.

In short, this has meant that the

board has grown more selective with each passing year.

Whereas, at one

time any land offered through a donation was accepted, acceptance now
hinges upon several factors.

If a donated parcel is located in close

proximity to an established park, if the estimated cost of maintenance
would prove too expensive for the amount of use the land would receive,
or if the land simply does not seem to fit into the master plan, the
board has achieved a position where it has become reasonable for them
to reject some gifts.

However, because a gift requires no acquisition

money, the Park Board of Dallas has tried to work any donations which
might prove beneficial into their city-wide plan; and several popular
and beautiful neighborhood parks as well as a few ornamental and downtown greenspace parks have been the result of the generosity of civic32
minded Dallas citizens.
Acquisition of Special Use Park Lands
Although neighborhood parks have been the backbone of the park
department's land acquisition programs, the park which served only one
community rarely gained the recognition that the special use parks did.
The parks which aimed at drawing citizens from the metropolitan Dallas
region became the parks that everyone knew.

Golf courses, nature trails,

greenbelt open space preservations, and area lakes drew their attendance
from the entire metropolitan region.

The park board has placed consid-

erable emphasis upon acquiring these larger recreational areas

but has
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not attempted to distribute them equally throughout the city.

Rather

the board has stressed acquisition in regions where sufficient land was
available, where the land was suitable for the intended use, and where
the price was within the reach of the board's resources.
Acquisition of Golf Courses
Golfing has enjoyed an overwhelming growth in popularity.

Whereas

golf was once only for the upper-class, country club set, it has become
an increasingly popular, democratic means of recreation since the second
world war.

Women and youths now regularly join the men in their pursuit

of satisfaction, relaxation, and recreation on the golf courses in the
U. S.

Dallas received its first two permanent golf courses as gifts in

1923.

At that time Tenison and Stevens parks were the only public

courses in contrast with over a dozen area country clubs by the close of
World War II.

Almost immediately after the war, the city had a chance

to acquire a third, and the Cedar Crest Country Club which had been
organized in 1916, was purchased by the park board in 1946.

Property

purchased for a later expansion of Love Field Airport was used temporarily for a black golf course known as Elm Thicket.

In 1950, the Negro

Golf Association requested the name change to Thomas J. Hillard Golf
Course. The course was used extensively until Love Field expanded in
1954 and the land was returned to the airport for a new runway, its intended purpose.
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With the growth in golfing popularity, Tenison Golf Course was
soon expanded.
$83,334.

The original 124.6 acres were increased by 133 acres for

Later bond funds enabled the board to purchase another 130
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acres while Stevens Park also was expanded to meet the increased demands
for golfing in the Oak Cliff area.
The most recent golf course was L. B. Houston Park which was acquired in 1963.

This park was unique because it also included other

special uses besides the golf course.
in the city is there.

The only public shooting range

This attraction is used by both the Dallas Police

and the Park Police for practice and training.

The only successful

nature trail in the city is in an isolated section of the park.

In con-

junction with the Museum of Natural History, trails were marked and
information disseminated.

The nature area at Kiest Park had been re-

moved because motorcyclists quickly took over the trails but because the
nature area at L. B. Houston Park was near the river, it was easily traversed by foot but generally it was not navigable for the motorbikes.
Because this one park was so adaptable to several types of special activities, it was expanded in 1965 to 885.28 acres

and since then has had

several small additions of property from part of the Elm Fork greenbelt
program which is an offshoot of the Trinity Greenbelt acquisition pro• ^ 35
ject.
Acquisition of Greenbelts
It has been the greenbelt programs initiated in recent years that
have proven the most expansive land acquisition project undertaken by
the board.

Desired since 1911 when George Kessler first included Turtle

Creek and Five Mile Creek in a chain of connected greenspaces through
the city, each and ewery master plan for Dallas has expanded the greenbelt program.

Harland Bartholomew, in his master plan for the city.
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expanded the concept to include land acquisition along Bachman Creek
and White Rock Creek.

Bartholomew wanted these features to serve as

open drainage channels and to provide scenic foci for boulevards on
each side of them.

Control of the stream channels of Ash, McComas,

Williamson, and Rush Creek and Dixon Branch were recommended by retaining the natural flood plain.

Plans for White Rock Creek were extended

to include Five Mile Creek and to connect Kiest Park into the greenbelt
plan.

Dredging was recommended to increase the water in the Elm Fork

of the Trinity, especially at Knight's Branch and to provide more scenic
drives for the automobiles.

Additions were made to Turtle Creek Parkway

in order to connect with the green strip of land running from Reverchon
Park, through Lee Park, to Fitzhugh Avenue, a distance of one and one
half miles.

Combs Creek, running through Stevens Park, was preserved

from the park eastward to Beckley Avenue.

The entire route of Cedar

Creek from near downtown over to Marsalis Park was recommended for pre4.-

r
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servation of greenspace.
The Parks and Open Spaces report of 1959 added the Trinity River
to the greenbelt idea.

Previously concern had been registered about

flood control, but the river's potential as a recreation area increasingly was recognized.

In addition to the 532 acres the city already

had in parkways, this plan recommended an addition of 1,954 acres.

With

the inclusion of the Trinity River Basin, the greenbelt project plans
matured.
Only limited progress could be made on the Greenbelt during the
1960s.

The extensive purchases in the area of Elm Fork and in the Lower

White Rock Valley provided the first steps.

Although the plans were
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drawn and the planners had offered their advice, no major acquisition
was carried out until flood damage, particularly in the upper White Rock
Valley in 1966, renewed the quest for land.^^
The Crossroads bond program included a separate amount for greenbelt expansion with federal participation on a fifty-fifty matching
basis requested.

A special park board committee was appointed to work

toward acquisition of eight hundred acres along White Rock Creek.

By

1973, 234.2 acres of the White Rock greenbelt between Abrams and Greenville had been purchased with the help of federal aid.

Between 1971 and

1973, 392.15 acres were purchased of the Trinity greenbelt along Highway
183 in Dallas and the east side of the Elm Fork River.

Federal assis-

tance under the Open Space program was also obtained here.

Ultimately,

it was to run south from Sandy Lake Road to the confluence of Five Mile
Creek and the main channel of the Trinity River, but the failure of the
channelization of the Trinity River Authority bond program placed a
greater burden upon the shoulders of the park board.

Continued dedica-

tion on the board's part, however, soon will result in the completion
of a greenbelt around the City of Dallas.

By 1974, an estimated seventy

percent of the desired land had been purchased by the park board.

John

Stemmons was largely responsible for a large gift which added to the
park board holdings.

As president of Industrial Properties Corporation,

he presented to the City of Dallas 976.91 acres of land in the Trinity
Greenbelt.

This gift coupled with smaller gifts has given considerable
39
assistance to the goal of a complete green ring to beautify Dallas.
When the Trinity portion of the total greenbelt program reaches
completion, there will be almost three thousand acres which will be
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devoted to recreational facilities of all types--hiking and bike trails,
horseback riding trails, golf courses, ball diamonds, tennis courts,
soccer and football fields, model airplane areas, boating and fishing,
nature areas, and wildflower meadows.
a greenbelt will be felt by present
habitants of tomorrow's Dallas.

The impact upon the city of such
citizens, but more so by those in-

The immediate reward will be the solu-

tion to the periodic dangers of flooding.

And through the help of the

Housing and Home Finance Agency, families living in floodable areas will
be relocated in safer, more desirable locations.

Future rewards will

include an eight thousand acre strip (three thousand in the Trinity
Valley) of green in a crowded city and possibly even a lake adjacent to
downtown Dallas.
Acquisition of Lakes
Water based activities have always been popular in the Dallas area
due to the hot humid summers; however, the area around Dallas does not
have any natural lakes.

Realizing the recreational and reservoir poten-

tial of man-made lakes, a few specialized federal agencies such as the
Army Corps of Engineers dammed streams and built lakes.

Upon completion

of the lake, the constructing agency usually did not want to assume the
responsibility of the upkeep and supervision of the body of water.

Con-

sequently, the lake would be turned over to a local governmental body.
Other area lakes were completed by the utility companies as sources of
electrical power.

In order not to waste the recreation potential of an

unused shoreline and lake waters, the power companies have been willing
to turn the maintenance over to a local agency.
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The Dallas Park Board has accepted responsibility for five area
lakes.

The oldest two are Bachman Lake and White Rock Lake, both of

which are within the city limits, and both of which are reserve city
water supplies under control of the water department.

By council action

of 1930, the park board was given authority to develop them as recreational areas, subject to the prior rights of the water department.

By

1965 White Rock Lake had been expanded with bond money to its present
2,343 acres.

Almost one hundred percent of the shorelines of both lakes

became available to the public for recreation uses.
In 1956, plans were approved for Dallas Power and Light's new
power plant in northwest Dallas County.

The power company demonstrated

a willingness to turn over approximately six hundred acres of land and
six hundred acres of water at North Lake for park purposes.

Thus, in

1957 the park board signed a dollar per year lease with Dallas Power and
Light and 1,200 acres were added to recreation facilities.

Another

long-term lease with Dallas Power and Light was negotiated in 1962.

The

4,200 acres of Mountain Creek Lake comprise the city's largest recreational area and was acquired on another dollar per year lease.

The

other lake area claimed was 134 acres of land in excess of the water
department's requirements purchased at Lake Ray Hubbard to the east of
the Dallas city limits for park development in 1965.

The ultimate plans

at Lake Hubbard are to make the entire shoreline accessible to the public
for recreation.

Contracts have been executed with most of the six bor-

dering cities for recreational development at their expense, subject to
the conformance with the master plan for this lake prepared by the
41
Dallas Park Board.
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Through local bond money and federal funds, through gifts and dedications, through leases and eminent domain, the Dallas Park Department
acquired over twenty thousand acres by 1974 for neighborhood recreation,
golf courses, nature trails, greenbelts, and lake activities.

Meeting

the total needs of a city recreation department has been a difficult job,
one that begins with having adequate land on which to locate adequate
facilities.
As the City of Dallas' largest land holder, the acquisition of
each new park affects the surrounding community, adding to the land
value of the neighborhood and also creating recreation enjoyment which
cannot be measured with a dollar and cents figure.

The social value of

a park to the public is believed to exceed the cost of the land.
The Park Board of Dallas can be praised for providing the city
with such varied recreational opportunities, but

they are also to be

credited with going beyond the task required of them.

Providing recre-

ational facilities and park development on lands outside the city limits,
for use by metropolitan residents remains only one example of the total
dedication and responsibility accepted by the Dallas Park Board.
Land acquisition has been a tremendous effort by the Dallas Park
and Recreation Department, and as lands become scarcer and more expensive, it will become an even bigger project requiring even further
dedication of all future park board members and employees.
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CHAPTER 9
MORE THAN OPEN SPACE—DEVELOPMENT OF FACILITIES
After the land for a park was acquired, the next logical step has
been to develop the site.

Development of the area varied from park to

park, depending upon the planned ultimate use.

In some areas sites have

been almost totally cleared and highly developed, while other areas received only minimal improvements.

The degree of development planned for

a new park site affected the amount of labor that was needed to maintain
the area in the desired condition.

Like land acquisition, the principal

source of money for the development of facilities has been the general
bond elections which were an expense to the public, but each project was
a one time expense.

In financing park acquisitions and park develop-

ment, the impact of the long range maintenance costs has to be emphasized because these continual upkeep costs are not included in the bond
programs.

It would be a waste of money to purchase a park or to build

a recreation center surrounded by beautifully landscaped gardens for
which proper care cannot be provided.

However, maintenance funds have

yet to be included in a bond issue simply because it is not legal in
Dallas.

It has proven much simpler to sell the public the idea of a

new park, a new building, or a new athletic facility than to promote
funds for salaries to mow the grounds, fertilize the grass, or pick
weeds from among the flowers.

As a result, maintenance funds have been

provided from the ad valorem taxes levied upon the citizens.

The

Dallas citizen may be easily convinced of the long range benefits of a
200
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development program which he would pay for only once, but care has been
taken not to overburden the taxpayer in order to receive sufficient
maintenance funds to care for the development projects.
As with land acquisition, the federal government began providing
additional funds for park development during the late 1960s (see Chapter
8--Land Acquisition). Funds were made available under the "Urban
Beautification and Improvement" program sponsored by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.
Funds derived from this source were coupled with the bond money to cover
development of paving roads, walkways, landscaped pathways, and irrigation systems to building multi-use areas, swimming pools, and recreation centers.

Projects requested under Revenue Sharing which became

available in 1973 were those not included in the 1972-1973 Capital
2
Improvement Program and which would require recurring expenditures.
There has been a process of development and maintenance that
usually has been followed for each type of park.

The golf courses,

the zoo, the Civic Center, and the area lakes developed in a pattern
unique to each.

The development of nature areas, shooting ranges, and

downtown parks also followed a distinctive development plan.

However,

neighborhood parks, community centers, multi-use areas, tennis courts,
and baseball fields have been developed to such a degree that a trend
evolved, with each project being planned in a similar manner to the
preceding one with only basic improvements added.

Although uniqueness

can be appreciated, the convenience and safety in adhering to a style
with only modified improvements has allowed the Dallas Park Department
to save much time and money in the planning stages of a project and
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instead to concentrate upon providing as many recreational facilities
and as much high quality maintenance as needed.
Usually the neighborhood park, the category into which the majority of Dallas' parks fall, has been first graded and sodded.
lines and sewer lines were installed as required.

Water

Paving of any adja-

cent roads or roadways through the park and adequate parking for the
area were provided.

Customarily, development of outdoor play facilities

followed the basic development of a park.

This pattern was routinely

followed, installing some sort of play equipment as soon after the lot
was cleared of overgrown weeds and any sort of hazard.

The extent of

play facilities was determined by demand, location, analysis, and
available money.

At a later date and only if all factors seem to jus-

tify it, a shelter or recreation center has been built.

There existed

no rule that development had to occur in that order, but observation
showed that most neighborhood parks developed in a manner similar to
the hypothetical pattern.
The development of outdoor recreational facilities in neighborhood
parks has not changed drastically since 1945 except in the rate of
growth.

While the Dallas Park Board has been quick tomake room for new

innovations such as bike trails, jogging trails, and model airplane
strips, these facilities have been exceptions and have not become a part
of every park.

But other than these new activities, which have not be-

come widely popular, the majority of outdoor recreational facilities
centered around old favorites--swings, slides, baseball and softball,
basketball, tennis, swimming, football, and soccer.

Although football

and soccer relied upon little more than sufficient open space for the
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game, the other sports needed specific development of facilities and
some permanent equipment.
Of the activities needing special equipment or facilities, playground equipment was the simplest to provide.

The same style of swings,

slides, and merry-go-rounds that had long been used was still very popular with playground-aged children.

Because each play area was equipped

with the same facilities, inventory was easily kept with the added advantage that each park's equipment could be entirely or partially
swapped with another, whatever was most beneficial to the park participants.

The simple and standard design of play equipment allowed easier

maintenance and repairs.

The concluding reason for adhering to basic

designs was that it was tested by time and less accident prone than
3
many of the newer, less familiar playground inventions.
Since 1945 one new facility proved so practical that it became
almost as widespread as the basic playground equipment.
court was an all-purpose, hard-surfaced area.

The multi-use

An electrical outlet was

provided at the base of a light pole to allow operation of a phonograph
or other electrical equipment.

Serving many uses and being inexpensive

to lay, the idea spread, and tennis, basketball, and organized games
were played upon the asphalt surfaces.

Community dances and roller

skate derbies were popular in the evenings.

Children could play most

any game upon the large slabs and still stay dry when the nearby ground
was wet and unusable.
Oak Cliff Negro Park received the first multi-use court in 1946,
followed by Randall, Wheatley, and City parks.

In 1950 Dallas had six-

teen of these play areas, but by 1957 there were sixty-six multiple-use
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areas in Dallas parks. The 1958 bond program included fifty thousand
dollars for construction of more courts, and by 1962 there were ninetyfour hard surfaced areas.

An additional sixty-seven thousand dollars

was allocated toward the hard surface slabs in 1964 and the improvement
program of 1972-1973 called for twenty-one multi-use courts.

Construc-

tion of the all purpose slabs will continue if the present policy is
adhered to whenever there are children and adults to use them.

If any

of their many uses becomes outdated or unpopular, undoubtedly another
use will be found to take its place.
Although many of the multi-use areas were constructed with the
intent of also being used for tennis, this use was soon outgrown.
Tennis became so popular that it was not possible to share the courts
with any other activity.

In 1950 the city had only four lighted tennis

courts, and thus, during the following decade tennis continued to share
the multiple-use courts with only a few scattered tennis courts augmenting the total.

However, the 1958 bond program stated that there was

a need for a central tennis facility:
Interest in tennis is recovering after a lull of several
years. The park system is reasonably well developed with
isolated tennis courts (multiple-use areas) but facilities
are lacking for centralized play which is considered highly
desirable in the growth of this sport. The sum of $50,000
c
is proposed for construction of additional tennis facilities.
The tennis lull was definitely over.
of the city were requesting tennis courts.

New areas and old sections
In 1962 plans were approved

for four courts in north Dallas, eight in the White Rock-northeast areas,
and four in Oak Cliff.

In 1963 over $100,000 from the Samuell's fund

provided for the tennis center at Samuell-Grand Park.

The 1967 Crossroad
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Program and the 1972 Capital Improvement Program allotted almost
$400,000 for thirty-three new tennis courts city-wide and $75,000 for
improving or lighting the city's existing courts.

Whereas, tennis, like

golf, was once a country club sport, people who used only public recreation facilities demanded and used tennis courts.

Since its completion

in the early 1960s followed by an eight court addition in 1974, the
Samuell-Grand twenty court tennis center has operated on a reservation
system and available times have rarely existed.
become obvious that citizens would use

By the 1970s it had

nearly as many courts as the

department could provide.
Softball and baseball facilities also have been distributed citywide.
II.

These two sports achieved overwhelming popularity after World War
Because of the prevailing summer heat, there was a push for lighted

facilities for night games about 1937.

The park board cautiously began

installing lights, but they remained fearful that night games would
attract larger crowds than the parks and its parking facilities could
handle.

The popularity of baseball did attract large crowds of specta-

tors and the department had to build additional parking spaces at most
of the parks which had the ball diamonds.

Since that time, increased

emphasis upon automobile usage has required that adequate parking be
planned simultaneously with the planning in all park facilities and
activities.
In 1940 Reverchon Park had the only lighted hardball diamonds.
By 1950 Thomas Hill Park was lighted, providing two nighttime diamonds.
But in 1940 there were twelve lighted softball diamonds, and by 1950
there were twenty-two facilities, three in predominantly Negro areas
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and nineteen in white residential areas.

Between 1950 and 1956, five

more baseball diamonds were added and twenty softball fields were added
with lighting.

In 1958, $220,000 of bonds were approved for lighted

ball diamonds.

The 1962 bond program proposed only two new lighted

diamonds, one for Oak Cliff and one for the southeast quadrant of the
city.

The text of the bond program stated that the fifty-nine existing

diamonds effectively served the other Dallas areas.

Fifty thousand

dollars was allocated to improve lighting on the existing diamonds and
to build the two described.
There was another swift surge in popularity of ball games immediately after the bond election.

Two years later in 1964, $112,000 was

voted to build seven diamonds to supplement the other sixty being used
by the 3,153 organized baseball and softball teams in Dallas.

In 1972

the Capital Improvement Program added $290,000 to the Crossroads'
$177,800 for the construction of seventeen ball diamonds.

In addition

the two bond issues provided $126,000 for improving the lighting at all
existing diamonds.

Even though the park board appeared to have been

lavish in providing ball facilities, these facilities were all used to
a maximum, resulting in a conclusion that no matter how many tennis
courts, swimming pools, or ball diamonds the city had, they would all
o

be used to a near maximum capacity.
Swimming has consistently been one of the most popular sports and
in order to allow more children to participate in this activity, the
junior pool was developed.
built around 1920.

The first of these small, shallow pools was

By 1945 the Dallas Park Board operated over thirty

junior pools, scattered city wide, in all areas except West Dallas which
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was not yet part of the city.

9

Because construction of the small pools was much less expensive
than larger multi-depth pools, many more of the smaller pools were built,
Since the pool could be drained each night, there was no need for expensive pumps and purifying equipment.
was neighborhood oriented.

By its wery size, the junior pool

Children did not travel far to swim, because

the neighborhood pool did not have dressing rooms.

So they could easily

walk from their homes to the pool in their swim clothes.

Because of the

shallow water, parents preferred that their younger children swim in
the smaller pools, while the older children with more visible means of
transportation and less parental supervision usually frequented the
large community size pools.
Since the end of World War II, each bond election has included
several neighborhood pools.

The 1945 bond program called for four

junior pools built soon after the issue passed and for six more that
were added in 1951 when the National Production Authority only approved
construction of pools which cost under five thousand dollars.

West

Dallasites got their first junior pool at Hattie Rankin Moore Park in
1955, and two more were added in the West Dallas Housing Project in 1956,
The 1958 bond program called for ten junior pools, distributed throughout the city, bringing the total to fifty-seven.

In 1959 West Dallas

received additional pools at Jaycee Park and Hamilton Park.

In 1962

eight more junior pools were constructed in the newer communities with
populations meritorious of the new facilities.

The 1965 bond program

included funds for eight new small pools which brought the city's total
to seventy-two.
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Even with increasing numbers of the large community pools being
built, the neighborhood pool continued to be popular (see Map 3 ) .
Children found safety in the shallower waters; water games were easier
to play in a shallow pool; the pools were ideal for beginning swimming
instruction.
The development of the junior pool system was for the sake of convenience and safety, but the development of the larger pool system in
Dallas was partially a facade for the social development it covered.
It was becoming more apparent with each passing year that an attempt at
racial integration would be inevitable.

Only farsightedness and luck

would halt the explosion of a lit powderkeg.

Dallas had some foresight

and some luck.
The large pool was the most likely site for racial explosion.
Tennis courts, playground equipment, neighborhood pools, and multipleuse areas were unlikely candidates, because these facilities were used
principally

within an immediate neighborhood.

Few would travel to a

strange area to play on the swings or to swim in the shallow pools which
were identical to the ones more conveniently located in their own neighborhoods.

The result was that each neighborhood park was visited by

neighbors who knew each other and lived in proximity to each other; thus,
these areas were not likely candidates for any serious racial troubles.
But the community pools in the City of Dallas were.

People traveled

across town to swim, which meant that one day's visitors most likely
were from all sections of Dallas (see Map 3 ) . An added explosive factor
was that three of these pools were oversized; thus, hundreds or even
thousands of strangers could be swimming together.

The fourth pool was
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not so large but it was in a totally black community and no one seemed
concerned that a white might want to swim in it.

Many white citizens

were alarmed about the prospects of a black wanting to swim in one of
"their" pools, although there never existed a rule requiring racial segregation.
Realizing the potential dangers of the existing pool system, the
park board used the post war boom as an impetus to modernize the program.
The board attempted to set up a grid system of homogeneous communities
with a swimming pool in the middle of each.

The huge old pools were to

be gradually phased out and replaced by modern community sized pools.
Elimination of the bath houses encouraged people to go to the nearest
pool, because they had to wear their swimsuits to the pool and then
home.
In 1946 community pools were built at Grauwyler in the northwest
part of Dallas and Tietze in northeast Dallas at a cost of approximately
forty thousand dollars each.

Glendale pool was built in 1949 in the

southern section of the city.

The decision was made by the board to

continue using Griggs pool in the black community.

Even though it had

been built in 1922, it was approximately the same size as the new pools
under construction and was considered to be in decent condition due to
a previous renovation project.
again by the Korean War.

New pool construction was interrupted

During this war any construction over five

thousand dollars had to be approved by the federal government, and it
was not until 1953 that Martin Weiss and Samuell-Grand parks received
community pools.

During the latter 1950s, the park board built larger

pools at a rapid pace.

Between 1954 and 1958, Walnut Hill, Exline,
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Harry Stone, and Pleasant Oaks parks all received community pools, but
the cost had escalated to over sixty-three thousand dollars each.

With

several new community sized pools distributed rather evenly over the
area, the park board was now ready to make its next step.
Slowly the old, oversized pools were to be abandoned whenever an
opportunity arose that would be acceptable to the citizens.

White Rock

Beach at the east side of White Rock Lake, although not technically a
pool, had been constructed in 1930 with a cement slab that extended two
hundred feet into the lake with five hundred feet along the shore, and
it provided the largest swimming area in the city.

Attendance in a

season often reached over 100,000 people even though sanitation always
had been questionable.

Chlorinating the lake was done originally by

pouring chlorine from a motor boat and then by a pipe and nozzle system
which rested on the concrete slab.

With both methods, a chlorine

reading taken immediately would register sufficient, otherwise the currents of the lake would carry it away.

Basically an attempt to meet

sanitation requirements at White Rock Lake was the same as trying to
15
chlorinate the entire lake waters.
In 1953 Dallas suffered a severe water shortage and the water in
White Rock Lake had to be used for drinking purposes.

The park board

recognized the necessity of closing the beach, but it took a letter from
Dr. J. W. Bass, Public Health Director, to actually close the swimming
facility.

Dr. Bass said that as long as people were using the water for

consumption, swimming was prohibited.

The board simply never reopened

this beach, and a potential powderkeg was eliminated.

ifi

The next old swimming pool to be closed was Lake Cliff Pool in
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1958.

For years it had been a very popular spot because of the facili-

ties in the large surrounding Lake Cliff Park.

An entire day could be

spent at this park, swimming, picnicking, and fishing in the small lake.
However, the old shape of the concrete pool covering almost two acres did
not lend itself to effective chlorination and the equipment was old and
worn.

Because several nearby areas were evolving into black neighbor-

hoods, the board felt that this huge pool in Lake Cliff Park could
easily be the scene of racial disturbance.

They eliminated the dressing

facilities in 1956 to discourage out-of-the-neighborhood visitors, and
the board advertised for bids for a smaller, but modern, community pool
at nearby Kidd Springs Park.

In 1958 when Kidd Springs pool was under

construction, the board closed the Lake Cliff pool. Waste excavations
filled the old pool bed and became the basis of a beautifully landscaped
garden developed at that site since 1960.
The outdated, antiquated Fair Park pool had its last summer in
1959.

Cumbersome, it had been built above ground with lockers and

dressing rooms on the sides. The pool had become an expensive operation
and had to be closed frequently for extensive repairs.

Feeling that

sufficient swimming for the area existed at City Park and Samuell-Grand,
18
the park board closed and demolished the last of the over-sized pools.
The park board constantly emphasized its policy that "The pools
are for people to use."

Whenever confronted with a question on inte-

gration, that was their answer.

Cooperation with the local news media

helped convey the policy to the people.
happened.

But for a long time nothing

Even if there were blacks living nearby one of the pools,

they were still going to Griggs Park pool for swimming.

Then one day a
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black went swimming at Samuell-Grand Park.
cessful, and there were no incidents.

The planning had been suc-

Soon most of the pools had been

quietly but successfully integrated with no violence thanks to foresight
and some luck.
Since that time, community pools have been constructed more slowly.
The 1958 bond program provided $400,000 for five of these pools at Kidd
Springs, McCree, Redbird, Bonnie View, and Churchill parks.

Because

there was adequate swimming available and distributed rather equally
over the geographic sectors and because the worry of racial problems had
subsided, the bond issues of 1962 and 1964 did not include any plans for
community pools.

Instead, the board had the funds available to concen-

trate upon the junior pool system which they had ignored during the previous ten years.

After these two bond programs passed, funds were

available for sixteen new junior pools.

In 1967 funds were allocated

for several more of the small neighborhood pools and two community pools.
With the completion of the 1972-1973 Capital Improvement Program, Dallas
will have almost one hundred of the neighborhood pools and twenty-five
of the larger community pools.

With a 1970 population of 844,401, the

pool system in Dallas falls within close proximity of the recommended
standard per person set by the National Recreation and Parks Association
(see Map 3, page 208).-^^
The evolution of the modern swimming era in Dallas coincided with
the development of the modern recreation buildings.

The recreation

center at Fretz North, Samuell-Grand, Redbird, or Skyline parks are some
of the city's most modern, but the concept behind their appearance,
utility, and designs dates back to the post world war period.
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Before the existence of the large multi-purpose recreation centers,
the indoor park-sponsored activities were held under the roof of the
various open-air shelters.

Generally, this type of structure was only

used during the summers, during the day for crafts, and during the evening for an occasional community dance.

With the exception of the

dances and once in a while as a location for a community meeting or
church service, the principal users of the shelter buildings were the
neighborhood children.
The sides were enclosed on the buildings constructed later, which
meant the structure could be used year-round, especially during the
winter months.

Later plans added restrooms to many and a few acquired

kitchen facilities, which made them more desirable to rent for parties.
Additional rooms often were made in some of the older buildings either
by simple partition or actually building on to the original structure.
Whichever the case, the new rooms made the building even more desirable
for club or community meetings.
By the 1950s in Dallas, it was apparent that there would soon be
a change in the recreation and community building concept.

The Dallas

Times Herald reported on recreation facilities in the city:
Today's recreation center picture shows a divided field
between athletics and social recreation, with athletics
being featured at the Fair Park center and social recreation at the other 11 centers.^1
Many community centers were limited to social recreation because
they lacked athletic facilities.

Just the opposite held true for Fair

Parks' Aviation and Automobile Building.

Of these eleven community

centers in the early 1950s, six were located in predominantly black
communities (Exall, Lagow, Exline, Griggs, Oak Cliff and Wahoo parks).
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one was in a Mexican-American community (Pike), and the others were in
lower to lower-middle income white sections of Dallas (City, Kidd
Springs, and Samuell parks).

The long-held philosophy that public recre-

ation was predominantly to be provided for the poor was still the accepted pattern.

All eleven community centers were in the lower income

areas of the city, the same areas where supervised playgrounds were also
22
concentrated (see Map 4 ) .
The lone recreation building at Fair Park covered two acres.
ketball

Bas-

had been adapted to this original automobile exhibition building

after the 1936 Centennial.

After it burned during the mid 1940s, it was

rebuilt and reopened in 1947.

It was then designed to accommodate auto-

mobile shows, but by 1950 it was being used for community recreational
activities.

Facilities for tennis, volleyball, badminton, or drill team

practice were available.

Boxing, wrestling, and skating could be accom-

modated, and six portable basketball courts could be used simultaneously
under the one roof.
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A new pattern in recreation buildings began accidentally in 1953.
The park department had a chance to buy an outdated steel hangar from
Love Field Airport.

The director of parks negotiated the agreement and

plans were made to re-erect the structure at Beckley-Saner Park, a recently acquired property in Oak Cliff.

The hangar measured 60' x 200'

with a 20' ceiling height, and it was discovered that it would accommodate two basketball courts and still have room for several smaller
spaces for dancing, handcrafts, and other special activities.

Because

of the opportunity to acquire an airplane hangar inexpensively, the park
department now had its first center with a combination of social and
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athletic recreation.
The Dallas Times Herald made predictions of the future of the
Beckley-Saner building:
Future recreation center facilities may present a different
picture, with a combination of athletics and recreation for
all ages at one central building in each ten-square mile
area...and setting this possible future pattern is the new
recreation building under construction presently in BeckleySaner Park in Oak Cliff. The building sets a desirable
pattern, and its success, to a certain extent, is indicated
by the fact that most of Oak Cliff's youth organizations
have already petitioned for use of its facilities.^^
Based upon the public approval of the renovated airplane hangar,
the park board continued with plans for additional buildings with facilities for combining the recreation needs of a community.

In the 1956

bond program, one million dollars was allocated for the construction of
three major activity buildings.

Residents near Martin Weiss, Harry

Stone, and Pleasant Oaks parks eagerly participated in the dual activities offered in their new recreation buildings.

One more area center

was added at Walnut Hill Park and the old community center at Exline
Park was expanded to provide dual activities.
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With six of these modern centers in the city, the terminology
shifted.

The large, new, multi-purpose buildings were classified as

"area recreation centers."

The smaller buildings that only accommodated

social recreation were called "community recreation centers."
Another noticable trend was that the majority of the new area
recreation centers were built in higher income areas rather than in
parks with the older community centers.

People of all incomes had be-

come recreation oriented since World War II, and with the increased publicity given to the virtues of physical fitness, recreation was no
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longer being looked at as an extension of social services.^^
However, by the early 1960s, it was evident that parks in the
black, the Mexican-American, and the lowest-income white communities
were not receiving the new buildings.

In most cases this could be justi

fied since those areas had been the ones to receive the older community
buildings.

Pike Park, near "Little Mexico" had a center built in 1914

which received limited remodeling since that time.

Griggs, Lagow, Oak

Cliff, and Wahoo parks had shelters for the black communities, but all
four buildings were erected before 1941. The other parks to have community centers usually had acquired them in some other manner than
having the park board build them.

The National Park Service had built

Big Thicket Inn at White Rock Lake between 1939 and 1942, while the
Dreyfuss Club at the lake had been erected by a private company as a
clubhouse.

WPA programs were responsible for Lee, while Doran Point and

Winfrey Point buildings, also at White Rock Lake, had been built under
27
the CCC program before World War II.
Although it is understandable why the park board did not try to
duplicate facilities by putting the new recreation centers in the park
with existing community centers, it cannot be overlooked that they did
ignore West Dallas which was annexed in the early 1950s.
poverty stricken area was not improved by Dallas.
and even fewer had paving.

Few streets existed

Only forty-four percent of the housing in

1960 was considered sound by the census bureau.
pickup or mail delivery.

For years this

There was no garbage

Population in 1959, though unstable, was

broken down into groups of seventeen thousand Anglo-Americans, sixteen
thousand Negroes, and four thousand Mexican Americans.

By 1959 there
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were four junior pools in the three parks in the area.

The Junior

Chamber of Commerce had bought land for a fourth park, but it was still
a gravel pit.

A couple of ball diamonds and three groups of playground

equipment completed the picture of the Dallas Park Board's activities
there, although a federal housing project, the West Dallas Social Center,
and a community chest agency operated recreation programs in the area.
Accordingly, during 1961 and 1962 the area became involved in a political debate and when the proposed bond program for 1962 failed to inelude a recreation center for the West Dallas area, the dam broke.
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A Dallas councilwoman, Elizabeth Blessing, took the issue upon
herself, because she believed that the West Dallas area severely needed
a recreation center.

Although the six existing modern recreation build-

ings were built in non-poverty areas, the older community buildings and
shelters at least provided recreation facilities and programs in these
areas, while the annexed West Dallas community had comparatively little.
Several citizens also took up the fight to get one or two recreation
buildings for the area.
leaders got their wishes.

Thoroughly backed by both newspapers, these
The park board's portion of the bond program

was reworked to include an additional two hundred thousand dollars for
two recreation centers.

The added section to the program read:

It is proposed to add structures such as shelters, comfort
stations, and recreation facilities at twelve locations,
including the West Dallas area, the actual facilities to be
adjusted to the need of each location.
A few city officials were skeptical of the lack of specific wording,
29
but the park board provided much more than what was requested.
Because the two locations for the new recreation buildings at
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North Hampton and Jaycee parks were to be the first modern recreation
centers to be built by the City of Dallas in sub-standard neighborhoods,
the board took advantage of the situation and tried to meet the needs
of West Dallasites.

The requirements of these two centers were obviously

different than for the residents served by Walnut Hill or Pleasant Oaks
recreation buildings.

Instead of following the standard plan pattern

modeled after Beckley-Saner and the new modern recreation centers, the
West Dallas centers were planned explicitly for the area to be served.
Returning to an early community service concept in such centers, room was
provided for services which were not strictly recreational in scope.
North Hampton and Jaycee parks had, in addition to the new recreation
facilities, a dental clinic and room for limited medical services, designed for use by the health department.

The extra expense of the

clinic facilities came from the general fund, but the planning and orga30
nizing was a contribution of the park board.
Thus, since 1962 a much more sophisticated outlook toward development has emerged in Dallas parks.

Operating on the philosophy that all

age groups and all social levels need recreation, the park board's aim
has been to provide ewery citizen with recreation facilities, but the
responsibilities undertaken since 1962 were more complex than simple
recreation.

Although the modern area recreation centers combined social

and athletic recreation, many communities needed more.

The board began

to look at a community, to study it, and then to plan for that particular community rather than using a standard plan.

Advice and aid were

sought from other public agencies that would cooperate with the board in
a combined effort to provide the citizens of each community with the
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services that they most needed.
When the new recreation center was planned for the heavily populated area around Wahoo Park (now named Juanita Craft Park) in 1964, a
health and medical wing was also included.

Upon completion of the

building, not only indoor social and sport facilities were available to
the community but dental services, pre-natal care, a baby clinic, and
immunization services also were available.

When Hattie Rankin Moore

Park received its new building in 1973, it was equipped with a well-baby
clinic, pre-natal care, and dental care clinic to serve the surrounding
31
Mexican-American population.
Whereas parks were at one time thought of as distinct entities, by
the mid 1960s itwas obvious that Dallas made use of ewery opportunity to
provide recreation for as many sites at the lowest cost as possible.
Thus, the plans for the Crossroads Learning Center developed, based upon
the success experienced at the 1962 West Dallas Centers and the 1964
Wahoo Park Recreation Center.

Instead of having the park board finance

the entire center and then share it with the necessary agencies, this
Crossroads Center, located only a few blocks west of Fair Park, was an
experiment in multi-department cooperation.

Scheduled with 1967 Cross-

roads funds for a 1971 completion date, the proposed center met with
difficulties in planning because of intradepartmental planning and the
involvement of the "grass roots" level.

It was not until 1973 when a

bid of $1,535,426 was accepted and the work began.

Of the total amount

$400,000 was to be given by the Dallas Public Library, $523,176 came
from the specific clause in the 1967 bond program, $83,250 was promised
by the federal government assistance fund, and $529,000 came from park
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board funds.

So far the unfinished project cannot be called a success.

For so large a cooperative venture,

with so many different funding

agencies, and for being the first multi-departmental community center,
it was no surprise that there were several difficulties, resulting in
op

the long-delay of the completion date.
The 1972-1973 Capital Improvement Bond issue allocated $2,350,000
for the construction of seven new area recreational buildings and the
expansion of one.

Walnut Hill was expanded while the architects drew

plans for new centers at Singing Hills, Reverchon, Magna Vista, Marcus,
Kiest, and Highland Hills parks.

Upon completion of the last of these

centers, the city will have twenty-six area recreation centers--all
built after 1953 when the airplane hangar became the first of the modern
33
area recreation centers.
The recreation centers have become an essential part of the Dallas
Park System.

The people need the services provided within the center

more than ever before because of the enlarged population and the increased amounts of leisure time which that population has. The centers
serve as a meeting ground for those who desire to be sociable with an
outlet here in supervised play or activity.

The recognition of recre-

ation's value has become more noticeable each year.

Additional atten-

tion is bestowed upon recreation with the decrease in actual labor by
many people at their daily job.

Then, too, many more people have the

spare time to enjoy recreation with even more time promised for the
future.

All factors indicate that the park board will continue build-

ing recreation centers.

The present ones may become too small to sup-

port both a growing population and increased leisure time.

More
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efficiency will be achieved by combining the various community services
into one building.
The smaller community building and the old open shelter continue
to be used.

In fact a few new community buildings were constructed in

areas which still had too small of a population to justify the larger
building.

As with the placement of the area recreation centers, con-

tinual surveying combined with resident petition determines which neighborhood park will be recommended for whichever type or size of community
center.

It has long been the board's policy to provide facilities for

the lone child to play basketball, for the "gang" to play baseball, and
for groups of youths to learn crafts.

Likewise, it has increasingly

become the responsibility of the park system to provide facilities for
adults to take part in athletics, to provide a building for neighborhood
bridge and domino clubs, and to provide a dance floor and even music for
the increasing number of "senior citizen" dances.

Fretz Park North is

a successful example of providing varied facilities at one location.
In addition to the recreation facilities, there is a public library and
a fire station.

Each is under direction of the park board, the library

board, or the fire department, and each works independently of the other,
aside from shared utilities and maintenance expenses.
Although swimming pools, athletic facilities, and recreation centers involved most neighborhood facilities, the park department has been
called upon to develop several specialized parks; namely, golf courses,
lakes, a zoo, a cultural center, as well as smaller specialized facilities.

In providing and meeting the public demand for such recreational

forms, the park board has chosen not to move into areas which the
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private sector had adequately fulfilled.
parks as far back as the 1930s.

They dropped movies in the

They never, for example, supported

bowling, and only faint-heartedly supported the midway at Fair Park.

In-

stead of competing with private recreation facilities, they have worked
assiduously at providing quality services in areas that they felt fell
within the public domain.
Golf, while originally a game of the country club set in this
country, has been played by more people each year since the second world
war.

As the number of country clubs decreased each decade in Dallas

since the 1930s, by the 1970s less than six still existed, the responsibility on the park department to provide golf facilities has increased.
Many country clubs failed either because there were not enough people
able to pay the high membership dues necessary to maintain the courses
or the leaser of the land decided he could make more money by developing
the land in some other manner.

At the same time as some golfers were

being turned away from the diminishing space at the country clubs, the
popularity of the sport soared.

When this happened, pressure fell upon

the park board to provide adequate golf courses.
Before 1946 there were only three municipal golf courses in Dallas
Stevens and Tenison golf courses were both donated to the city during
the 1920s and Oak Grove golf course located at Haskell just east of Central Expressway, had been leased by the city until the 1920s when the
owner did not desire to extend the contract.

In 1946 a third, Cedar

Crest, was purchased from private ownership.

In order to make do until

a new facility could be erected, the board continued using the existing
clubhouse but it was not well adapted to public use.

One of the old
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structures from the CCC camp at White Rock Lake was moved to Cedar
Crest to serve as a tool house.^^
Blacks were allowed to play on the three municipal courses only
on June 19th of each year.

The rest of the time they played at Hillard

Golf Course, a temporary installation adjacent to Love Field, or at the
wery small course at Oak Cliff Negro Park.

Actually, the land at Love

Field had been bought for the airport but it was not used for air traffic purposes until 1954 when the golf course had to be abandoned.

The

inadequate course at Oak Cliff Park was also abandoned, so the black
golfers had only two choices--to either play at the other three city
courses or to not play at all. A group of blacks walked into Stevens
one day in 1957 and asked to play.

They

were permitted to do so and

no more was heard about segregation in golf facilities.*^^
Since World War II, ewery bond program has included provisions for
the golf courses.

In 1952 the Tenison Clubhouse was enlarged while a

number of greens were rebuilt at all three courses, thus
beauty and playability of the courses.

enhancing the

In 1954, $100,000 was approved

for obtaining land for another course at Tenison.

The 1958 bond pro-

gram included $75,000 for constructing a nine-hole course on the recently acquired land adjacent to Tenison.

Though $50,000 was voted for

a new clubhouse at Cedar Crest, it eventually cost over $75,000, and
$95,000 was allocated to correct drainage problems at Stevens.

3fi

The 1964 Program offered $300,500 to acquire a new eighteen-hole
golf course in Northwest Dallas to accommodate the overflow from the
other courses, and L. B. Houston Park became the site of the fourth golf
course.

Provision was made for air conditioning the three existing
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clubhouses in 1964, while the L. B. Houston course received a clubhouse
in 1968 with funds provided by the Crossroads program.^
Continued and increasing popularity brought over $500,000 for golf
facilities in the 1972 program.
a new golf course.

The Pleasant Grove area was slated for

A second eighteen-hole course was planned for the

L. B. Houston course, while Stevens, Cedar Crest, and Tenison received
funds for general improvement and upgrading.

When the greenbelt project

is completed, there will be room for several new golf courses to expand
38
facilities to meet the growing interest and enthusiasm.
In addition to the efforts by the Dallas Park Department to provide golf facilities to the citizens of Dallas, there is another effort
which possibly has been the initiation of a future county park department.

Grand Prairie, a Dallas suburb to the southwest, has subleased

the western shore of Mountain Creek Lake which the park board has under
lease from Dallas Power and Light.

With park board approval. Grand

Prairie has built a golf course on this land which is in the City of
Dallas, but which is near enough that it can effectively serve Grand
Prairie residents as well.

The Dallas Park Board set up the controls

and the fees charged in order that they remain the same as those charged
on Dallas municipal courses.

Thus, Dallasites can enjoy this facility

without having to pay for the bonds to finance the capital outlay, something many suburbanites have done for many years with Dallas' facilities.
A similar venture has been done at Lake Ray Hubbard where the shoreline
has been leased to several adjacent city governments.

Both of these

efforts are very important approaches to spreading the cost of regional
recreational facilities.
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The Dallas Park Department became involved with golf, once a
private business, and then it became involved in lake facilities, many
of which are outside the city limits.

At first thought, supposedly

the development of a lake would not seem to be much of a problem.

After

all, a lake should be left as naturally as possible, and this was done as
much as is feasible.
convenience.

But some things had to be done for the public's

Keeping roads in good condition and providing picnic and

restroom facilities were common examples.

As new lakes are created

within the Dallas area, indications are that the park board will share
the responsibility of providing facilities for recreation.

This has

been a responsibility undertaken many times, because the board members
have been responsible enough to realize that Dallasites constitute the
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majority of the visiting population to each of the area lakes.
Another special type of park which has enjoyed tremendous success
in its development program has been Marsalis Park Zoo.

A collection of

healthy, rare animals has long proven to be of interest to people of
all ages.

Dallas' first zoo was a small grouping of animals housed in

old City Park.

After a while, the park board realized that one day the

zoo would become a major operation, and they transferred the animals to
Marsalis Park where there was room for future expansion.

However, even

with the additional land, improvement was slow because of a lack of
available money.

The zoo was upgraded with WPA money and Centennial

bond money in the late 1930s.
ing, it was nothing elaborate.
with few frills.
organized.

Although many animals received new housOnly essential structures were built

The entire layout of the zoological park was poorly

Two streets ran through the park allowing people to drive
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through the animal section.

A car was able to pass the monkeys on one

side and the lions on the other and then up the hill and out of the
L 40
park.

Because of the easy accessibility by car, vandalism ran rampant
from time to time.

One vandal shot and killed two deer and a zebra.

The Times Herald offered a one thousand dollar reward for the apprehension of the vandal that poisoned Doug, a young chimpanzee at the zoo.
In 1952, the city council attempted to stop the shooting of animals by
making it illegal to carry firearms on park property, but the problem
persisted.
Public interest in the problem grew, but remained secondary to
more essential needs.

The plans for the development of the zoo were

drawn up during the planning period that took place during World War II
when the shortages of manpower and materials made construction almost
impossible.

The first bond program to be voted on after the wa'^'s end

originally included money for development of an outstanding zoo, but
again problems ensued.

Many people were concerned that the bond program

did not include G. I. housing and a big issue arose.

"You've got monkey

islands for monkeys, you've got pastures for the zebras, and you've got
something for the lions--but not a dime for G. I. housing."

Because it

was obvious that the public would not defend the zoo issue, the board
backed off to wait for a better opportunity.

Even the News, which had

been pressing for a better zoo, remained politely silent when the criticism hit.
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Several factors had improved the climate by 1956.

Until that time,

Marsalis Avenue terminated on the north side of the zoo and then resumed
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on the south side.

A project to connect the street either above or

through the park was approved.

This meant that the zoo would be totally

divided into two parts with a highway cutting through the center, making
the hoofed animal section a prime target for further vandalism.

The

News publicized the fact that over 1,222,850 people had visited the zoo,
but yet the last improvements had been made in 1939, over fifteen years
before.

The Oak Cliff Exchange Club appeared before the board with an

offer to. help create interest in a long range continuous program of improvements and to help establish a fund made up of contributions from
interested persons.
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From such growing interest in the future of the zoo, the Dallas
Zoological Society, which had been phased out for a period, came back
into existence.

The Society was strongly encouraged by Ted Dealey,

former president of the Dallas Morning News, to help the park board in
providing funds with which it acquired display animals.

The society

emphasized that they did not want to get involved with managerial functions but to only provide funds to purchase display material.

Since

its formation, this group has purchased virtually all of the expensive
animals.

The money from the sale of offspring goes back into the Soci-

ety's treasury to help finance the additional purchases.
Hare and Hare planned for the redevelopment of Marsalis Zoo.
final plan called for relocation and reconstruction of displays.

The
Most

animals were to be housed in pens that had a moat or semi-moat between
them and the spectators.

An extensive use of landscaped materials was

suggested, to imitate the animal's native environment.

This plan in-

sured better protection of the visitors and better care for the animals.
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The new plans strongly emphasized peripheral fencing, paving, drainage,
but also beautified public areas.
With public support behind zoo development, the 1956 bond issue
passed, providing funds for the initial construction.

The first pri-

ority was the transfer of the hoofed animals to the top of the hill.
Over seventy-five thousand dollars was allocated for the new housing
there.

Next on the priority list was a monkey display area.

Since

several specimens purchased by the Zoological Society were due to arrive
soon, the primate facility was refurbished quickly at a cost of twentyfive thousand dollars.

Subsequent funding through bonds voted in 1956

provided $200,000 for a large mammal building.
let for a $224,986 primate building.

In 1959 a contract was

By the 1960s, the neatly manicured,

well maintained Dallas Zoo became an attractive park with an impressive
list of animal displays.
Further development attracted more visitors to the zoo.
picnic areas were converted to the Juniors, Ltd. section.

The old

As one of the

nation's first "miniaturezoos," it included talking birds, baby animals,
and miniatureadult animals.

The entire area, designed in small scale,

allowed the children contact with the animals.

A "birthday room" served

as a place for youngsters to eat concession-provided cake and ice cream
before touring the tiny zoo.
By 1961 the efforts at rejuvenating the zoo received signs of
approval.

Praise flowed from the visitors who found it hard to believe

the change in atmosphere and design.

The director of the National Zool-

ogical Park in Washington, D.C. cited the Dallas Zoo as "one of the best
in the country."

And as if in response to the achieved success, more
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improvements were contracted.

However, the new developments were an-

other part of the long-range continual improvement plan.
requested on new entrance buildings to the park.

Bids were

These structures con-

tained administrative offices, information areas, meeting rooms, a
reference library, and commissary space. A bridge leading from one
building into the zoo, retaining walls, and walkways completed the new
entrance way at a cost of approximately $300,000.^^
An award to the city for the two million dollar improvement to the
zoo and increased animal stock came in 1962. The director of the Dallas
zoo since 1953 when the renovation began, Pierre A. Fontaine, was
selected to join the Internation Union of Zoo Directors. Admission into
this society meant that the zoo involved was considered one of the fifty
of the world's top zoological gardens.
U. S. were members of this organization.

Only nine other directors in the
50

In 1964 approved plans called for still another addition.

The

Bird and Reptile House allowed reptiles to be exhibited effectively for
the first time at the zoo and it accommodated birds which required controlled environments.

The Oak Cliff Lions Club donated five thousand

dollars to build a waterfall within the structure.

In 1969 Dr. William

B. Dean, president of the park board, moved that the name be changed to
the Pierre A. Fontaine Bird and Reptile Building in memorial to the then
deceased director.
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Additional structures have been planned for when the need arrives,
all designed to follow the present pattern at the zoo.

As new trends

develop in the housing and care of animals, they can be initiated by
this progressive zoo.

The staff still maintains the facilities in
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excellent condition while the Zoological Society continues the purchase
of rare animals. The park board is determined to retain and expand the
collection of over two thousand specimen, representing over one hundred
species, in one of the country's ten best zoos.
Development of parks in Dallas since 1945 has been planned carefully to coincide with the appropriate bond funds.

Careful effort was

made to see that neighborhood parks in each geographic sector of Dallas
received some kind of development each time, whether tennis facilities,
swimming pool, or recreation center.

The facilities at Marsalis Zoo,

the Fair Park Civic Center, the golf courses, and nature trails were
developed to meet the specific goals required by Dallas citizens.
Just as land acquisition has been necessary before development can
even be thought of, at least basic development of land and facilities
is necessary before the recreation program can successfully begin.

How-

ever, development does not end with the commencement of a recreation
program.

Once the recreation program is underway, the two aspects unite

and cooperate.

If recreation trends change, ways of providing the new

activities must be provided, and there is still a chance for developing
improvements in the basic maintenance and upkeep requirements.
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CHAPTER 10
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
RECREATION PROGRAMS
Publicly supported, active recreation became an accepted responsibility of municipal government during the early twentieth century,
and until then, those in the United States who could not afford private
recreation facilities did without.

When the municipalities first began

to include recreation activities in their budget, emphasis was placed
upon the poorer sections of the city, because the wealthy residents
could afford to entertain themselves.

Recreation was seen as a means

of social and moral uplift for neglected or deprived citizens of a metropolis.

However, as working hours decreased and the citizens came

to expect more from their local governing bodies, the demand for universal recreation took precedence.

The belief that every person in a

community should have access to a wider range of recreational activities
and facilities grew and remains the firm concept of recreation held by
the Dallas Park and Recreation Board.
Providing adequate recreation has not been an easy task.

Dallas

lacked the natural recreational resources which many more fortunate
cities in the country had.
trees for hiking.

Dallas had no vast, dense forest with tall

No mountains provided scenic destinations, camping

areas, or snow skiing for the residents of Dallas.

Until area streams

were dammed and lakes created, there were few waters available for avid
fishermen, water

skiers, or swimmers.

Without natural facilities for

recreation, the Dallas Park Board accepted the responsibility of not
239
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only providing park areas but of providing recreation programs for their
•4. 2
growing city.

The Dallas Park Department kept abreast of the trends and desires
requested by the rapidly expanding city.
effective

The board believed that to be

their park and recreation program had to be an integral part

of the city it served.

The program had to grow with Dallas.

Although

fads often have not been immediately incorporated into the park program,
serious effort has always been made when the staying power of the new
sport was reasonably assured.

In some instances, criticism has been

heavily thrown at the park board for failure to recognize the needs of
a particular area, but generally hearty praise followed when the board
3
provided a swift remedy to the recognized malady.
The general philosophy of recreation has changed considerably
since the conclusion of World War II. The recreation program built up
by the military services was responsible for a wave of increased demand.
In a time of war, survival was often associated with physical fitness.
Once the war was over, a large percentage of the general population were
war veterans who had become accustomed to the extensive military recreation program.

Returning to civilian lifestyles, they expected and
4
appreciated recreation facilities much more than in the past.
The population as a whole became more play conscious.

In addition

to the attention recreation received from the veterans, leading professional recreators and educators began expounding upon the potential a
strong recreation program carried.
of physical exercise.

Doctors emphasized the health value

Welfare leaders saw group organization programs

as a means of bringing social contact to the people who lacked it in
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their homes. This included children whose parents were continually absent as well as elderly adults who lived alone.

The elderly received

the chance to talk and participate in games or crafts, while many youngsters were occupied in constructive play, without which they could have
been elsewhere and into trouble.
The shorter work week gave many adults more time to participate,
while the development of recreation center community councils involved
some of the area's adults.

Because the children of the community were

given much more freedom to go to and from the park during the day without their parents, many adults became more concerned about the programs
and scheduling at their neighborhood center.

The growing interest in

recreation for all age groups, combined with the installation of air
conditioning, drew many more adults out of their homes to the parks.
These underlying factors, economic and social, resulted in the
change and growth of a public recreation program in Dallas which became
flexible enough and widespread enough to meet the needs of the entire
community.

The active recreation program has become the most important

feature of the park system, because it has evolved into the service
which affects

the most people.

However, recreation also has been a

service which is dependent upon land acquisition programs and development processes for its success.

Without the land and without the outlay

for the varied facilities, recreation would not exist anywhere near the
level of success it has achieved in Dallas.
Financing a recreation program has proven to be the most costly
of all park board activities and projects.

As the total park department

budget grew from less than one million dollars in 1950 to almost seven
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million dollars in 1970, the cost of providing salaries for recreation
leaders for the City of Dallas rose to almost $200,000 in 1970.

In the

department's total budgets only land acquisition and construction programs constitute greater expenses.

These two costs, however, must be

expended in order to provide locations and facilities for the recreation
program.

However, land acquisition and development projects constitute

one time expenses, whereas

recreation and maintenance continue

as the property serves that function.

as long

Because the recreation program

must be financed and budgeted for annually and the funds have to come
mainly from the taxpayers with some minor federal contributions, the
cost factor has directly affected the public more so than the intermittent capital improvement bond programs.
The organization of the recreation department in Dallas has become
increasingly complex.

The superintendent of recreation answers directly

to the park director.

Under the superintendent and an assistant super-

intendent are athletic consultants, program consultants, and reservation
consultants.

The city, as it grew, has been divided into three broad

area consulting divisions and approximately twenty area recreation
center offices.
programs, has

The number of recreation leaders, for only the summer
increased to approximately five hundred in 1974, and the

number of participants during the same time rose from three million to
almost nine million.

Each recreation center, has a director who is in

charge of the recreation leaders and the playground leaders at the
center.
The level of the organizational chart that reached the people
most directly has been always the recreation leaders.

Although the
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recreation leaders have carried out the thrust of the program, the
growing sophistication of the adults, the children, and the recreation
profession has

changed the required qualifications for the job.

In

1945 a leader had to be an organizer, a director and teacher, a host, a
coach, an advertiser, a clerk, a doctor, a caretaker, and a policeman.
A degree or a diploma was not a requirement, instead personality and
experience were used as a basis for employment.

Retention depended upon

the leader's abilities to cope and cooperate with the children and the
community.
The development of the large area recreation centers after 1953
with facilities for both social and athletic activities demanded an
evolution toward more specialized personnel.

The decision to hire only

college graduates was made in the 1960s on the recommendation of the
National Recreation and Park Association.

Degreed personnel became

available as several universities began to offer programs in recreation
and park administration in addition to physical education.

However,

only the new employees met the requirement because the existing personnel without degrees were not relieved of their duties, but rather
were wisely allowed to continue in the leadership positions because of
their merit and experience.

Training programs, university short courses,

and conferences on topics from public relations to first aid became more
frequent each year after the war.

Instead of having one or two leaders

who had to do everything, increased attendance meant that custodians
and office clerks were hired.

Program directors gave the schedules and

lists of activities to the leaders.

The number of supervisors increased

from one general overseer to several area coordinators.
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In 1974 almost eighty percent of the recreation personnel met the
minimum educational qualifications for employment as recommended by the
National Recreation and Park Association.

Although the department did

not entirely abide by the recommendation that new recreation leaders
have supervised field work behind them, the experience required for advancement to higher levels of responsibility met the minimum requirements.
The method of community support also become more structured during
the 1950s.

Previously, the recreation leader requested volunteer help

and met with parents only when the occasion arose, and, for the most
part, there was no set pattern.

Based on the success of the Parent-

Teacher Associations and other neighborhood groups as intermediators
between teachers and parents, advisory councils were organized to play
a similar role between the recreation leaders and the parents.

When

the community became involved in the planning stages of a recreation
center's activities, participation and cooperation reached new levels.
The recreation leaders in a given area encouraged representatives from
churches, schools, civic and service clubs, "special interest" groups,
and interested industrial groups, to join the local council.

The chief

aim was to acquire representation from all age levels and all walks of
,.. 12
life.
As the city continued to build more major area recreation centers
complete with gymnasium, kitchen, and games, crafts, and meeting rooms,
each new recipient area was encouraged to form a council for their community.

The councils then began recommending the "ground rules" for

dances and games.

Each developed their own constitutions and by-laws.
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During their scheduled monthly meetings, they reviewed existing programs,
considered new activities, and accepted proposals for new and innovative
operations.

Assigned park personnel attended these meetings, partici-

pating in discussions and offering advice and leadership.

By the mid

1960s, each center, large and small, had an interested group which
handled the responsibility of accepting local funds, such as participating fees for special craft supplies, special instructional services,
or funds from occasional benefit programs.
disbursed, accounted for, and audited.

These funds were locally

The reports have been filed

annually for public observation in the central park and recreation
office.-^^
Ideally, there would be a seasonal advisory council for each
summer playground, too.

In 1973 approximately one-half of the summer

playgrounds had advisory councils.

Because often the director of the

recreation center becomes the summer director of the nearby playgrounds,
the summer playground councils work closely with the area recreation
councils.

These councils have served as the intermediary between the

playground and recreation center.

A joint task of the councils and the

recreation center director has been to recruit volunteer help.

The pro-

fessional staff alone cannot possibly have offered the concentrated
leadership made available by civic minded volunteers.

Without the hun-

dreds of involved citizens participating in voluntary leadership roles,
the expense of operating a recreation center or summer playground on a
similar level possibly would have been doubled (see Map 5 ) .
Outside of the recreation centers and the summer playgrounds was
the athletic program which consisted of the organized leagues of
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MAP 5-LOCATION OF SUPERVISED PLAYGROUNDS 1944
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softball, baseball, basketball, and soccer teams, each of which had a
volunteer council similar in structure to the playground councils.

The

teams were organized into divisions which competed among themselves
before entering city-wide playoffs or tournaments.

With the close of

the war, the growing popularity of organized sports was obvious.

During

the 1942-1943 year, the participation in team sports was recorded at
366,000.

By the 1946-1947 year, attendance climbed to over 1,075,821,

a trend which has continued to grow since then.

Baseball and softball

have always been the most popular team sports in Dallas, and by 1950
Dallas had more lighted fields than any other city in Texas.

During

1955 citizens watched over twelve hundred organized ball teams play on
thirty-six softball diamonds and four hardball diamonds.

This number

more than tripled over the next fifteen years to more than five thousand
teams playing on ninety lighted diamonds.

Organized inter-city basket-

bal'' enjoyed tremendous increases as the large recreation centers with
double gymnasiums were built.

Touch football teams and track teams
15
received periodic bursts of popularity at varying intervals.
A mushrooming popularity in soccer became a reality in the early

1970s.

Spurred by the growing popularity of the Dallas Tornado, the

city's professional soccer team, organized teams increased from a scattered game here and there in the mid 1960s to well over fifteen hundred
teams in 1973.

The intra-city soccer competition during the summer of

1974 boasted over thirty-five thousand participants of all ages.

The

park department was hard pressed to provide fields for the sport, and
many playing areas were improvised open space with movable goals.
were almost enough playing areas by 1973; however, the game appears

There
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still to be on the rise.

There are no lighted soccer fields which would

allow maximum use of the present fields, but as of 1974 this situation
has been considered by the board, including some discussion of using the
1974 revenue-sharing program

funds designated for the park department

for lighting of soccer fields. As in the past with other sports, the
park department has tried to meet public demands as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Though less publicized than the athletic teams and recreation
centers, the basic core of the Dallas recreation program has been the
supervised playground.

Because it has existed long before any of the

modern recreation centers or swimming pools and because of the relative
ease of establishing it, the supervised playground reaches the largest
portion of park activity participants.
recreation buildings which cater

Unlike the air conditioned

to all age groups, the playground

has been a joy from which most adults excuse themselves. Their popularity has continued to expand and each year more have been organized
at citizen requests.
Capital outlay for a playground, whether year-round or summer
only, has been inexpensive in comparison with a swimming pool or recreation building.

One or two leaders and the neighborhood children are

the basic requirements.

Equipment such as bats, balls, nets, craft

supplies, and first aid paraphernalia

are issued from the department.

Considering the number of participating children and the small outlay
of dollars, the program must be considered the building block of the
recreation scene even in time of much more sophisticated and elaborate
facilities.
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Since 1945 the park board has greatly increased supervised areas,
taking into account community needs and requests.

After the second

world war, there were less than thirty playgrounds in Dallas.
there were fifty-eight in existence.

By 1952

Coinciding with the opening of two

new recreation buildings, seventy-seven playgrounds operated in 1956
with over two hundred thousand participants.

Supervised play in 1961

was held at one hundred locations under the direction of 221 park supervisors.

During the summer of 1968 the total increased to 135 playgrounds,
IP

and by 1973 there were over 200 supervised playgrounds.
Not all playgrounds under the supervision of the park board have
been located on park property.

The park board and the board of educa-

tion have had a long history of cooperation in Dallas.

Before 1945

there were facilities ranging from playground equipment to junior pools
built by the park department for a school ground.

If an area did not

have park land for a playground program, the park board often went to
the school board seeking to use their facilities which usually were not
used during the summer months.

After-school play areas were held in

the school cafeteria or even the school gymnasium.

However, this joint

cooperation, which dated back to the 1920s, was accelerated tremendously
after 1945 when both the parks and the schools were put under pressure
to provide more facilities.

The 1944 Harland Bartholomew master plan

emphasized the increased benefits available to both if they cooperated
with each other.

The supervised school program was only one of the

methods by which the two boards worked together, but the playgrounds
19
received the most public recognition.
The structure of the summer and after school activities varied.
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depending upon the participants.

In most instances the park board pro-

vided the equipment while the school provided the space and facilities.
Usually, the expense was covered by the park board, but occasionally
funds were given for an afternoon play program by a civic organization.
Leaders were either from the park department or the teaching staff of
the school.

The school teachers often volunteered for the after-school

program, while park personnel were the usual source of leadership during
the summer programs on school property.

In 1954 there were after-school

programs in almost fifty locations, a number which expanded to over 150
in 1970 because of the cooperation between school and park board.

It

was during the 1960s that the after-school program stablized so that
activities held on school grounds were financed by the education board
20
and programs in park centers were provided by the park board.
In addition to the supervised playgrounds and the after-school
programs, a number of special or out-of-the-ordinary activities have
been offered to the young participants.

Besides the usual playground

athletics, storytelling, and dramatics, there were art classes, woodcraft, leathercraft, ceramics, and weaving.

Several hundred Dallas

children attended annually a three day fishing rodeo at Kidd Springs
Park.

Playday activities at Fair Park involved visitors from all parks.

Proper boat handling instructions were given along with free fishing
at the White Rock Lake fish hatchery.

In 1969 a special educational

playground was set up at Samuell-East Park which consisted of old farm
equipment, restored and painted bright colors.

The park was opened for

children to climb on the machinery or even to blow the whistle of the
21
old Minneapolis steam engine.
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Special activities provided by the park board took advantage of
situations that appeared from time to time.

Often educational or cul-

tural in nature, they differed from the regular program.

Whereas, too,

the general playground or recreation basically provides the same type
of activities as it did ten, twenty, or thirty years ago, the special
activities differ with the different generations and changing social
22
viewpoints.
During the late 1960s, Lee Park became a gathering place for several hundred "long haired" teenagers.

Because some drug pushers moved

in, the police department had to step up security procedures and curfews
were initiated at the park.

The ill will generated between the younger

people and the "establishment" definitely intensified.

In an effort to

provide some method of meaningful communication, an open air "university"
was set up during the summer of 1970 at Lee Park under the auspices of
the park board.

Professors, artists, and musicians were asked to match

minds with the younger generation.

Through out the summer, daily

classes and discussions were presented on twenty-two subjects ranging
from yoga to sculpture to Far-Eastern philosophy.

Anywhere from six

hundred to one thousand were in attendance each week to participate in
the stimulating and often lively sessions.

Because of the continued

popularity, the program was extended until the winter months set in and
Lee Park's inhabitants left for warmer places.

What trouble was avoided,

if any, by the free university cannot be said; however, this special
activity became indicative of the evolution of a park system's responsibilities in a constantly changing society, and by the next summer, Lee
23
Park was no longer the scene of the drug traffickers.
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Another special popular event has been the band concerts in the
parks.

During 1949 free band concerts were presented in the various

Negro parks in exchange for the concession privileges given the band on
the concert nights.

Proving quite successful in terms of numbers in

attendance and lack of cost to the park board, several similar contracts
were issued later.

A composite of area high school bands presented

Sunday evening entertainment at various parks.
Salvation Army band gave free concerts.

From time to time, the

Over the years, the American

Federation of Musicians received the majority of park board sponsored
financial help.

In 1957 this group operated with $5,000 from the Music

Performance Trust Fund, $325 from the State Fair Association, and $2,793
from the park board.

During the 1968 season the board contributed over

three thousand dollars to the Federation's program.

The 1973 season

brought "Summer Sound" to the park in a series of concerts by the Dallas
Symphony Orchestra.

Concerts of this type have long been popular and

increasing crowds each year seem to guarantee that they will continue.
Although blacks in Dallas had band concerts, organized summer
after-school playground activities, their own athletic tournaments, and
drama competitions, the Negro parks were set aside for the black community only.

The park department has always been a reflection of the

city; thus, when it was the custom in Dallas to have racially segregated
facilities, the parks were referred to as black, Mexican, or white.
Having been warned by the city attorney to avoid the inevitable pitfall
of a firm stand supporting segregation, the park board never officially
placed any of the park facilities off limits to any race.

However, be-

cause of the citizens' tradition of segregation, the park board had
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cooperated by establishing separate black or white leadership at each
facility, and by designating on maps the parks specifically oriented for
25
Negroes.
The park board had the foresight to realize that integration was
inevitable, even though Dallas had scarcely any surface or headline event
to occur, in spite of the fact that city restaurants and stores did not
fully integrate until 1963.

Quietly, the board reorganized their pool

system (as outlined in the preceding chapter) which was believed to be
the most probable site of any strife within the park system.

The pool

program was credited with alleviating the potential powderkegs and
smoothing over the troubles of integration; but, in reality, it was the
small neighborhood park where the quiet and peaceful actual integration
occurred.
Beginning in 1945 the park board began concentrating upon development of the parks used by the black population.

Under the accepted phi-

losophy of "separate but equal," the department upgraded the black parks.
A report made at the request of and financed by the park board in 1945
by the National Recreation Association criticized Dallas for the name given
to the Negroes' parks.

The report stated that names such as Hall Street,

Eighth Street, and Elm Thicket sounded disreputable because similar names
usually were tagged to low-rent or slum districts.

In acceptance of the

criticism. Hall Street was changed to Griggs Park in honor of a black
minister and Eighth Street was renamed Moore Park after another black
citizen.

Elm Thicket though renamed for Thomas Hilliard, was soon elimi-

nated by the expansion of Love Field; Oak Cliff Negro Park, remained the
same as did Wahoo Park, a name requested originally by the area blacks.

27
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Better buildings, more lighting, additional land when feasibly
possible were recommended in the NRA report, but urgency was placed upon
employed leadership and supervised programs.

The black playground be-

came one of the main targets of the supervised program.

Organizing a

program in 1945 for the black neighborhoods was relatively simple.

Two

additional black leaders were assigned, the same activities were offered
as elsewhere in the city, and the standard equipment and supplies were
issued.

The blacks competed in their own intrapark tournaments, one-

act play tournaments, and tennis tournaments.
at Fair Park were held.

Negro Day at the Zoo and

In short, the park department attempted to pro-

vide as equal, though separate, recreation facilities as tradition would
allow.^^
The transition period leading to integrated parks began as the
black population increased and started to shift into previously white
communities.

Two examples of parks that were turning to black parks

during the beginning of the period of racial tensions were Exline and
Lagow.

Exline was finally occupied by blacks in 1953 and Lagow in 1955,

but the transition had begun in the late 1940s.

The park department de-

cided to rely on its employees who lived in the various areas to keep
abreast of the neighborhood's changing racial makeup.

These people would

report to the park director as blacks moved into their neighborhood.
Spot maps were made where the changes were taking place, making it easy
to see where the blacks would probably become the predominant ethnic
29
group, and hence, become the majority of the park's participants.
When it was obvious that the neighborhood schools near Exline Park
were going to begin in September of 1953 as all black schools, the board
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in August called a one-month holiday at the park.

It was announced that

when it reopened it would be considered a black park.

Transition was

made in another changing neighborhood by setting up two additional playgrounds on local church grounds and on a vacant lot.
issued normal park playground equipment.

Negro leaders were

After the vacation, the groups

of black children reassembled on the park grounds while the white children peacefully went elsewhere.
However, little by little mixing occurred at these recently converted black parks.

If there were white children living nearby, they

did not go off to another park to play.

Instead, they slowly began

going to the park and playing with the black children.
plaints were heard

The only com-

from adults, because the children did not seem to

mind using integrated facilities.

If there were any major fights, no

memory or record of such occurrences exist.

The park board was not in-

volved basically in determining whether a park was to change or mix
races.

They only sought to help make the inevitable transition smoother
31
by prodding in the direction of the natural trend.
In reality, the neighborhood parks
integrated.

as a whole have not yet been

The blacks still tend to live in specified neighborhoods

and the whites live in another, while the Mexican-American has his own
communities.

Because the entire concept of a neighborhood park is to

serve the needs of the immediate community, this means that usually a
neighborhood park is visited by only one group of people--those that
live within the proximity.

For this reason, it is true that the neigh-

borhood park system in Dallas is not fully integrated, and it will
remain this way until the neighborhoods of the city are composed of
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differing groups and races.

However, there are several neigbhorhoods

composed of racially and ethnically mixed families which play and socialize together, while the park department provides the leaders that are
most able to communicate with all participants.

Any child or adult is

welcome at any recreation center, playground, or any other park facility.
The major recreation centers that are most popular in Dallas in
the 1970s were non-existent between 1945 and 1953.

However, smaller

community centers were available for crafts, games, and meetings, but
there was no indoor space in any but one center for athletic sports.
The Automobile Building at Fair Park was for active recreation.

Basket-

ball, volleyball, drill team rehearsals, ping pong matches, or tennis
could be seen at coinciding times in this gigantic structure.

The only

time this building was not used for active recreation was during the
32
few weeks of the State Fair when it was used as an exhibit hall.
When the larger, dual purpose recreation building--with active and
passive space--became popular after 1953, the older community buildings
such as those at City, Exline, and Pike parks continued to be used in
conjunction with the newer, area recreation centers.

By effectively

utilizing both types of facilities, the park board provided a much more
complete recreation program than otherwise would have been possible.
(For a description of the development of the large, multi-use centers,
33
see the preceding chapter.)
Although the evolution from the first area recreation center, a
remodeled airplane hangar at Beckley-Saner Park, to the ultra-modern
design at Skyline or Fireside parks has produced considerable change in
design, the transformation of program activities and responsibilities
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undertaken by the park board have constituted a revolution.

The in-

creasing Dallas population was partially responsible for a growth from
less than three million participants in 1950 to almost nine million
visitors in 1970.

Another attribute for greater attendance has been

the inclusion of adults in the recreation centers programs.

But in

addition, much more has been demanded and expected by the public from
the park board.

Whereas, once the park board was fulfilling its duties

by only providing playground equipment in the various neighborhoods,
supervised recreation became an accepted responsibility of the board.
Just as the summer playground program evolved into a year-round project,
recreation evolved to include all ages and socio-economic groups.
Changing living styles will still further change the concept of what a
recreation program should be, and the responsibilities shouldered by
the park board will broaden further.
At present there are many suggestions as to the possible potential
of a recreation center, all of which many people feel should be provided
by the board.

Many have felt that the park board should absorb the re-

sponsibility of day-care centers.

It has been recognized that they have

served in that capacity with older children, but it has not been established as an official duty as of yet.

Others have wanted an information

service provided for the area residents.

It could fall upon the park

board to find personnel with knowledge of social security, law enforcement, income tax, legal consultant, and suicide prevention.

Other

services such as old age assistance, employment referral, and job training have been suggested.

The present trend of including health centers,

dental clinics, welfare centers, and libraries under one roof
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has indicated the growing trend towards a total service recreation
35
department.
No matter what additional services may be added to the community
centers, foremost in importance will continue to be recreation activities to be enjoyed by all.

Recreation centers were requested by all

areas of Dallas, and special programs were requested by all age groups.
But a typical event does not really exist, because the program and
scheduling

is generally left to the leaders, the council, and the par-

ticipants of each recreation center.

However, there are some events

which were city-wide favorites even before the recreation centers were
developed.

These include one-act play tournaments, family fun nights,

Joseph Lee Tournament Day, and Fair Park Fun Day.

Games included almost

everything imaginable from horseshoes to paddle tennis to puppetry.
Parents were involved in father-son

horseshoe tournaments or mother-

daughter croquet games.
As the recreation center participants began to include adults who
had never entered a recreation center before, programs were designed
during the 1950s to attract more young adults, parents, and the growing
medicare crowd.

The large area recreation centers with the separate

rooms allowed a group of oldsters to enjoy a lively game of dominos
simultaneously with a group of housewives eagerly participating in their
"slimnastics" course.

Several elderly women used the recreation centers

for organizing civic projects.

Classes ranging from handwriting anal-

ysis to belly-dancing, have been available to adults.

The people

attending the center have the choice of courses or activities (see Table
10). 37
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TABLE 10
DALLAS PARK AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES

Service Groups
Sports
Adult Education-Operation lift,
Aquatics
book reviews, inservice training
Badminton
Civic groups
Baseball
Clubs
Basketball
Bicycles, Motorcycles, etc.
Community Advisory Council
Boating
Handicapped groups--blind, cripple,
Bowling
mentally retarded, etc.
Fishing, casting
Health clinics
Football, touch, flag
Kindergarten
Golf
Library
PTA
Gym use, mat activities--Karate,
Preschool
slimnastics, boxing, weight
Volunteers--etc.
lifting, tumbling, etc.
Horseback riding
Camping and Nature
Punt-pass-kick
Swimming
Day camping
Soccer
Overnight camping
Softball
Hiking
Tennis
Bird watching
Track and Field
Nature trails
Volleyball
Nature study--etc.
Model Plane Flying, etc.
Minor Games
Social Activities
Bridge
Celebrations
Croquet and Roque
Community Night Programs
Checkers, chess
Flower and Garden shows
Dominoes (including Senior Citizen)
Holiday Programs
Group games
Parties
Hop scotch
Picture shows
Horseshoes
Senior Citizens socials
Jacks
Special Events
Kites
Television Programs—etc.
Marbles
Shuffleboard
Arts and Crafts
Skating
Ceramics
Tops
Table games
Cooking
Washers--etc.
Drawing, painting
Handicraft
Papercraft, posters
Sewing, weaving
Woodcraft--etc.
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TABLE 10-Continued

Performing Arts
Activities with General Supervision
Dancing--ballet, social.
Free Play
round, folk, square, tap.
Picnics
interpretive, modern, etc.
Playground equipment usage
Dramatics--plays, rehearsals.
Sightseeing
stage and set design, story
Scenic drives
hour, stunts
Music--Band, Combo, Orchestra,
Rhythm Band, Recordings, Solo,
Choral and Quartet Singing, etc.

SOURCE: "Recreation Manual," Dallas Park and Recreation Department,
1973, p. 18.
The quest for money to operate the recreation centers and the
supervised playgrounds has been more complex than for capital improvements.

The buildings and the athletic facilities and the acquisition

of land were usually accomplished with bond money voted on by Dallas
citizens.

By 1970 the full-time recreation directors and the over 450

seasonal playground leaders had salaries that have exceeded $1,500,000
per year.

This figure does not include administrative staff located at

City Hall or clerical help.

It has been mostly tax money that purchased
38
supplies and equipment for the recreational activities.
In 1945 the board still received the

maximum ten cents on the

dollar ad valorem tax that had been authorized in the 1931 city charter
revision.

These funds were supplemented with revenues from the swim-

ming pools, golf courses, rentals, reservations, boat licenses, boathouse rentals, fishing permits, concessions, and interest on any bank
balances.

But golf and swimming generated non-tax revenue.

When Dallas
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suffered an outbreak of polio in 1943, the pools were ordered closed
because no one knew what caused the disease.

Carrying an unproductive

payroll allowed the board to go before the city council to plead extreme
financial stress.

The council relieved the park board of paying the

debt requirements, and bond service was shifted over to the city general
fund and it has remained that way.
Later the board convinced the city council that the ten cents was
not enough to cover expected services.
given to the park fund.

Additional monies were then

By 1968 the board was receiving the equivalent

of eighteen cents--the ten cent tax authorized by the charter plus another eight cents.

Because of the obvious inadequacy of the ten cent

ad valorem tax ceiling the amount received by the park board could
fluctuate with the requirements each year.

When the department has

evaluated the needs of its public and offered them the program they
wanted, the public willingly has paid the price.
In the last part of 1967, small amounts of federal aid came for
recreational needs.

In 1970 an emergency allocation was made by the

United States Congress for extended recreational services for youth
between the ages of six and thirteen in target areas of the War on
Poverty Program (see Table 11). The $199,843 received by Dallas was
channeled to the Park and Recreation Department by the U. S. Department
of Labor, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and the Dallas Community
Action Center.

The money was used to extend the operating hours of the

recreation centers and playgrounds of the target areas.

The following

year under the same program, $228,000 provided extra recreational support.

In addition to the extended hours, free swim tickets were given
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TABLE 11
FEDERAL AID TO RECREATION PROGRAMS

Project Identification

Estimated Cost

Received

Mayor's Emergency Recreation
(Summer) Program. 1970

$199,843.67

$199,843.67

Mayor's Emergency Recreation
(Summer) Program. 1971

$228,000.00

$228,000.00

Mayor's Emergency Recreation
(Summer) Program. 1972

$228,000.00

$228,000.00

Mayor's Emergency Recreation
(Summer) Program. 1973

$228,000.00

$228,000.00

SOURCE: Dallas Park Department, "Federal Grants-In-Aid Program,"
12 September 1973.
target-area children and special events, such as fishing tournaments,
were held for them.

In the summer of 1972 and 1973 similar amounts of

$228,000 each year have been received by the Dallas Park Board.

Federal

aid has proven useful in aiding municipalities in dealing with urban
problems.

The federal government has recognized that organized recre-

ation has become a necessity in metropolitan areas and not a luxury.

As

a result, various agencies have cooperated, and continue to do so, with
cities in an attempt to finance, provide leadership, and supply munici41
pal recreation programs which otherwise could not be financed.
As the Dallas Park System nears its goals of providing equal recreation facilities for all areas of the city, perhaps problems will
simplify.

This does not imply that additions will be slower in coming.
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but it means that additions can be made on the basis of population need
as opposed to satisfying all races and incomes at the same time. The
aim now is to provide new centers in the fastest growing areas, regardless of the economic status or racial compositions.^^
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CHAPTER 11
THE SIGN OF AFFLUENCE-A PLACE FOR AESTHETICS
During the first one hundred years of Dallas history, it was a
struggle to provide the basic necessities--water supply, sanitary sewer
mains, wider streets, traffic

controls, fire stations, street paving,

health inspection, and other essentials basic to commerce, community
health, and safety.

It was not until after World War II that the citi-

zens of Dallas, and subsequently their park department, slowly but
surely increased their awareness and demand for the more refined aspects
of park development.

Previously the land acquisition program, the

development of recreational facilities, and the growth of the recreation program had made up the full thrust of the park department.
There is no denying that there were attempts at beautifying the
park system, but as the residents of the city became more sophisticated,
merely planting trees and grass and then routinely mowing or trimming
were no longer sufficient.

In all directions of Dallas' growth, expres-

sions of refinement above and beyond bare necessity developed.

The park

department undertook, not just the goal of keeping up, but of setting
the pace for the growing city.
Throughout the city are signs of a park department that has added
beautification to its complexity of goals.

Today, one can view the

landscaped approach to Love Field along Cedar Springs from Mockingbird
Lane.

The grounds around the Dallas Memorial Auditorium and Convention

Center Complex prove the efforts.

All the branch libraries have
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landscaped lawns.

Park developments, such as the extensive planting in

Samuell-Grand Park, the colorful year-round plantings at Fair Park, the
redevelopment of Lake Cliff Park, the winding azalea path of Turtle
Creek Boulevard are all visible to anyone and everyone.

Color is now

used throughout the park systems, lawns areas are developed through improved cultural practices such as fertilizing, aerifying, and irrigating
2
to continue beautiful lawns through the hot summers.
In^addition to Turtle Creek, several landscaped boulevards and
avenues appeared.

Downtown greenspaces and street plantings were created

because the public has a developed appreciation of beautified thoroughfare construction.

They understand that street widening need not be

destructive to beauty, but, on the other hand, it could result in making
3
beauty more visible to people.
Park philosophy concerning beauty has not always been able to be
so generous.

Until 1940 the park department used mule-drawn mowing

machines in the more developed parks and small flocks of sheep in the
natural areas.

Slowed by lack of equipment during the war, beautifi-

cation remained limited to essentials.

Only a few parks like Dealey

Plaza at the entrance to downtown received special attention during
these years.

An occasional garden club would plant trees in a park

which the park department promised to maintain.

Outside of these minor

efforts, there were few aesthetic development programs to balance the
land acquisition, development, or recreation programs.
Dallas, in the years after 1945, became an exceedingly affluent
city.

This prosperity gave the park board a chance to develop a beauti-

fication program, because the people of Dallas wanted a beautiful city
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and the best available, something that would not be demanded in times
of less prosperity or great hardships.

For example, in 1950 a committee

representing the Swiss Avenue Property Owner's Association appeared
before the board requesting beautification of their parkway from Fitzhugh to La Vista Avenue.

The committee already had a simple planting

plan drawn up by one of the city's landscape architects.

The board com-

plied with this first major request for a landscaped parkway, and as a
result, Swiss Avenue with its elegant old homes became one of Dallas'
most distinctive areas.
More and more landscaped areas received attention from the park
board, although the majority of the parkways were maintained by the
public works department until 1960.

In several unsightly areas the

park board agreed to use its new equipment to grade or level parkways
if the surrounding property owners would agree to sod and maintain the
individual areas.

The board also continued trimming parkway trees

throughout the city but on a block basis instead of scattered at random.
As early as 1950, the director of parks reported that no systematic

program of street tree planting had been pursued previously and

the planting of trees at various locations was impractical because of
the cost and because of the unsatisfactory results achieved when the
maintenance of newly planted trees was left to the individual property
owners.

Like the trimming, trees were to be planted on a block basis

with the property owner depositing sufficient money in advance to assure
proper maintenance by the city for a two year period.

The plan met with

success because the fee was quite nominal, and soon parts of Live Oak,
Skillman, Hall, Swiss, and numerous other avenues had trees.
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In 1954 the Greater Dallas Planning Council requested that the
board plant trees along a one-mile section of Central Expressway.

The

project was to demonstrate the pleasing quality of the trees along a
highway in hopes of receiving contributions for the entire "Ten Miles
of Trees" project.

One thousand trees costing fourteen thousand dollars

were planted, but this original fee resulted in almost two thousand
dollars in donations by 1956, which was only the beginning.

In 1961 the

portion of the expressway between Live Oak and Pacific received a contribution for trees and flowers with color--cannas, azaleas, and periwinkles.

The 1971 Greenspaces Plan calls for a completely tree lined

Central Expressway, a project due for completion in 1976.
Meanwhile, city departments were trying to develop some standards
to use for guidelines in street planning.
design came about accidentally through

One major breakthrough in

a conversation between Park

Director L. B. Houston and City Manager Elgin Crull.

Along several of

the streets which required widening, the lots lay lengthwise which meant
if the street was widened by two lanes that a piece of property fifteen
feet wide was left.

The only possible thing to do was to try to sell

it to the adjoining property owner, and because often they did not want
to purchase the additional land, the city would end up giving it to the
owner if he would assume the paving assessment that went with it.
gether, the two men decided that if the extra land were put

To-

in the

middle of the street, grass and trees could be planted in the fifteen
foot wide median and the plantings would not interfere with the utility
lines as they would have on the sides of the street.

The city manager

allocated additional funds to the park board to cover partial costs of
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the plantings.

As a result, there are several streets, such as Easton

Road, which have trees, now almost twenty years old and standing over
thirty-five feet tall.
The real test of the park department's capabilities came in 1959
when the public works department decided it was going to widen Turtle
Creek Drive, a long-planned project.

Traffic jams were getting entirely

out of hand on the narrow, winding, rough,

black top road which cut

through this beautiful tree-filled section of town.
widened.

The road had to

Thus, the project was approved in the 1956 bond issue, and the

plans were ready for the completion of the project when the city had its
first entanglement with the "ecologists."

Many citizens were aroused

with the realization that several trees would be cut for the widened
street.

Women's organizations, including the garden clubs which had

always been avid supporters of park board actions, wrapped black crepe
paper around the trees that would be lost.

The Dallas Morning News ral-

lied against it even though the paper had always advocated the Kessler
Plan of 1911 in which the first proposal to widen Turtle Creek was presented.

Houston and Crull took a copy of the original plan to a meeting

with the editorial staff and explained fully what their intentions were.
As a result, the News slowed their criticisms and waited on the results.
Fate seemed to be on the city's side.

The biggest, most beautiful

tree, which had caused the most conflict, was found to be hollow and
about to blow over anyway.

After that the park department and the pub-

lic works department moved rapidly.

Simultaneously with the street

widening, the park department cleared the thick and troublesome underbrush from this natural setting.

The first spring, thousands
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of azaleas were immediately planted.

Credit was given to the park

department for not allowing the existence of ugly mud from the construction to remain for long, reminding the people of the loss of trees, but
instead, immediate beauty was seen at Turtle Creek."^^
Editorials and letters were written to the newspapers proclaiming
"we were wrong."

One year Dallas had a winding asphalt road through the

brush and the next year there was a divided four lane highway through
the azaleas.

Turtle Creek quickly became one of the most prominent

visitor attractions in the city, all done through the cooperation of the
city government and the intelligence of the park board.

With such vivid

proof of what could be done by them, any opposition to their planned
beautification projects melted.

The board was enjoying full public sup-

port by this time.
Once the beauty of Turtle Creek was recognized by Dallasites, the
park board became the recipient o-^ all sorts and sizes of gifts and contributions.

One lady expressed concern that the plantings abruptly ended

along the drive and then contributed several thousand dollars to extend
the azaleas to a more natural ending.

Other citizens did the same.

The

1967 Crossroads bond program even included twelve thousand dollars in
funds for further beautification on Turtle Creek.
want meringue now, not just plain vanilla.

Said Houston, "People

Ten years ago, I would not

have gone to the people with a bond issue to plant azaleas on Turtle
Creek.

People look for the top dressing now."

12

The next phase in the development of Turtle Creek involved landscape lighting.

Not content with the necessary but ordinary street

lighting, one couple donated almost fifty thousand dollars in 1970 for
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the illumination of the parkway.

Thereafter, several others contributed

to provide the glowing moonlight effect which insures safety while being
quite spectacular in appearance.

There are no positive signs of what

will next be added to Turtle Creek Drive in the way of aesthetics, but
it is certain that the citizens will demand that the azaleas be there in
full bloom ewery spring and that the trees remain in the growing city13
scape.
In dealing with the public, successful work generally compounds
one's responsibility.

And once the talents of the park board were pub-

licly demonstrated, further results were demanded by Dallasites.

The

public works department handed over their maintenance of the majority
of medians, circles, and triangles to the park department in 1960, and
at the same time other areas of the city wanted azalea plantings and
year-round color in their parks.

Expansion of the maintenance division

was desperately needed to accommodate the new work loads.

The city was

divided into four geographic divisions exclusive of the Central Division on Junius Street.

In each division a maintenance crew was set up

to handle their particular area.

The central yard expanded as the

repair shop for the increasing number of departmental trucks, tractors,
mowers, tree-pullers, and other equipment.

14

To meet the increased planting schedules, the old greenhouses at
City Park, which were built just before the turn of the century, were
torn down.

In 1967 the park board allocated $139,400 for new greenhouses

to be constructed at Crawford Park.

By raising their own plants and

making their own cuttings, the cost of planting was lowered.

The de-

partment now had a place large enough to store plants during their
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non-blooming season in order that they might be used again the following
15
season.
New standards of maintenance levels were created ranging from "A"
to "G."

An "A" classification is typified by Dealey Plaza, an area

where maintenance must be perfect.

It must be mowed ewery few days,

heavily watered, and extremely litter free.

Any signs of deterioration

would be taken as an open opportunity for defamation and vandalism.
Group "B" maintenance includes show areas such as Turtle Creek and
Samuell-Grand.

The plantings are manicured and highly maintained, but

regular bermuda grass is planted and mowing is done on an average of
once a week.

From here the classifications drop to "G" which includes

most of the lake areas.

Mowing there is done whenever the various

grasses obtain too much height for comfortable walking and then it is
done with a tractor.

The only other maintenance, besides occasional

rip-rapping of the shore or repair of the road, is picking up the
litter left by careless users of the park.

Several parks have multiple

categories of maintenance, running from "B" to "G."

L. B. Houston Park

has a high maintenance golf course and a nature area which requires the
minimum.

Crawford has a "B" category formal entrance-way which drops

to a "D" or "E" on the far untraveled backside.

Parts of Turtle Creek

Parkway near the water are left virtually untouched in comparison to the
azalea beds near the road.
dens

and semi-nature areas.

Kiest Park has both elaborate planted garThe major observation of maintenance

levels is that almost ewery Dallas park has been raised one or more
16
levels since 1960 when Turtle Creek was proven a success.
Also in connection with the Turtle Creek renovation was an
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increased demand for land acquisition in stream channels.

Further acqui-

sition of Five Mile Creek and White Rock Creek received public support
in hopes that these would be as successful as the Turtle Creek drives.
No one was disappointed by the beauty, while the preservation of these
natural flood control pathways was an added advantage.

Basically, it

was the success enjoyed in these creekways that led to the development
of the complete greenbelt plan which, some year in the not too distant
future, will entirely circle the city of Dallas and provide thousands
of additional aesthetic areas and recreational developments.
The success of Turtle Creek resulted in the formal plantings of
year-round color at Samuell-Grand, Lake Cliff, Kiest, and Love Field.
By 1962 about seventy thousand. plants--acalypha, plumbago, shrino, calendulas, caladiums--were being transplanted to the various parks for their
half-a-million square feet of cultivated beds, a number of which has
increased considerably each year.

In 1963 almost eight thousand dollars

were used to provide Lake Cliff Park with twenty-three hundred azaleas.
An estimated cost of sixty-five hundred dollars provided a perennial
garden at Samuell-Grand Park.

In addition to the rose garden, azaleas

and annuals were planted to provide a year-round floral display for all
seasons.

A one mile entrance to Love Field was also redesigned for

year-round beauty.
Plans for park plantings change through the years and a park department must be ready to be flexible.

The new planting designs were

based upon the knowledge that people were not as inclined to walk through
gardens as they once did.

With the universal adoption of air condi-

tioning in homes, offices, and automobiles, the plantings had to be
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arranged to be viewed from the roads or else many people would never
see them.

Extensive clearing of native undergrowth as was done at Tur-

tle Creek, permitted long vistas across parks, in addition to plantings
of mass color at strategic locations to command the spectator's atten18
tion.
A very unusual garden was developed at Kidd Springs Park.

Plans

were prepared for an Oriental Garden to be installed on both banks of
the stream, connected by small foot bridges.

Several contributions

helped finance the Tea House and lantern lighting.

However, this beau-

tiful garden seems to draw the attention of vandals, perhaps because it
appears fragile and delicate or perhaps because it cannot be closed
during the evening hours because of its location.

In spite of the regu-

larity of vandalism, the damages have always been slight--a lantern or
the woven straw gate design--and in no way would they be considered
19
detrimental enough to think of removing this lovely garden.
Maintenance has been outstanding in all areas of Dallas parks.
They have been well kept in accordance with their specific use plans.
Occasionally a particular group will complain that they have no azaleas
or ornamental gardens, but the department has spread their spectacular
flower displays throughout the city, reaching the highest visual impact
areas.

The department will continue providing the maintenance necessary

to allow maximum use of each park.

20

The inclusion of green spaces in the densely developed downtown
areas has been another aesthetical effort initiated since World War II.
Like most major cities, Dallas failed to incorporate parks into its
downtown area while experiencing its intensive growth, but Dallas in the
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last twenty years has come to realize the urgency and necessity of acquiring parks to beautify the central core of the city.

They provide

pleasant variety and spatial relief through tree-lined boulevards, small
landscaped parcels of land, or a single tree or planter in an otherwise
harsh environment of concrete and asphalt.^^
Until the last twenty years, the only parks in the downtown area
were Ferris Plaza (1918) and Dealey Plaza (1935) and near downtown was
City Park (1876).
existent.

In other words, downtown greenspace was almost non-

But downtown greenspace became a requirement about 1957 when

the plans for a new Dallas Municipal Auditorium were completed.

The

city wanted to complement the $8,500,000 auditorium with a suitable setting. Old City Cemetery.

The city-owned part of Pioneer Park was devel-

oped in 1961 and almost immediately the sixty-five year old confederate
monument at City Park was moved to Pioneer Park to save it from destruction when the R. L. Thornton Expressway was built at City Park.

The

remaining part of the land needed for Pioneer Park was in private ownership and one of the owners claimed that his 1.36 acres were worth five
hundred thousand dollars, but the tract was carried on the Dallas tax
rolls at a market value of seventy-five thousand dollars.

Condemnation

procedures were placed against the three families involved, and part of
the award money was paid from the money the city paid the park department
for the highway extension through City Park.

22

In 1960 another stimulus was given for development of greenspaces
downtown when private industry was urged to participate.

The Dallas

Park Board signed a contract with Lone Star Gas Company through which
the firm landscaped and maintained a park triangle at Wood and Harwood
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streets.

The plans approved by the city included trees, shrubs, benches,

and some lighting.

Southland Center was another private firm which had

the foresight to include green spots within their plan.^'^
The largest of the park areas donated by private firms was Thanksgiving Square.

Conceived in 1961 the Thanksgiving Foundation agreed to

acquire, develop, and convey to the city the triangle bordered by Ervay,
Pacific, and Bryan at a cost of over four million dollars.

Much of the

financing was pledged by private sources and the park board promised
$475,000 for land acquisition.

Although the park board directly has

nothing to do with the elaborate park that only approached reality after
1974, the approval of plans went through the board.

When completed,

this active pedestrian area could become a focal point and place of
pride and identity for the people of Dallas.

Pedestrian walkways are

provided one level below street grade, and trucking facilities to serve
24
the surrounding property are two ""evels below grade.
A wery special greenspot was created in downtown Dallas in memory
of President John F: Kennedy.

The entire situation of creating a memo-

rial for Kennedy was a wery delicate issue.

There were many who would

have some gaudy, oversized monument and there were others who simply
wanted to forget the entire event.

Houston and Hubbard wanted to com-

memorate the tragic event with a historical marker of tasteful design
but yet keep the entrepreneurs and the carnival atmosphere out.

Because

the park area at Dealey Plaza was symmetrical and because the approach
to Dallas seemed to call for symmetry in design, Kennedy Plaza and the
25
Dallas County Historical Plaza completed the effect of symmetry.
A reversed photograph of the existing Dealey marker was used as
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a "tool" in preparing the preliminary plan.

If the Kennedy historical

marker could be done on an identical granite slab, to be placed on the
opposite side of the street from the Dealey marker, the beauty of the
entryway to downtown could be accentuated and at the same time Dallas
would have a tastifully done monument in memory of Kennedy.^^
Once that problem was solved, an agreement of wording had to be
reached.

The park board wanted it made clear that they were only pro-

viding the historic marker and that the actual assassination occurred
in Elm Street, not in the park; thus, the text began "the site of the
permanent memorial is on the square one block to the east."

Then the
27
actual memorial was built by funds raised by a private commission.
Recent additions to downtown greenspaces include Municipal Park,
4.25 acres to provide a pleasant setting for Dallas' municipal building.
Future plans include a subterranean garage.

Ferris Plaza will be doubled

in size and serve as a portal par'c from Oak Cliff.

Griffin Square is

planned open space connected with the Convention Center and the Municipal
Street at Jackson, Wood, and Griffin streets.

Another portal park is

planned for linking Central and Pearl Expressways.

The oldest park in

the Dallas Park System, City Park, is scheduled for 1.8 acres of expansion to make easier access to the Central Business District (CBD) for
pedestrians.

28

These new parks and the five longitudinal parks, landscaped boulevards, which cross the CBD will lend formal beauty to the ground plan.
The routes along Griffin, Young, Pearl, and Harwood streets and Ross
Avenue all are expected to soon be realities in a beautiful green Dallas.
Minor streets are to be landscaped through joint public and private
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efforts as redevelopment of abutting land occurs.

Freeways that encircle

CBD are designated for greenspaces alongside the trafficways.

Much of

this ultimate plan has been initiated, but much remains to be completed.
Whenever it is completed Dallas will be by far one of the most aesthetically pleasing cities in which to live or visit.
The park board became involved in historic appreciation and education.

Under the direction of the park board, an Austin sculptor, Charles

Umlauf, designed the Spirit of Flight entrance statue to Love Field Airport in 1960.

The gift of sixty thousand dollars by the Corrigan family

was used to obtain this seventeen foot granite figure surrounded by
30
eighteen birds which graces the long entranceway to the airport.
About the same time, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Wyatt gave a statue of a
Texas Ranger scultured by Waldine Tauch of San Antonio.
vision of the work was performed by the park board.

General super-

Titled "One Riot--

One Ranger," the contract price was just over sixteen thousand dollars,
and the eight foot, two inch figure is displayed in the lobby of Love
Field Terminal.

31

In 1968 the Texas Historical Society placed historical markers
throughout the state.
parks.

Five of these markers were located in Dallas

The marker for Browder Springs, the first park area in the city,

was placed in City Park, the park through which the spring flowed.

A

plaque commemorating Cherokees Indians in Dallas was placed in the north
corner of City Park.
Plaza.

The first ferry and bridge is remembered at Dealey

The grave marker of newspaper editor

James Wellington Latimer

is in Pioneer Park along with another for pioneer attorney, John C.
n
32
McCoy.
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A living history center has been proposed at City Park.

The pro-

ject was given a new impetus when Congress voted in 1965 a provision for
relocating expenses provided under the Housing and Urban Development
Act.

Millermore, Dallas' most famous

antebellum mansion, has been lo-

cated and opened as a centerpiece for the re-creation of early Dallas.
The entire City Park will reveal the story of a flourishing community.
There is a residential section, a business section, a transportation
center, and an outlying collection of log cabins.

At one time, John

Neeley Bryan's cabin at Dealey Plaza was to be moved to Heritage Center,
but it was decided that the location next to the courthouse was more
appropriate.

As for the Heritage Center, considerable work will have

to be executed to enable the project to reach completion by America's
bicentennial year of 1976.

Nonetheless, it is a remarkable job done by

a dedicated group of women with considerable private funding under the
direction of the Dallas Park Board.

33

Sculptures in the parks either may be historic or aesthetic.

The

park board has always cooperated fully with the donors providing the
parks with gifts.

Pacific Plaza, one of the downtown greenspaces, was

the recipient of the Junior League Garden Club generosity in developing
the area.

In 1967 the Great American Reserve Insurance Company hired
34
Luis Sanchez to create the modern sculpture there.
In 1970 the Southern Memorial Association commissioned an ornamental fountain in Lee Park lake for $29,800.

Mr. Trammel Crow donated

a large sculpture called "Large Pucinella" by Sorel Etrog for installation in the lawn area in front of the formal garden at Lake Cliff Park
"Lot's wife," a bronze gift from Trammel Crow was located in Stone Place
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Plaza in the downtown area.

There were also several bronzes in the zoo

that were gifts of Trammel Crow, "Hippopotamus and Children" and "Giraffe
and Swinging Child."

Preston Royal Realty donated the bronze statue of

a young girl, "April," for placement in the park system at Samuell-Grand
at the approach to the azalea plantings.

"April" was first spied at the

Antwerp Open Air Museum of Sculpture, and this copy was purchased from
the museum.
Azaleas and other beautification procedures were the last stages
in the total park development program, and if a time of recession should
come, this aesthetic development probably would be the first to go.
Such extras as year-round flower plantings and spectacular coloramas of
high maintenance pi ant material reflect the affluence of the city.

Any

city struggling to provide basic services--water, streets, and sewers-could not spend money on such items.

However, Dallas, since 1945, has

experienced steady affluence, and these expensive extras are demanded.
The citizenry have been willing to pay the extra cost to provide a
colorful setting for the city in which they take pride.
The Dallas Park Board since 1960 has been a prosperous board, but
it is to their credit that their basic goals have been land acquisition,
development, and recreation, while their aesthetic appreciation is balanced in proportion to its total worth in community values.

In other

words, a park department with only beautiful park grounds is not providing a total community service, but a park department as in Dallas with
beautifically maintained park areas in addition to meeting ever changing
recreational needs is a superior and highly valued possession of the
Dallas citizens.
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CHAPTER 12
AN URBAN AGGLOMERATE EFFORT—FAIR PARK
While the earlier history of Samuell-Grand represented an example
of development for a neighborhood park with pool, tennis center, recreation building, and flowering gardens. Fair Park developed in a most
atypical manner.

Development in the Samuell Park proceeded smoothly,

accorded with plans, and met with few obstacles.

Fair Park encountered

obstacles of broad commercialism, racial overtones, city blight, and
cultural repercussions.

The development of Samuell-Grand was based on

past experiences and mistakes.

Because Fair Park is the only park in

Dallas of its kind, its development has been an experiment in an urban
agglomerate park.
In years past. Fair Park has been the anticipation of rural people
as they planned for a visit to the fair.

There have been literally

thousands of youth whose first trip to a city was their school-conducted
tour to the fair.

Housewives entered their preserves, cakes, and quilts

in competition, while farmers and stockmen brought their entries of hogs,
chickens, and cattle for judging.

In addition to all of this. Fair Park

was the special kind of park where symphonies, grand operas, summer musicals, and, at one time, horse racing took place.
This special kind of park is located only one and one-half miles
from the core of Dallas' Central Business District.

This urban park was

acquired in 1904 as Dallas' second park when the State Fair met with reverses in the way of a destructive fire and unprofitable exhibition;
287
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thus, to solve the dilemma, the city agreed to pay the mortgage and take
title to the property, build exhibition halls, and start a sewer-water
system with a $125,000 bond issue.

Since that time, the city has leased

the land to the State Fair Association for a few weeks out of every year
in order that the largest state fair in the United States and the fourth
largest annual exposition in the world can be held.

Fair Park also be-

came the site of the Texas Centennial Exposition in 1936, the Pan-American
Exposition in 1937, and the Dallas Centennial in 1941(see Map 6).-^
As a result of the Texas Centennial, Fair Park gained another
unique feature, the Civic Center.

Such a collection of cultural facili-

ties cannot be found anywhere else in the city.

Grouped together and

connected by landscaped walkways are the Fine Arts Museum, the Natural
History Museum, the Health and Science Museum, the Aquarium, and the
Texas Hall of State.
Dallas summer musicals

In addition, the majestic Music Hall, home of the
and other productions throughout the year, and

the Dallas Garden Center, meeting place for local garden clubs and
flower shows, are located at this park.

The Cotton Bowl, known through-

out the country as the site of the annual University of Texas-Oklahoma
University football clash as well as the New Year's Cotton Bowl game,
is also within the park boundaries.

A glittering midway provides city

youths and many adults with the thrill of ferris wheels and rollercoasters.

A visitor in Fair Park indeed has a variety of activities

before him.
In addition to what can be found in Fair Park, much more has been
planned for this urban park.

From Kessler's 1911 plan to the joint plan

of Hare and Bartholomew in 1944 to Springer's Fair Park Master Plan in
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1971, there have been plans to connect this park with the downtown area
by means of a broad, beautiful green strip of urban land.

The Goals for

Dallas program of 1966-1967 envisioned fine restaurants and exhibit
halls along the connecting boulevard.

Desired is a relationship between

the central city and Fair Park comparable to Chapultepec Park in Mexico
City, Forest Park in St. Louis, or Golden Gate Park in San Francisco.'^
In spite of the glamorous plans laid for Fair Park ever since its
1904 acquisition, the area around Fair Park has been deteriorating and
has been in steady flux with each passing year, particularly after 1945.
Police authorities always concentrated law enforcement forces in the
area, especially during the football games, summer musicals, and state
fairs.

Park lighting has been intensified and more lights have been

added whenever needed.

Relatively unaffected by such crime preventive

efforts, the area remained classified as one of "high crime incidence."
As Fair Park appeared to grow more dangerous, opposing sides
formed, both with strong opinions as to the future of the park.

Many

citizens swore to stay away and parents vehemently refused to allow
their children in the area.

Other voiced the opinion that the park

should be discontinued, torn down, and sold.

This sector of the citi-

zenry believed that all was hopeless at Fair Park, that the urban blight
could not be stopped, and that the city should reconcile itself to
losing an outdated "white elephant."
The other side, following many of the professional planners' suggestions, felt that by not forsaking the park, there was a great opportunity to develop a unique park of which Dallasites could be proud.
Immediate planning and action were necessary to stop the encroachment of
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blight.
of land.

The first step to slow the decay of the area was acquisition
The park could be expanded toward the large, major thorough-

fares that would ultimately surround the park, making the park easily
and safely accessible.

By doing this. Fair Park would be a unity unto

itself, separated from the reputedly high crime neighborhood.

Expansion

of the park would provide additional land for expansive, inviting landscaped entrances to Fair Park from the freeways.
The park board has much deeper motives behind the expansion than
merely secluding Fair Park from the surrounding and nearby neighborhoods.
The board believed that improving the park perimeters would have a
wholesome effect on the adjacent community.

By creating an example and

an environment that would stimulate redevelopment and upgrading of the
surrounding areas, the board felt that not only the park visitors would
benefit but also the property owners nearby.

The board's efforts have

been aided by the Dallas Division of Urban Development which directed a
multi-million dollar community improvement campaign to upgrade community
services and stabilize housing.

A part of this program included the

Crossroads Service Center, constructed with 1967 bond funds only a few
blocks from Fair Park.

If the adjacent community is improved, then

Fair Park stands a much better chance of reaching its full potential as
seen by the city planners.
To reach the goals determined by the planners and experts. Fair
Park has had to be expanded from its original site.

Since the 1904 date

of the acquisition at Fair Park, there have been three separate acquisition programs.

In 1935 over twenty-five acres were added to accommo-

date the Texans' Centennial celebration of their independence from
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Mexico.

Purchasing land for this early expansion was relatively simple.

With the only major complications being the availability of park funds,
a city agent negotiated with the property owners.

If there were objec-

tions from the property owners, they soon gave in, not yet realizing
their rights of appeal.

Thus, a price evaluation was offered, the land-

owners finally accepted, and the residents moved elsewhere.
In 1956 the next expansion project began.

Fair Park was expanded

from Gaisford to an alley east of Second Avenue and from Pennsylvania
southward to Birmingham between Lagow and Cross streets.

The master

plan for the park indicated that the land would be used for additional
parking so severely needed by the growing park patronage, especially at
Cotton Bowl games and Fair time.

With $400,000 available of the

$2,600,000 bond money voted in January 1956, the first purchases were
made.

By August of that year, sixty-two lots out of the total of ninety-

three had been sold to the city.

In January of 1957, the owners of the

remaining unpurchased IH lots were informed that condemnation proceedings
would soon be initiated, and by June of 1957

(one year after the first

lot was purchased), the board asked for bids on the planned parking lot.
Quietly, quickly, and without incident. Fair Park again expanded.
In 1968 efforts were renewed to continue acquisition of land to
reach Fitzhugh Avenue, which was authorized for widening to a major six
lane thoroughfare in the 1967 bond program.

Plans called for the addi-

tion of forty-two acres on the southeast side of Pennsylvania Avenue,
all the area to Fitzhugh between Gaisford and Second.

Pennsylvania and

other cross streets were closed to provide nine additional acres.

A new

entrance on the Fitzhugh side and approximately four thousand additional
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parking spaces were the chief features destined for the new property.^
A branch office of the Right-of-Way Division was opened within
Fair Park as a convenience to the
volved in the expansion.

landowners whose properties were in-

By March of 1969, 125 purchases were processed

and only one of these, a business property, was condemned.

Considering

that only 141 working days had passed since the first purchase, the 125
o

properties were obtained with relative ease.
The 183 remaining properties became a genuine crisis for the park
board and the City of Dallas as a whole.
in February 1969.

The ripples of the wave began

Members of the Fair Park Block Partnership program

vowed to carry their battle to the courts.
upon the property evaluation.

The main grievance centered

Many owners professed that they would

have to go into debt to relocate.

The city council voted to have the

park board re-evaluate its land acquisition program.
News speculated that perhaps a mistake had been made.

The Dallas Morning
They suggested

that it may have been more logical to buy the land in front of the Fair
grounds over towards the R. L. Thornton Freeway, because this would not
have displaced as many people as in the addition undertaken.

However,

the plan for future development already included the area up to the
R. L. Thornton Freeway, for an eventual extended entrance to the Park.

9

The major reason for the expansion was to provide additional parking for four thousand automobiles, and of equal importance, to gain
access to the new Fitzhugh Avenue thoroughfare and, thereby, easier
access to all of Dallas.

Because the west entrance from downtown was

considered the main entrance to the park, it was desirable to put the
parking on another side.

For this reason, the more heavily populated
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property in the back of the park, off of the Fitzhugh Expressway was
less desirable for the expansion from the displaced resident's point of
view but was more desirable from an aesthetic viewpoint.-^^
As a result of the city council action, land buying ceased in
order to investigate thoroughly the entire situation.

From this point

forward, the park board seemed to take a back seat in the conflict,
while the city council steered.

The publicity, the criticism, and en-

couragement was generally directed at the city council, although the
council remained heavily in consultation with the board.

When hearing

of the time-out, the News editorialized on the "awkward state of affairs."

A large question mark hung over the almost two hundred ear-

marked but yet unpurchased properties, yet the newspapers backed the
examination.

A strong warning was issued that the right of "eminent
11
domain" should not be overused.
By Christmas of 1969, a total of 209 of the 277 parcels in the

area belonged to the park board.

Sixty-four were in some stage of con-

demnation and four had not yet been acted upon.

During the year. Rev.

Peter Johnson representing the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLS) had come to Dallas to see to it that the blacks in the area were
given fair evaluations.

He made plans to interrupt the 1970 Cotton Bowl

Parade unless his demands were met.

12

Eric Jonsson, Dallas Mayor, agreed to a New Year's Eve meeting
with members of the black community.

The meeting resulted in a promise

from Jonsson to investigate the acquisition process and a promise by the
SCLC to call off the plans to disrupt the Cotton Bowl parade.

Jonsson's

position as mayor and the fact that he had previously suggested that the
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Greater Dallas Council of Churches look into having a block partnership
in the Fair Park made him appear to be the ideal spokesman for the situ13
ation.
By May of 1970, the SCLC representatives had turned on Mayor
Jonsson.

He was the focal point of several verbal lashings given by

the national SCLC representatives.

The SCLC advised the property owners

of the remaining fifty-nine pieces of land not to negotiate with the
right-of-way agents, and if they had any trouble, the national SCLC
office would support them to any point necessary.

In spite of the ver-

bal lashes, Jonsson advocated further negotiation through the Block
Partnership program in order to reach a peaceful agreement.'^^
Meanwhile, the city promised to initiate condemnation proceedings
soon on the remaining properties near Fair Park.

On June 25, 1970, the

first condemnation action since January 3 took place.

The three member

commissioner's court ruled that the city had offered fair prices on the
land.

In fact, the commissioners actually set a lower price on two

parcels than the amount offered the year before.

In reaction, the two

owners requested a jury trial; the original, slightly higher price was
then paid.

By December of 1970, when the last piece of property was

awarded, the city attorney said that the city then had the right to take
possession of all properties despite the fact that virtually all of the
15
awards had been appealed.
Almost four years and an overwhelming amount of controversy speaks
for itself in identifying the social change that has occurred since the
smooth, simple expansion of Fair Park in 1956.

The people who live in

the area have discovered leaders who will insist that their rights be

i
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recognized.

Many feel that by asking for a larger amount, the closer

to the fair price they will get.

These are obvious signs illustrating

the distrust minority groups and lower-income people harbor towards the
mechanism of city government.

Even when the government attempted to be

fair, the distrust remained intact, while the hesitancy to speak out has
gone.

As the park board and the City of Dallas learned in 1968, "emi-

nent domain" must be tempered by "fairness" and good public relations.
While the first step toward development of Fair Park as a beautiful and safe "Central Park" connected to the downtown core was the
acquisition of land, step number two came from the recognition that Fair
Park had to become a facility of municipal and regional scale rather
than retaining appeal only as a neighborhood park.

The development

emphasis at this park evolved around facilities that would be unique to
only this park (see Map 7).
The major attraction of Fair Park, other than the State Fair of
Texas, had been the Civic Center, the collection of museums built during
the Texas Centennial.

Each museum in this complex had been placed under

the direction of the park board shortly after the close of the Pan American Exposition in 1937.

Since that time, the park board's policy of

community involvement has led them into contracts with various organizations which operate these museums.

Such a joint effort between the

park board and these private citizens of the sponsoring organizations
have brought to the City of Dallas cultural and educational exhibits
which might not have otherwise been possible.
The Museum of Fine Arts is operated under a contract with the
Dallas Art Association.

The park board provides funds to operate and
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maintain the physical property and also to supplement the operations of
the Art Association in its obligation of providing programs and exhibits.
The Dallas Art Association receives money from membership fees and other
private sources.

The directors of the Association are empowered to se-

lect and buy the art works which then become the property of the City
of Dallas.

No public tax money has even been spent on the purchase of

art objects displayed in the museum. "^^
The Museum of Natural History received most of its funding from
the board and from an occasional generous citizen who chose to donate
some collection of specimens to the museum.

The second floor was com-

I

not available on the first floor.

•

Association formed to encourage and develop interest and support in the

pleted in the early 1960s, providing additional display space previously
In 1968, the Dallas Natural Science

three trailside museums located in various nature areas in the city.
They also provide programs at the recreation centers and day camps.
A marine section was added to the Aquarium in 1962. The facilities serve for display, education, and research in marine and fish life.
There is cooperative work with Southern Methodist University in oceanography.

The Dallas Health and Science Museum provides educational dis-

plays and cooperative study groups with educational institutions.

In

1961, federal funding provided one-half of the money for construction of
18
a City Council-Civil Defense and Disaster headquarters.
Realizing that publicity and interest is a necessity for a success,
the park board encouraged various programs to attract visitors to Fair
Park at times other than during a musical or football game.
Night" was conceived in the late 1950s.

"Family

Decorative lighting was
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installed around the buildings to create a favorable atmosphere.

One

night a week during the summer months the Civic Center Museums remained
open into the evening hours and special programs were developed for
children and their parents.

As with most events, the interest died out

after a few years and Family Night at Fair Park was discontinued, but
its popularity was high during those years. "^^
Adjacent to the Civic Center lies the Music Hall, the home of the
Dallas Summer Musicals.

The original building was completed and opened

for the fair in 1935 in a massive Spanish Baroque style popularized
during that period.

It was altered internally before and after the

Texas Centennial and a few times after that.

The most drastic overhaul

came during 1971 when the building was completely renovated to conform

I

with the modern musical facilities.

At the time of the remodeling, con-

siderable controversy arose from those who believed the city was wasting
its money on the "outdated" ponderous structure.

Since this latest

renovation of the Music Hall, there has been a great increase in attendance at the almost nightly bookings.

The impressed and amazed expres-

sions upon the faces of those who had seen the building before the
remodeling clearly express the success of the park board.

20

In 1956 the park board approved plans and specifications for upgrading the garden center building in Fair Park.

The project, estimated

at $100,000, involved remodeling and additions to the old Horticulture
Building constructed during the Centennial.

The park board agreed to

contribute seventy-five thousand dollars provided the State Fair gave
fifty thousand dollars.

The Associated Garden Clubs of Dallas agreed

to raise the remainder.

The process was slow and tedious but the
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building was completed.

It was opened with a colorful flower show fol-

lowed by horticulture demonstrations.

Public approval was received.

In November 1969, the committee from the Garden Center, Inc. presented
the park board with their contribution of $196,550 toward the remodeled
building.

The final cost of the completed renovation approached $260,000

which involved a limited expense from city funds.

21

Other efforts over the years to update Fair Park had to consider

I
I
I

the needs of the State Fair Association.

The structure now known as

the Foods Building had been used for major displays during the fair, but
the remainder of the year it was usually vacant.

When World War II was

over, the barracks at the CCC camp at White Rock were dismantled.

With

the wooden flooring salvaged from the buildings, two standard basketball
courts were laid in the Foods Building.
purpose.

The building then served a dual

22

Another example of dual use was found in the livestock coM'seum.
Built for about $300,000 in 1958, it was too valuable to lay dormant
when the Fair was not in town.
seum became an ice skating rink.

The solution came in 1967 when the coliThis transformation cost almost

$400,000 to complete, but the movable rink allowed for year-round
usage.

23
The famous Cotton Bowl is also under the jurisdiction of the park

board through the State Fair Association and the Cotton Bowl Association.
The board realized the value of maintenance and upkeep for the nationally famous stadium.

In 1930, the Cotton Bowl was built to accommodate

over forty-five thousand spectators.

In 1948 the structure was rebuilt

and the west side double-decked to provide seating for over sixty-seven
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thousand people.

Construction was financed through sale of bonds to

individuals who obtained options to buy tickets to games over the twenty
year life of the bonds.

In 1949 the east side was double-decked to pro-

vide the present capacity for over 75,500 spectators.^^
By 1968 a bond program was in the planning stage that included
another Cotton Bowl renovation.

Either because the park board could not

meet all the requests or because the Dallas Cowboy football team wanted
and found it financially feasible to have its own stadium, the Cowboys
announced that they would be leaving the Cotton Bowl and build their own
stadium with private funds in the neighboring city of Irving.

On the

account of this announcement, there was some public protest about renovation of the Cotton Bowl.

I

Just as the Music Hall, there would be two

similar-use structures in the Dallas community, and many could not under25
stand the feasibility of it.
The renovation was accepted by Dallas voters and renewal began.
From the outside, the new white surface offers a brighter facade than

I

the only grey concrete.

Inside seventy-two thousand new aluminum seats

in alternate sections of turquoise and white present a fresh view.

En-

larged restrooms, new and improved food service areas, improved pedestrian flow, new dressing rooms completed the renovation.

The expense

was readily justified since it would have been a complete waste to let
the super structure go unused.

The stadium remains the home of the

Cotton Bowl game, the Texas-Oklahoma game, and some of Southern Methodist University's home games.

In addition, variour exhibition games

drawing thousands of fans are played at the famous site.
The history of Fair Park covers many aspects.

26

It is one of
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determination by the park board not to allow a park to fall into ruin
simply because the community around it is in transition.

Fair Park

has to become a metropolitan park, designed for the entire populace as
well as being a drawing attraction to bring people into the city.

Though

the open space, water, and greenery in the midst of a changing neighborhood forced some of the functions of the neighborhood park on these
facilities, Fair Park continued primarily as a special function facility.
The park board has consistently insisted that museums, music and theater,
and other forms of popular commercial recreation be provided the citizens of Dallas.

Through Fair Park, the park board has been able to put

these functions into one unitary facility where year-round activities

I
I

have occurred.

This allows

the neighborhood parks to remain unencum-

bered by special use facilities.
Fair Park, then, represents the cooperation of the park board in
the economic well-being of the city.

Its partnership with the State

Fair of Texas remains a recognition that the annual fair is a boon to
Dallas, and that the public sector should support this activity.

Most

importantly. Fair Park stands as an example of the unwillingness of a
park system to allow a dying park to depart.

It is an example of urban

renewal whose success cannot yet be completely analyzed.
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CHAPTER 13
THE END OF ONE HUNDRED YEARS
ANOTHER BEGINNING
As Dallas celebrates the one hundredth anniversary of its first
park acquired in 1876, the city can look with pride at the past accomplishments of its park and recreation department.

Although Dallas has

been fortunate to be an affluent metropolitan area with citizens who
have been willing to pay for the services and facilities which they
deemed important and necessary, the task of providing an area of almost
one million people with an optimal amount of park and recreation services has not been an easy one to meet.

The transformation since World

War II from an average park system to one which has gained national
recognition in land acquisition, facilities, recreation programs, aesthetic improvements, and leadership strongly indicates that Dallas has
developed a successful park and recreation department.
The park board has been the body responsible for the policies and
directions undertaken by the park department.

During the last thirty

years, strong men have served as the president of the board.

Presidents

Ray Hubbard and Julius Schepps were both wery successful businessmen.
They were neither at the top nor the wealthiest members of the Dallas
power structure, but they were two highly respected individuals who enjoyed good rapport with the power-elite of Dallas.

At the same time,

they seemed to relate to the needs of the majority of Dallasites.
bard and Schepps both served on a park board that was cautious in
306

Hub-
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response, yet their boards were viewed by the other city administrators
and the citizenry as efficient and expertly guided.

The city council

during their terms felt no need or pressure to have a rapid turnover
of board members.

And as long as the park system was growing and gain-

ing status, there was no logical reason for changing.

Once appointed,

Hubbard and Schepps served as long as they did not refuse the responsibility, and both held the presidency until their deaths.
Hubbard and Schepps, in succession, headed the park board in the
manner of a large corporation.

The chief objective was to give the

people of Dallas a balanced system of parks and recreation programs yet
to do so while staying within the confines of the amount of amoney which
citizens were willing to appropriate for these services.

They used

their access to the Dallas power system to aid in achieving any desired
goals by a quicker method than having to go up the ladder.

In other

words, the chances were usually excellent that one of these two men
would know personally the men at the top who could help supply whatever
was needed for the park board to provide a better, more extensive park
system for Dallas.
Whoever headed the park board had to be financially capable of
donating extensive time to the problems and not simply a spare moment
here or there.

The size of the park board budget since the close of

World War II, an increase from $577,096 in 1944-1945 to the proposed
$11,800,000 in the 1974-1975 budget, required an enormous amount of time,
not only for planning but for allocating advice and funds.

Most Dallas

citizens could not afford that much time on a strictly voluntary capacity.

The rapid growth of the economy which resulted in an increased
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recreational demand required that businessmen be in control of the park
board.
During the 1960s, society as a whole, including Dallasites, became
more aware of social responsibilities and race equalities.

The entire

nation awakened to the humanistic awareness needed in a rapidly changing
world.

This social change was reflected in the philosophies of the next

board president. Dr. William Dean.

The businessman outlook which per-

haps had overstressed land acquisition had brought Dallas to its
achieved status, but the city had reached the stage of development where
social welfare and additional services beyond a park or playground were
both needed and desired by the populace.

Dean has an immense interest

in the arts and the cultural education as well as exploration in joint
community services provided through the cooperation of the park board.
The businessmen had been most effective in acquiring and building, but
it has required more sensitivity and recognition of changing social
problems to contribute to the mid 1970s milieu than a strictly business
approach would allow.

The well trained and educated professional staff

in the department has been able to cope with financial budgetary problems which once required the board.

The president's responsibility must

be to remain alert and responsive to any developing community needs.
Many services provided by the park board are no longer within the range
of recreation but fall within the much larger circle of personal welfare,
All indications are that more and more such services will be demanded.
The question of meeting these demands remains the chief problem of the
policy makers, while presentation of these policies to the public will
continue to be the responsibility of the park board president.
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Just as the board presidency has evolved from a strictly business
position to a more open, social office, the make up of the entire board
has evolved in the same direction.
formerly was

The conservative businessman who

the epitome of the entire board is no longer the typical

board member.

More broadly representative boards have emerged.

The

change in the city charter in 1968 provided for seven members instead of
five.

This allowed a greater variety of representation on the board.

There seems little doubt that the businessman image was advantageous for
the Dallas Park System since an operation which stressed development
almost had to have this type of leadership to guide the department
through its growing pains.

But with the present emphasis upon community

involvement by all citizens, the leadership cannot be held to a restricted power structure which may be dissolving somewhat itself.
The various segments of Dallas' population have demanded their
representation on civic boards.

These new members from differing races,

communities, and economic backgrounds can work either for the benefit of
Dallas and the park system or bear partial credit for its decline.

The

board can work together for a total Dallas program or each can pull for
his or her race or particular area.

Board members will no longer be

almost entirely from the city power structure, already familar with each
other and accustomed to working together before even being appointed to
the park board.

They probably will be appointed to the board as strang-

ers to each other.

And each may have differing ideas about park manage-

ment and philosophies of life.
However, the present trend toward a more diverse park board may
carry several issues which may be difficult to overcome.

It seems
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probable that the term of service will be shortened in order that more
citizens can participate on the board.

New ideas and faces will be seen

more often, but the adjustment period required by any new member to
understand the function of the board will have to be endured.

There may

always be new members trying to become familiar with the others.

Long

term projects, such as those Hubbard directed for numerous years until
fulfillment, could become chopped and disjointed if care is not taken to
see that the introduction period is complete.

If these predictions be-

come realities, there remains little doubt that responsibility will
shift toward the administration of the park department and away from the
park board.

Historically, the staff has remained

main for long tenures.

and continues to re-

The continuity of the staff might be needed for

the policy-making function, advice to cover more than one two-year term.
But there exists a strong chance that the board will retain its present
status and power and simultaneously become more democratic in order to
meet the needs of the changing population.

To do this will take much

juggling and balancing of membership, appointing citizens of all races
but yet allowing continuity for the majority of the board.
Evidence of the trend towards the shorter park board terms is
apparent.

Before, a board member usually remained on the board until he

became unable or until he no longer desired to serve.

City council has

surprised many during the last two terms of park board appointments.
Some turnovers seemed rather rapid, and rumors persisted that the president had served

his share of years and would not be reappointed.

How-

ever, Dr. Dean was reappointed in 1973 because it was only his second
term as president, although he had served on the board for several years
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Other members were not reappointed and new members took their places.
Shorter terms could be beneficial for Dallas as more citizens become
intimately acquainted with park affairs, but care has to be taken to
provide continuity.

High turnover could, in fact, be counter produc-

tive to citizen control, since it would place administrators in a position of maintaining policy as short-term members learned their job.
More minorities have been represented on the park board during
the last few years.
to board membership.

During the late 1960s, the first black was appointed
The third woman in the history of the board was

appointed in 1971, and in 1973 another black and the first MexicanAmerican were given membership.

The fact that minority group members

were appointed to the park board as well as other city boards only recently is more than a sign of the public's new awareness.

Until the

last decade, it was difficult to find a member of a minority race who
could afford the time it took to spend several hours each week away from
the job.

The fact that today this is possible reflects progress for the

park board and for society as a whole.

The chance for advancement grows

brighter.
This gradual change in board membership, the length of terms, and
the trend away from the power-structure demonstrates yet another new
feature of today's board.

Because recent board appointees have not nec-

essarily been members of Dallas' elite, powerful businessmen, the park
board has now become a means by which a person might obtain an open door
to influence.

With few exceptions, the members previously had to be a

part of this group before being appointed to the board, but increasingly,
recognition comes through board membership.

The park board has become a
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means by which the person can proceed to higher goals.

The board, in

many instances, will become only a step towards the top of the ladder.
If many members view the park board as a "stepping stone," then another
reason exists to believe that short terms will be in vogue.

Minority

representation and shortened terms could eventually decrease the efficiency long enjoyed by the park board.

The danger remains that if

efficiency disappears and effectiveness vanishes, the park board may be
transformed into an advisory board without the final authority which
it now enjoys.
The administrative staff has undergone several changes in its
character.

The majority of the park department's upper echelon per-

sonnel for the last twenty to thirty years all began their park careers
during the 1940s.

Most of these men received their formal educational

training in fields other than recreation and did not have a career in
recreation prior to their position with the park department.

Nonethe-

less, their training in administration allowed them to perform the basic
requirements of the job simultaneously with learning about their new
profession.

The director of parks, assistant director, park engineer,

and recreation director were close to the same age, and because their
ideas and backgrounds were similar enough, it was simple for them to
work together.

Keeping in line with the type of men serving on the park

board during this time period, the administrative staff was a cautious,
non-extravagant group which followed the directions and policies of the
park board.

As a result, the department ran efficiently and smoothly

with no obvious intra-departmental conflicts caused by differing attitudes or opinions.

The entire staff was intelligent and conservative.
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They cautiously listened to opinions and suggestions until they were
convinced that their next move would be a well planned effort, would be
within budget constraints, and would be in the interest of Dallas.

It

could be only a matter of opinion as to whether the top administration
would have been more effective and more creative with personnel of different ages

and backgrounds who could give new or different inputs.

But it is certain that if the department had been managed by various
aged persons, the transition during the early 1970s when most of these
top men retired could have been much smoother.
management

Completely changing top

brought some unnecessary disorganization into the department,

The present administrative staff has a broader age spread and this
may avoid a complete turnover at the end of another era.

Also this

staff is professionally educated for their specific positions.

Most

have degrees in recreation and park administration, and more of the top
administrators have several years of experience in recreation before
being promoted to their present positions.

The National Recreation and

Park Association recommends a master's degree for any position above
supervisor of recreation, which means that most of the top staff does
not meet this requirement, but their years of experience compensate
the lack of an advanced degree.

for

Although emphasis has not been placed

upon organized continuing education at the college level, the park department has encouraged strongly that its staff involve themselves in
various conferences and study groups.

The result has been that Dallas

now enjoys a professional, diversified group of administrators who by
virtue of their ages and backgrounds make the present staff a more exploratory, experimental administration than the past.
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Professional development has filtered
management, including recreation.

through all levels of park

The NRPA recommends at least a bache-

lor's degree for a person to serve as a recreation leader.

The field of

recreation has required much more professionalization in order to cope
with the play and social situations which arise continually.

Recreation

leaders not only plan the play programs, but they must counsel and provide assistance for problems which the park visitors may have that are
not related directly to recreation.

With this growing trend to total

services and increased responsibility being accepted by the recreation
field, such training becomes a necessity.

Because recreation is the

largest, most public-oriented division in the park department, it is the
one which has received the most encouragement to meet the NRPA standards.
Alignment with the minimum of a bachelor's degree requirement for professional recreators has reached a level of approximately eighty percent in
the Dallas park department.

This percentage will increase each year be-

cause all new employees meet the requirement, and the older employees
without degrees will reach retirement age eventually.
The department should use the guidelines of NRPA in selection and
employment of their staff.

Employees who do not presently meet these

requirements should be encouraged to do so.

Incentive programs, either

salary or recognition, could be used to encourage more professionally
trained recreators.

It only will be by keeping alert to social changes

that the park department will be able to continue the responsibility of
providing trained, professional personnel for its recreation programs.
NRPA standards can be used in other aspects of the Dallas Park and
Recreation Department to measure the effectiveness of the organization.
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The one guideline that Dallas has always been able to meet concerns the
number of acres suggested as desirable for different sized cities.

Ten

acres per one thousand people has been used as a standard since 1930 and
is still a reasonable goal.

Although Dallas has had acreage in excess

of that figure, it is safe to suggest that they might not have if there
had not been several very generous citizens who gave large gifts of land
to the department.

Among the benefactors have been the Tenisons, the

Stevens, the Samuel Is, the Crawfords, and in the 1970s, the Stemmons.
Federal Aid has helped the department purchase

land since 1967.

Areas

such as the greenbelt and several neighborhood parks have had federal
funding for one-half of their acquisition costs.
Although land acquisition has been a burden in the past, its future importance may be limited.

It is impossible for Dallas to expand

tremendously because it is surrounded by suburbs.

However, if the

Dallas Park Department ever should incorporate with a county system or
even a "metroplex" park system, land acquisition immediately will rise
again in importance.

There remain areas of the city which need more

park lands; thus, the park department will have to work even harder at
acquiring these areas because of the rapidly densifying population demands.

The demands may require that the board research the prospects

of purchasing land that was at one time undesirable.

Now with modern

technology and the realization that some standards need to be lowered or
else there will be no new lands, areas such as the Trinity floodbasins
are destined to become promising recreational areas.

Dredged lakes,

reclaimed gravel pits, and new man-made lakes are only a few of the possibilities for expanding land for the city's future, if and when needed.
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Applying the NRPA standards to the Dallas facilities provided by
the park department indicates that Dallas falls quite short of the
minimal standards.

Although the NRPA sees its standards as minimum re-

quirements, it must be noted that

in most cases the economic costs of

providing the recommended amount of facilities seems totally unreasonable in cost and in land available.

What must be said of the Dallas

facilities is that they are well distributed.

An inspection of a map

of the city shows that the distribution pattern is arranged in such a
manner that no area

has been shorted.

More facilities could and will

be built each year, but the available ones have been planned to reach
the optimal number of Dallas residents.
The city in 1974 has twenty-one modern recreation buildings which
serve as both passive and active recreation centers for all ages and in
all areas of Dallas.

However, the NRPA standard suggests that Dallas

shoi'ld have eighty-four of these buildings.

The most recently con-

structed centers each cost approximately $300,000, which means the citizens of Dallas would have to provide $18,900,000 in order to meet the
standard.

To further complicate the issue of providing recreation

centers has been the changing social pattern followed in each new center.
Recreation facilities are no longer simple.

They have been built also

for health, both mental and physical, and for social interactions.

Rec-

reation centers may have not only medical and dental facilities, such
as those provided at Hattie Rankin Moore and North Hampton Parks, but
they may provide psychological counseling.

There will be personnel

trained specially for educating the neighborhood of the varying services,
federal and local, available to them as citizens.

A recreation center
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may in the near future become an official day care center for children
whose mothers work.

The funds for these services may have to be pro-

vided from the city's tax monies.

All city social services work together

to provide the necessary facilities and personnel in large, multi-service
community centers, under the auspices of conglomerate advisory park
boards.

In order to do this, the cost factor involved in the future for

the additional services and increased, better trained staff will surely
raise the expense of building and maintaining recreation centers. Judging by these predictions, it is hard to imagine Dallas being able to
provide sixty-three more centers in order to comply with NRPA standards.
The NRPA recommends that a city the size of Dallas have seventy
senior pools such as those at Samuell-Grand, Redbird, and Walnut Hill
parks.

Whereas Dallas only has twenty-one of these large pools, they

are supplemented by almost ninety of the smaller junior pools which
serve the smaller children and are much more accessible than the larger
pools.

Although the combined large pools and smaller pools would pro-

vide enough space for the same number of swimmers, the Dallas pool system
reaches more people simply because there are more pools.
Golf, tennis, and baseball facilities all fall short of the standard.

The park department operates twenty-three baseball diamonds, but

the NRPA recommends 141.

One hundred twelve softball diamonds are ope-

rated by the board, but the NRPA standard for Dallas is 282. The
standards suggest thirty-two eighteen hole golf courses, but Dallas has
only five.

The 156 tennis courts managed by the department are far below

the recommended 420 courts.

Not to mention the cost factors involved in

building enough facilities to reach a minimum requirement, there is the
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problem of finding enough land to locate such new facilities.

Although

the city meets the minimum acres for their population total, if each
neighborhood park received baseball fields or golf courses, there would
be no land left available for free play and open space greenery.

This

in itself would defeat the majority of the population's concept as to
what a park should be.

When the greenbelt areas have been totally ac-

quired, there will be space for several new facilities to be located
there.

Although an occasional flood will render the land unusable for

a short time, the value gained during the remainder of the time when
the land can be used constructively will be immeasurable.
The figures suggested by the NRPA do not seem to be reasonable.
They appear to be ideals as opposed to minimum requirements.

Although

the public has been willing to pay heavily for their recreation facilities, and no recreation program has been rejected in bond vote since
World War II, it appears that the populace would protest the cost needed
for a rash increase in facilities.

Though it may be impossible to sup-

ply sufficient ball diamonds and it remains difficult to obtain a reservation for a game of tennis, additional facilities carry a high price
with them.

Not only will the increase be a drain on the park department,

but other city services, such as the police force, become involved when
more games are played at the ball diamonds, and more protection must be
provided for late night tennis players.
The figures on facilities supplied by the park department also
fail to take into account a growing private recreation business.

Bowl-

ing alleys, country clubs, YMCAs and YWCAs, and special private parks
such as Six Flags Over Texas, Lion Country, and Seven Seas provide
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recreation for thousands of Dallasites.

The park board must remain

alert to any increase in such private recreation activities as the
Dallas Cowboy football games or the Dallas Tornado soccer games, not to
forget the university and high school teams which are continually competing in almost all sports.

Thus, because the facilities provided by

the park board are fairly equally distributed, each bond issue could
include a reasonable amount of new facilities to be spread over the city.
Increased emphasis needs to be placed upon providing lighted soccer
fields, indoor public pools for year-round swimming, and new man-made
lakes for the growing popularity of water sports. The baseball fields,
the swimming pools, and the tennis courts may be in continual use, but
working within the confines of a departmental budget means that reaching
the standard will be a gradual process, one which will be raised as the
population of Dallas becomes more dense.
Each year since 1946, the park board's percentage of the city budget has increased as the citizens realized the importance of recreation.
In the future, the department needs an increased share which will allow
continued growth.

A stronger, larger recreation department will in-

crease in importance as the population enlarges.

The possibility of

year-round school programs is in the near future, and this means that
the emphasis on summer recreation programs will no longer be sufficient.
The staff will have to provide all day programs throughout the year in
order to keep the youngsters on vacation from the classroom occupied.
The park board has cooperated greatly with the school board in planning
facilities and putting them to the most efficient use, but the future
will require much more cooperation and joint planning.
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Previous park departments were concerned about aesthetic development and maintenance of only the land specifically owned by the park department.

Little by little, the board undertook the landscaping for

different city departments, such as the libraries, the police stations,
the public works department.

The park department with its specialized

knowledge and tools for landscaping and grounds maintenance was
to do the job; thus, the park department expanded even more.

natural

Someday

the park department, if it continues the outstanding work for which it
is presently recognized, may have the responsibility of preforming the
upkeep on all of the schools, as well as school playgrounds.

Street

plantings, formerly handled by the public works department, have become
the responsibility of the park department, and from all indications, the
park department will further broaden its maintenance for other city
departments.
Since 1945 the park board can also take some credit for the successful and smooth integration of the special parks under their jurisdiction.
The zoo, golf courses, and fair grounds are open at all times to all
races.

Although several neighborhoods in the city have not yet been

integrated, the parks that are serving mixed population groups have been
carefully watched, and extra care has provided the proper leadership needed
to make the adjustments.

Each neighborhood park has always been open to

any person desiring to enter, but because the park may be located in a
residential area that has remained homogenous, the park will be used by
only members of that group.

It has taken considerable foresight and

wisdom to make the transition smooth and peaceful.
There have been criticisms of the Dallas Park and Recreation
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Department since 1945, and most of these complaints, such as shortages
of facilities and low payscales, could be solved with money.

The board

could ask for more funds and if the public feels that is what it needs,
then the board will have additional funds.

However, tax monies are not

infinite and inflation may continue to rise; thus, it is doubtful that
the citizens would approve a tremendous increase in park tax allocations
in the near future.

The best policy may be to continue providing new

facilities for each area of the city as the money comes available.

But

these would have to follow the multi-functioned pattern established at
Hattie Rankin Moore Park and not a simple standard design for anywhere
in the city.

Facilities should be designed with the desires and needs

of the individual community specified.

If the board continues its pres-

ent policy of fairness while becoming much broader in scope of their
social responsibilities, more allocations will be needed.

As this

happens, the Dallas system will have its chance, under its professional
leadership, to reach still more people.

It will be a park system that

meets all standards for providing not just an optimum service, but the
maximum.

Dallas has a department which other cities can look to as an

example of a successful park system.
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